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The FOOTE PRINT PRINTER INTERFACE
0 for Centronics parallel printers
0 works in both Z068 and Spectrum mode

Q compatible with US-64 St Spectrum emulators

¢ EPRQM socket and on/off switch on board

0 works with both Tasman and Aerco driver software

¢ plugs into cartridge dock—-door completely
closes with cable running back under computer

' frees up rear edge connector allowing other
peripherals to be used; less chance of a crash

' print driver software for LPRINT, LLIST, and
COPY included for ZO68 and Spectrum modes

SOFTWARE TS2068 TS1000 FootePrint Interface w/software Si. cable .$4S°°
FootePrint with OS-64 option included $6500

Badgammon (Bwkgamwwn) "$12.95 Bare board S1. instructions only . . . . . . . . . .$ ZO°°
Advanced Math (Oman) "$12.95 $7.95 Cable only for use with bare board . . . . . . .$l5°°
Cal 'one Counter...................... ..s9.9s $5.95 Zero Insertion Force Socket Option add *1"
U.S.A. (Pres. 8 States 8 Oa.ps.)....$9 95 $5 95 -
Gambler (poker) ........................ "$9295 l THE. BEST CF
CHR$ (char. 8 grwpliics generator) $12.95
Hangman at TIC-TAG-TOE.............. ..$5.95 5

S S 7 V S ‘ Brother M1109 not Matrix Printer’ compact’ low ' il\¢SlNCLAlR/TIMEX ussns MAGAZINEnoise, 100 CPS, both Parallel and Serial inter“ aw l A r 2 so 77

faces, multiple typestyles with near letter
quality Print mode and 41¢ memory buffer. comes ~~~~""'it’ - '

with tractor feed unit $249 l Bmmwma . . . . . . . . . .95
Q1. or Zebra FDD cable for above: 8171”
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S S A A A -_ A compilation of the best articles, reviews, programs,
Th8 B9Sl Of and hardware projects

» Articles include Building an EPROM Program--
1000, Extensive Review of the Zebra Disk System, mer, Sprites on the 2068. Adding RGBto 2068, QL
Adding a Keyboard to the 2068, and Enhancing the Word Processing, Whats Available for TS-1000.
A & J Microdrive. 112 pages

FO0TE& sort

Price: $11.95

and much rnore. 60 pages ~

Price: $7.95

LUHHE P. o. Boxl4655—C]ainesville, FL 32604 904/4621086 (6 9 EDT- pm - pm )

All prices are pre-paid and include shipping charges. Florida residents must add 5% state sales tax.
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SEPTEMBER/(i)(jIT(:)HFlH
Time Designs Magazine Company

C 2°”2““""'°‘“' TIME DESIGNS MAGAZINE
olton, Oregon 97017

USA Information for all models of SINCLAIR, TIMEX, and
(503) 824-2658 AMSTRAD personal computers. Serving North America

CompuServe lD# 71350,3230 and the International community.

TIME DESIGNS MAGAZINE is published bi-monthly and .

is Copyright 1987 by the Time Designs Magazine Com- 9

pany, Colton, Oregon 97017. All rights reserved. S
Reproduction of this magazine in whole or In part by any
means without written permission ls prohibited by law. »~

SUBSCRIPTIONS: $16.95 a year for six Issues (u.s. Tim Woods
funds only), mailed In the U.S. No extra charge for
Canada or Mexico (mailed “surface” rate). All other
countries please write for information on surface and air

'"a"'a*eS- “themed” issues
CUSTOMER SERVICE: Customer satisfaction ls our
goal. For subscription service problems, or any ques- We're going -to focuson a central theme for the
tions and comments, please writeior call. next two issues, complete with key articles (and evenw_;ite<»g; iii‘? *z::2‘:‘"i.::<’.*.::2":::;:::@“2l~ $2;;.;;“e.2;ii2?.i.z?

GT8 IS any C GHQG In YOU!’ CUITGH mai lg 3 TESS O ~ » - - 'This has been a favorite topic of many personal computer

S ' 'll ' ' ' ' < »efl/‘Ce WI "Qt a|WaY$ Ye|lab|Y fefward magazines the dedicated effort of some software developers ou. . . , y
(be|ieVe US, "Qt ihem!)- Net")! U5 as 50°" as Y0" knew Of can now apply this technique to our beloved Sinclair

hany C 8rlQe$- computers-. Desktop Publishing; gives the user some very
RENEWAL “ME? To determine your expiration date, powerful "tools" to combine; both text and graphics ‘for
simply read the date posted in the upper-right corner of the development of many types °f documems’ mcludmgz

.. . newslet.ters,. magazines, reports, instruction manuals, or
your mamng lab?‘ (.magazme cover)‘ For an examme’ even a letter’ to a friend. You don't necessarily have to
1g;9v/_89 would éngmate that_the November/?Ae‘:emb?r be an editor.or publisher for this type of- program, as

_'Ss“e wow e the '33,‘ ‘SSW receive?‘ mm '3 much simpler applications are possible. But the Desktop-
provided elsewhere to renew your subscription We also -' type program has really changed the way small scale
send one notice in case you forget. An early renewal IS publishing is serfs:-mad_ Magazines and Journals have
very muchappreciated, and let us know we are doing an literally crapped up overnight as a result_
edequatelee Of course, if youihave no interest in this subject,
DEALERS, HARDWAREISOF1-WARE DEVELQPERS: we still offer a host of otherarticles and programs, as

Write for our display ad rate card, and find out how you well I as all (‘if .°ur fegar feé.3§'imgS°
can reach the largest number of Timex Sinclair users in r “ex lssue S eme W1 e TEI.'EcOl?MUNICATIONS'
North America‘ Some of. you.may_remember our _March/April (Vol 2,

No.3) issue, which ran an article on converting a sur-
_ plus 2050 modem board into an RS-232 Serial port. By

-"ME DESIGNS is‘ far, that has been our best selling back issue. I won't
Managing Editor: Tim Woods go into a lot of detail here, but what we have in store

Ass‘$*a"* Ed"°'= Siepham Woods §Z€.Z$i.“§Z§-F232; ZEZ“l§.be.§Z“‘§.3l§.bZi,%ZZZm£l§ ‘-‘Z?
Production Assistants: D. L. Woods issue!‘

Dgn Axmaker I'd. like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Bill
Kim Axmaker Ferrebee of Mountaineer Software for his hand in de-

signing the front cover of our Desktop issue. Bill was
Photography" (“mess °the'w's9 "°'ed) formally a columnist for the now defunct TS-HORIZONS.

Th°ma5 3- Judd Currently, he is collaborating with Stan Lemke of Lemke
printing; A| Undsrbsrg and1-sad~|_Liths printing 3,30,“. Software Development_on some hot new software packages.
position, Dragon City’ Oregon 97045 Do you have an idea.for a future.tl"iemed issue. Send

us your suggestion, and if we use it, you will get
Frequent Contributors: Joe Williamson Paul Bin ham, Q , credit (where credit is due) here in this column.
Wes Brzozowski, Michael E. Carver, Tim Stoddard, Earl
V. Dunnington, Syd Wyncoop, Zack Xavier Haquer, Fred
Nachbaur, Mike de Sosa, Joe Newman, Stan Lemke,
Duncan Teague, Albert F. Rodriguez, Bill Ferrebee, Where to get your computer xed-
William C. Andrews, Dick Wagner, Dennis Silvestri, Gale . h . .

Henslee, M. Vincent Lyon, J. Kevin Paulsen, Warren . still t.e moft popular correspondence we regenef,

. . - I -' "Frlcke, Charles E. Goyette, Kenneth Fracchia, Dennis 5 §:§,g:1¢:§§1gri¥lCl:l:rgLc:: épgitérugy yggmggggr tlxgg
jgmieajhllggfgr3§r;)?r;:_:tch'nS°n’ Herb B°werS’Sr" tact the dealer where you purchased »-your computer for

' advice. But for TSlOOO/TSl500/ZX8l' and TS2068 owners,
InternationalCorrespondent: R. Lussier the answer ie e bill different-

Just before we went topress, we contacted Timex to
NOTICE: Contributors to TIME DESIGNS are independent of the TIME get an official statement as to the status of repairs
DESIGNS MAGAZINE CO., and opinions expressed in the contents of this . .

publication are not necessarilythose ofthe management staff or its adver- preformed by Fhelr service department‘ As °f_ yet’ they
tisers. Time Designs Magazine Co. will not be held liable for any damageor have not Provided an answer‘ We should have lt bY next
consequences resulting from instructions, assertionsoffact,revlewofpro- iSSl-18. One reader wrote in to tellus that they had just
ducts or companies provided in the magazine’s content. It is recommended recently. sent in a TS2068 t0 be repaired, and received a
that anyone attempting to modify their computer or constructing an elec- refurbished computer as a replacement ( a practice that
trical pfO]8Cl should seek help from more knowledgeable Individuals. Continued Next Page.



Timex has used for quite awhile--refurbished units come was administered, and the appropriate charges The da —- Y
from Portugal). Yet other TDM readers have reported that sheet is totalled and balanaed at th d fe en o the day,
when they contacted the Timex Service Dept., they were and greatly helps to simplify bookkeeping

H Htold by front office personnel that repairs were no Daysheet is entirely written in BASIC, but requires
longer performed. a 64K Rampack and a full size rinter. At th' t' hp is ime t e

Your BEST insurance against "down time" due to a program is set up to handle a patient load of 25, but it
fa lt t . ' " " '  U Y e°mPU er: 15 t0 Pufehase a BACK UP ¢emPutef- could be re—defined for more accounts. Built-into the
You can usually find a reasonable. deal on-a second—hand prdgram are ICD and CPT d h‘co es, w ich are standard
One! and if Yea ever have t0 use it: lt will be Werth medical office codes to represent medical proceduresit's wei ht in old. In ff‘ h - '9 9 our 0 lee ere at TDM: We have that are performed. For example if the user would type
several back ups ready to go if anything ever happens. "CE" the oom ut - - »

1 p er recognizes this to mean CompleteIt's just too expensive NOT to have them. Our Classified Exam"_and adds the oorreot charge to the patients
section is a ood sourc f f’ d' '9 e or in lag a 9°95 buY an a record. Doctor Sheingorn's three secretaries are all
Spare Computer. trained to use the program.

We have also been contacted by a company that will "Our ZX8l runs 24 hours a day. It's. never turned
repair Timex Sinclair computers for a very reasonable off, and there have been NO.problems," Dr Sheingorn told
cost, called PROMISE LAND ELECTRONICS. Dan Elliott is TDM. None of the typical anti-heat and R k hampac cras
the owner and service technician: full time he is a modifications have been performed, except a little more
troubleshooter fOt a large supplier Of computerized compound was added tg the heat sink, "The printer ¢an't
meaieal equiPme"t aad the" rePairs Celaf TV'S ans be on the same table as the computer. There is too much
computers part—time. Along with repair's, he will also vibratidn " advised ghein ern_I 9
perform modifications and will even assemble and test speaking of printers, the Daysheet seftware was
circuit boards. If you are interested in getting your originally set up to drive a Seikosha (Gorilla Banana)
T520531 T315001 er T51000 (and ZX8l) repaired: You ea" printer, but high volume use literally wore it out, and
write and t fl h ' » ' 'IGQUGS 8 Y8! teat lnClUd€S 8 prlC€ sheet wa3_repla¢ed wlth an Ep3Qn_
of various service charges. Dan Elliott told TDM that A Memdteeh keybdard replaees the Zxgli mbs me rane
Promise Land Electronics specializes in reasonable rates keyboard, a Memoteeh Centrgnigs printer interface is
and ood customer servi . W ‘t 't . ' ' '9 Ce Fl e 01 Premise Land used, along with a Byte Back 64K Ram module "Basically,
El8CtrO1CS1 Atteti0n= Dan ElliOtt, Rt. ll BOX 1171 the ZX8l is used just as a circuit card. Weihave lots of
C&bOOl1 MU 65689. YOU can also phone: (314) 739-1712 them," said Sheinggrn
evenings from 5 p-m.-9 p-m-, and (417) 469-4571 we-ek— Another program ealled "Fast Office" is used for

den 8- billing purposes, but was programmed on a Commodore 64
by the doctor. He is currently converting this program

, to an IBM PC, which will soon replace the Commodore.
When asked about programming with the Sinclair I

recently Doctor Sheingorn replied, "Timex BASIC is suprisingly
powerful, like the way it dimensions arrays. You are

c iv : really only limited by memory. The BASIC -is. fairlyI just finished reading the July/August TDM etrei htforw d d - - -g ar ...an is very similar to other versions
and always enjoy discovering new TS products and in- like Miorosoft BAsIC_~
formation in ever ' sY ls ue- TDM readers who are interested in the DAYSHEET

I've noticed that much of TDM is devoted to program or would like to t t th d, con ac e octor, can write
Pregramming teehniquesl and technical infermatienl to: Larry Sheingorn, M.D., Suite 502, 9715 Medical
which ' t~ f ' ' ' ' 'is grea or a computer whiz and serious center Drive, Rockville, MD 2Q35Q_
programmers. But how about an article on someone who
uses their Timex computer system for business use?

I'm just starting out as a self-employed book-
keeper and freelance writer and I'm planning to use
my TS2068. I'm aware that many "computer experts" do
not consider the TS2068 applicable for business use,
but surely there must be others who either use it in
business or hope to.

Hope you consider the idea...I'd be interested
in reading about others who actually use their
computers in business, how they went about starting
and what their systems include."

Sincerely,
Carolyn Bower
Wooster, Ohio

A very good suggestion Carolyn. And since you asked
for this, our first "spotlight" on using Sinclair's in
business follows. If anyone knows of individuals or
a company that is putting an inexpensive TS to work for
them in a professional setting, please contact us, and
we may run the story in an upcoming issue. Doctor Sheingorn's secretary Laura, is hard at work with the ZX8l

Maryland Doctor Uses ZX81. Brazirs TK 90X
Larry Sheingorn, M.D., is an Opthamologist ,who

practices in Rockville, Maryland. About five years ago Ines“? last issuer We reperted °n Timex Slneiair
he purchased e ZX8l_ This was e fully assembled model, clones which are manufactured in “Argentina, and also
and began to experiment in Sinclair BA5l¢_ A year later, briefly mentioned another Sinclair clone from Brazil.
and he had programmed a software package called DAYSHEET internatienai Cerrespendentr Bob Lussierr has suPP1ied
that he continues to use in his medical office today. Us-with mere details 0" the TK 90X: Whieh is fui1Y
"Daysheet" as the name implies keeps a running total df compatible with the Sinclair Spectrum, but also shows

patients that are processed in one day, and what care same internal ¢°PYl"9 sf the T320584P‘PI
L-

\--L ~ e - ~~ --e~ - ~ _ __ ~-e _ _ A4 ti. iii--. __ _ _ -
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and after he gave up the title of publisher/editor, con-
tinues to advise and write for the newsletter. Fred has
also penned some recent programs and articles in recent
issues of TIME DESIGNS.

But Fred hasn't seen exposure like he has in the
last few months. Appearing on TV, Radio and in the local
newspapers, Fred's three year legal battle with Canada's
Immigration Service has created quite a stir here in the
northwest, but most notably in British Columbia, Canada
(his current homeland).

The Canadian government had been threatening with
deportation because they did not consider Fred to be a
citizen even though his parents are. Fred was born in
West Germany in 1951, but, his parents emigrated to
Canada when he was ll months. At a young age, the family
once again moved for a short time to the U.S. Fred re-
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Immigration Service has relented and will grant Fred
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are happy that this situation may be over. Remember, you
[CAPS] z=| yuan cw Ty,

SHIFT cow CONT CLS

E‘?

IIXT

"Sf "M_]|§“m|l I can get in touch with Fred through his company, Silicon
aouiao In arm rum

mm $~* SR“? Mountain Computers, C-12, Mtn. Stn. Group Box, Nelson,““ "”“ AmCRggg;M, B.C., Canada v1L 5P1.

The Brazilian company MICRODIGITAL is the principal Lmanufacturer and distributer of the TK90X. It is avail- Q ’S
able in both l~6K and 48K RAM configurations. Another 9 f 1- l °model, the TK 95, has additional RAM and a . full—sized, $ 9 0 comp ete unlttypewriter—style keyboard. Microdigital has revamped the A+ Plus C°mPuteF Re5P°"3e 9f Sullivan! New Ham?“standard Spectrum ROM, by offering a few bug corrections Shire, the Cempe that Urehesed th- y p e remaining stock ofand features. Two additional character sets may be Sinclair QL's (U-$- VerSi0h)1 is apparently attemptingllca" ed with just a single command, both Spanish and to deplete their inventory of some two thousand QL's.Portuguese—-the principal language of Brazil. BASIC They have announced that the QL's price until the end ofcommands are ' E 1' h ' i ' '

in ng is . the year will be $99.00, which includes the PSION suiteSeveral years ago, Sir Clive attempted to take of business programs.
some legal action against Microdigital for producing the Sharp's, Inc. of Mechanicsville, Virginia, has alsounauth ' d S ' ' ' '

orize pectrum clone. However, through immunity announced that they currently have units in stock forprovided by the Brazilian government, Microdigital is the new price of $99. Other QL dealers have Similarprotected against worldwide copyright laws. Many other deals available.
cases of cloning and copyright violations exist through— When the current stock of U.S. QLs is depleted,out South America, including hardware add-ons and wsoft- there will be no more units available. Unless Amstradware packages. f ll " - ' '

Fred Nachbaur
Fred Nachbaur, is perhaps, best known for his con- More news from the U'K'tinuing campaign for interest and support in the ZX8l Dear Mr Wbods’

(and TSl000/TSl500). But Fred also has_ developed some Thgnk you for publishing my letter in the May/June

of TIME, _
I

(see Tim Stoddard's report elsewhere in this issue). gémipggzegoved on’ and a few of the stétements need toHis most current software development utilizes machine ' . 'code routines first introduced by Wilf Rigter, that give machiié 52: gggncggpggéziigpessgggm bgieda Si::ZntFU$?§?the user high resolution screen graphics on an otherwise . . .¢ . d . lllow resclution computer Micrgggir. The machine Kai rtgning 0S9 an lgccasiona ty
° . . . . . cras . Rumor as it t a e Futura wi ma e i s

a Qws~
' ' n __' u

bate’-W back-up System for the ZX <advert1semen*=s were Ziiéiiliiitiicini? Eiikl‘€?..‘$H@§‘“.i§.E?§Z?”t§ZaZ£363ran in early SYNTAX magazines), he started SYNCWARE NEWS

I\Q C

VancouverSun

o ows up on the rumor that has been circulating.
Reports indicate that.they may release a new computer
model based on the Sinclair QL's design.

alone Futura will not use existing QL circuit boards
‘er, within its sh 11. IF htt ”"~ e

B 0 p@,,_,b<1_,,,b #0,,” 2. The THOR 20 prices in my last letter were§~. i?nag§%%é:m% relative to the standard THOR prices. In fact, all theIn 5%¢f;.Z7r!wtoe,ou2l;,;oU;Z.Zed prices have changed and they now start at £ll79.00. The
~l_ ;g%mp%%Wc mg; Thor 20 isfregarded as a stop gap machine begore CST

1? I ISJ . n;~Mg§;@¢§@@ move away rom using the QL circuit board towar s a morer e ,.‘,’,’$dzf§9e,,;e#§,§f,j~/Q22“ "pure" 68020 32 bit bus system. It's performance isBy KEVIN GRIFFIN and KIM PEMBERTON
_ - M, -/e,,_4’.,, '1 . . .A Nelson computer sollware programmer [aces deportation to ,-|;".‘0r;,e""<I¢.,:° /o:b‘l1,- dlsappglntlng for a 68020 system! but it is faster thanWest Germany, despite the fact he has visited that country only 0"" 121,,-e'¢‘o' °‘~‘ qf/Fe a QL- -

. 0|‘, -lg , d0 lg 0once since he was a child.
~ P P0 ~'1;, I1; _.r rt

Frederick Nachbaur is not considered a Canadian citizen by 0,, ‘ 4l:"'0' 8l"'"sedI: .lréimigration Canada, even though the rest of his family are Can- let?’ <1‘-Z; 1,-7 /e “'41,-
1a,m& ‘$%My%%m Continued On Page 5.lle says his three-year legal tussle ' - 4 8

”ej§wX§#¢' ,1
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ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE T/S 2068

POWERFUL AND INEXPENSIVE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR ZX81, T/S1000 and T/S1500 COMPUTERS

ZX-TEXT ZX-CALC ZX-CALENDAR
-IIIIIIIII.
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A word processor is to a computer user An electronic spreadsheet calculator is the Time management is an important aspe.ct of

what a typewriter is to a typist, except that the fundamentalb8$i¢i°°"°i$Umma'i$i"9»i9P°"iii9 any serious business and personal agenda.

former has more advantages than the latter. and anaiylirig iii i“8"i>< Wm a"Y 8¢¢°i1"ii"9. Planning how to spend ourtime leaves us better
ZX_Text can opera‘e in providing math8fT\aUCa| QT SCl8nUC manipulation 0fnum- pfepafed befgfe and we afe spending

from 1300 ic 6500 words per d0¢umem_ it b9'S- Z_X'Ca'° Opemesm 32'54K RAM and a"°'d5 and we remain better organized after we finish

features 6 different options: write, read, edit, grwigmuiv of336Q;ha3(ger/Spreadsheet‘The Speridiii ii-’ ZX-C8i9"d_aY OPBYBLBS in 15'54_K
l tt A O

print, save and clear text. Text is written on a and 3(;T:vJ:€r?Srf"bes£1_3g?x{R1n;£az;erS} afford1irg% 25_ aprgrélmentg H161(;3(K, 1E00 IE

per-line basis with quick speed and with cell. Unlikeother popular ESCs,ZX-Calc uses iri . °' '“ an . ' ac
horizontal back-space and delete capabilities calculations and withincellsall14mathfunctions appommem '°C°'d hmds a maxmum °' 220

being available. You can also access the 0" 1h8ZX-31/T$100Q |i0"8f$8Ui'iiQi19 ‘SUM Characters‘ The mam menu mciudes ems"
editor directly from write mode and vice-versa. 3‘"°“°"‘ ma‘ ‘°ta'$ °"9 °Y _m°'° '°W$/°°'uf"D$ seyarch/Check/s°n' °ha_"9°' saVe' dear and
Tex‘ can be pmowead on a pepnne basis simul‘t_aneoi11_s1ly. Parenthesiz clzantbe ursed within printiany and all appointments made on a

auowing ‘or enough time to demrmme if any QQUB i°ii$- 6'9 is "0 "<9 "T" 0" OW many specific date or with any party. Output to either

.. . . . °qU3"°"$ mail be e"i9i9d- Formulas "i8Y be the ZX/TS rinter is ermissible. This ro ram
9<1ii'"9 is i'i99¢°d- The 19>" °di1°i a"°W$ 8 ""9 stored in all 420 cells of the spreadsheet. The - - p p p -g

ll t t h
of text to be deleted, inserted, replaced and display affords15rows/colums. Loadingofdata W‘ perm‘ youtorgmember Odo some.‘ mg or

. to be somewhere im ortant b catal in our
Hstgd fof You may a|So Change a word Into more than One Ce" Can OCCUT aCTOS$/UQWH , Y og g y

| - | it answers to six questions that you must account
°i 8XP'9$$i°" Within 8 iine» $i°l° °i SW‘ 19>" 82:ug|T323gxmgcyozgns:?:::;nee;n£‘y0fVgoC for in order not to waste time when it is scarce:

umnsin anyorder,or practice usingfixed-variable- Wh. With Wh0iTi- Bi Whai “"16. i0! "OW i0TiQ.

"Fading YBX1 "Om "19 "'51 ""9 °i me 7"e- '9' alignment display formats. The menu offers 6 where and what are you going to discuss and
enter write mode from the editor, return to the options: enter/ erase, move,calculate,print,save conclude when you get together with someone
mai-mnu Qf Cfeafa a widQw 3Q YQU and Cleaf the Spfeadsheet. Entef/efase HHQWS e|se'_) The pfogfam |etS you penaneny

can read-edit two files simultaneously. The the e"te'i"9-d°'°"°“ °'da‘a_a“9"memw§mma originate, record, classify, search, sort,

print option takes text displayed in 30-column fneyvtgrgggxhyasggaa mr'g€2":rg:LSdO:"h\éV'g;1:::: calculate, modify, summarize, obtain a written

’°"“a‘ °" ‘he “'99” am °“tp“‘$ t° elm“ the sreadsheet to access any row. column or cell. '°p°n and SW9 Y°“' a"sw°'s‘°m° pmcedmg

ZX/TS Dfiiiiel (With M9iTi°18¢h'$ Ceiiiiiiifls The calculate option allows you to enter labels, q“°s“°"S 5° ma‘ Y0" Wm "‘°‘ W99‘ What Y°“
Parallel interface 80-column and lower/ values or formulas intoacell or write and enter decide to do with your time. This program

highs, _ case omput is passibia) puss may equationsthatwillactuponthedataalreadywithin identifies your time according to when you are

be saved on tape cassette with the use of the sp'°a.dsh.eet' You Ca“ atso eme’.ba' 9'a.phs 9°i"9 i° Spend ii and with Whom you are going
ntoacellinthiso tion.Absotute/relativere lica- - ~

°"° Si"9'e °°‘“'"a"d»°'bYm° samet°k°'“h°Y tion down! acrogsacoiumr row isalsoallgwed to share It Through these forms O‘ mbelmg
' 1 9 1 t t bl t ‘f '

Can be eised "Om m9ii'i°fY / 510F398 9° "la! by this 0- tion. Also this 0 tion allows the auto- appom men S Y9“ are a e .0 V8" 7 or.m°(.my0 P

the full capacity of the program can be used matic calculation of the entire spreadsheet with how your “me ‘.8 budgeted wnhout wastmg mk'
- . a or mo et met n to emember hat o

for other purposes such as composing letters, we $'"9ie¢°mmai'id-P'i"'3"QW$Y°U1°°U1PU"0 p er r ' W‘ 9 r W .y U
enhermezx/TS pmenheenme Sprewsheetby said to yourself or what someone else said to -

'epons' .amC'eS' memos’ Standard mums‘ column-sets and row-pages through use of the YOU 0' W719"? Y°i-i Pia¢9d Canal" Wimeii

'"$"“°"°“5' ad5- 9'aphs' temphone COPY command.Theentirespreadsheetmaybe messages that you now can't find. With this
directory. "$18 0? ¢U$t°'“_°'$- "i9'"be'$- saved on cassettetape oryou mayclearalldata program you will know where you can find

friends...etc. Also copies of files are always from it or erase the program from RAM entirely. exaciiy whayyou medic knowabouiwhamyou

less expensive and easier to run than using a The "1051 _$f=1iie"i8dV_8"ia99 Pi°V_ide<i DY 3" 53¢ wam 10 and haven, be_ Qf Wham you have been‘
- t . - - over specifically vertical applications software is

ph°toc°p'er' Owe‘ advan ages are Savmgs In that an ESC rovides a reusableframework with before you get and after you got there‘ Thus‘ ZX
lime. papei. ink. C0"9¢iii'i9 "ii§i8k8$ and which you can Compose any Specic Manda‘ Calendar will let you plan yourtime sothat you will

adding afterthoughts more efficiently than mode‘rathermanjustbeiimitedtooniyonestaw never have to worry about what is ahead orwhat

doing them through either handwriting or cally fixed format for storing, displaying and Came b9i°i'e»i°'Y°U Wi"a'WaY$ i<"°W-DY U$"‘i9 "-

using 3 typewriter manipulating numerical data. to never be caught astray by any time-frame.

$16.95 $16.95 $16.95
$3.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING/PROGRAM

A.F.R. SOFTWARE - 1605 Pennsylvania Avenue, No. 204 - Mlaml Beach, Florida 33139
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME (395) 531-5454 FLORIDIANS ADD SALES TAX

L-1 @ 1984 A

while it is scrolling up the screen, begin
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3. QRAM Utilities (the Futura front end) did not
originally work with programs compiled with the TURBO

and SUPERCHARGE SuperBASIC compilers. After some heated
discussion between QJump and Digital Precision, D.P.
modified the extensions file, which apparently contained
an incompatible "cursor on" command. Unfortunately,
SuperBASIC programs compiled with earlier compilers than
Turbo 1.42, will still not work with QRAM. Hopefully,
software houses working in SuperBASIC will upgrade to
the new systems.

4. QRAM contains code which effectively extends the
operating system QDOS rather than SuperBASIC. The code

; provides a window/pointer system for re—sizeable/movable
* non—destructive windows. A main menu can be windowed on

screen by hotkey (press ALT /) at any time. A pointer
can then be moved over a vertical submenu (Files, Jobs,
Channels, Print, Window dump, Options) and SPACE or
ENTER pressed. A "grabber" utility which limits the
memory a program can take, and an "Unlock" utility which
makes windows destructive, are, included. The programs
you have in memory can than be flipped through _with a resident language ihow about Sinclair BASIC or Super-
CTRL c_ QRAM is best used with 640K or 896K QL SyStems_ BASIC?), lack of an internal modem, and the rather steep

,5_ The Miracle Systems TRUMP CARD, Offering an price tag...the retail price took a £100 jump to £399.

additional 768K RAM (896K total), and a disk interface Rob CurrY else discusses the _Pess}b1l1tY _ef “Pleasing
with Toolkit 2, is now available for under £200. It is ana aawnlaaalnq data from a slnclalr QL V16 the Z8e's
.rumored that Sandy are working on an answer to this eu11t’1n Rs232 Pert- I/Q software for the IBM ,FC W11}
card, but time will tell_ be released shortly for this purpose on either 51 or sq

6_ Digital PrecisiOn|s_DEsKTOP PUBLISHER 2_0O is .inch disc. An external modem is being developed and is
much improved over version 1.00, though Thor owners tentatiVe1Y Priced at 599-95-
should still check Compatibility before pur¢hase_ Negotiations are currently being conducted between

7_ APT (Adventure. Prcgramming» Tocl) from Shadaw a U.S. dealer and CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER _LTD to obtain a

Games has caused something of a stir .in adventure Uv5- dealership fer the Z88- As er this Writing’. rePs

circles. It supports graphics in mode 8 and text in mode frem Cambridge will net effer reasenable Prerit margins
4'at the same time on screen. It also works in real time fer the eemPurer re be eemPeri¢e1Y Prieee- The Z88 will
and uses multi—task fill routines. Some of. the current need re eemPete with ether barterY'PeWeree laPtePs like
adventures are being re—written using APT, because of TeneY's Meeel lee-
its advantages over the Quill Adventure Writer. APT 1.50 Interested readers can Write re? eambriege eemperer
is the latest version, Ltd., Cambridge, England CB4.lBR. Also, SECTOR SOFTWARE

8. A few people in the U.K. have recently been (39 Wray Cr8SC€t, Ulnes WaltO/ Leyland, Lancashire PR5

tinkering with Transputers. A T800 Inmos floating point 3NA) Can Obtain the Z88's: and is a reliable COWPHHY to
Transputer will comfortably out-perform_ a. 68020/68881 deal with. Direct your correspondence to the. attention
Motorola combination on its own. One enthusiast is de- of David Batty» and meHtiOn TIME DESIGNS-

signing a QL/Transputer interface .for. £75i (Transputer
not included). He has succeeded in linking a Transputer
to-a QL through a Medic interface, no software_ though

9. New adventures to be released shortly include
"The Prawn", said to be a send .up of its close name
sake, and "Talisman".

»

X September 26, 1987 X

10. Having bought the QLiberator 3.11 SuperBASIC THE GREAT N.w. TIMEX SINCLAIR MINI—FAIR
compiler, I thought a good test might be to compile a seattle Maeei Temple
radio satellite location program written in BASIC for S_ ttsoi 5- c§“e st
the Sinclair Spectrum (TS2068). The program, which was se' E‘ as lnston 98122

laced with GOSUB‘s and GOTO's compiled the first time 9:00 am — 6:00 pm$3 admission at the door.
with no errors, but a few warnings about incompatible For further infe;
BA ' ' ' 'SIC commands did arise. On a bench test, a routine to TDM

draw the map of the world and then print the names of 39722 Helt Read
all available satellites and point to their locations, C°1t°“' DR 97017
took l minute 55 seconds in SuperBASIC and. 17 seconds (503) 824-2658
compiled! I

Sincerely,

é
~

7

X March 7-9, 1988 X

Richard Hewe SUNSTATE TIMEX SINCLAIR UINTERFEST
ARK DISTRIBUTION Orlando Marriott

Corve Farmhouse, Chale Green see‘ I“te““atie“a1 Drive
ventnor’ United Kingdom Orlando, Florida 32819

-

For further info:
P038 2LA Mary—Lynn Johnson

249 N. Harden Ave. -

, . Orange City, FL 32763 V

Sn’ Cllve’S Update Sunstate ass: (904) 775-0093 (7/1/E)

Sir Clive's latest microchip wonder is out now (for
. . . . X J “— , _

real), and the reports.coming in, are that it does live SILICON vALLEYu¥?M€; §?NClZ?g EDMPUTER FEST

up to expectations. Both Mark Steuber of Sharp's Inc., c - -uDUth Bay Area/Northern California
and Rob Curry of Curry Computer have had Z88's to test. (Exact location un—confirmed at press time.)
Rob Curry reported to TIME DESIGNS, that the resident For further info:
software is very good, the display clear and readable, “Bib e?Pfe1r
and overall an impressive machine. Drawbacks may be the °4°5 Bay R°ad
lack of a data storage system other than RAM Cartridges Redwood City’ CA 94063
(up to 128K), the choice by Sinclair to use BBC BASIC as

5

E

Continued Next Page.



News From the Dealers
CURRY COMPUTER (P.O. BOX 5607, Glendale, AZ 85312, LEMKE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (P144 White Oak Wichita- r

phone 602-978-2902) has acquired a large amount of all Kansas, 67207) announced that they are publishing a FREE
brand TS1000 ' ' ' ‘ 'new /ZX8l merchandise. Such items include quarterly newsletter for users of their new Desktop
the Timeworks Computer Control Center $19.95, Mindware programs. To receive your copy of the PIXEL PRINT PRESS
Printers $24.95, and T/S BASIC books $3 95 The folks at newsletter send 4 le al SASE t L mk fr . . , g o e e So tware. The
Curry also found some brand new TS1000 computers and 16K "Pixel Print Press" will feature hints, tips, new icons,
Rampacks sitting all alone in a warehouse. They are and user news...and you don't even have to own the Pixel
selling both for $34.95 plus $4 S&H. Call or write for Print software to subscribe.
shipping charges for individual items. Also, prices Remember the Rotronics WAFADRIVE? While supplys
quoted are "sale prices" and are subject to change. last, you.can now buy one for £18.00 (around $30.00

Is there a resurgence of interest in the TS1000? U.S.).from a company in England: LOGIC SALES LTD., l7
Recently, the HOME SHOPPER CLUB, those zany folks on Leofric Square, Eastern Industry, Peterborough, Cambs.,
cable television networks who are ready to snatch your England. This is a special "close-out" deal. The Wafe-
plastic money, put up for sale a computer "package". drive is Spectrum system, and requires both an emulator
Yep, you guessed it...the computer was a TS1000 and in— and a "twister" board in order to operate it on the
cluded the 16K Rampack and some Timex software. Their TS2068. A&J wafers will work on the Rotronics.
suggested retail price" was a whopping $200, but astval A&J MICRODRIVE is now called "A&J Assembly". There

"club price" was $50. But would you believe they sold is also a new address and phone number: 2042 Aiello Dr.,
over 1000 packagesll Folks, it's time to get out your Suite "C", San Jose, CA 95111, (408) 281-0100.
bask issues Of SYNTAX, and dust Off the O1‘ TS/ZX- Mike de Sosa's new book "TAKING THE QUANTUM LEAP:

BUDGET ROBOTI€5 & COMPUTING (BOX 18616, Tucson, AZ THE LAST WORD ON THE SINCLAIR QL" has received favo blra e
85731) n0W Staeks ZX8l/TS1000 spare parts, incluingi comment from Europe. Watch for upcoming reviews in QL
the ULA Chi (ICl) 64K ROM b k b ' V 'p , 7 mem rane eY ears, 5 and 8 WORLD Magazine and QUANTA User Group Newsletter. The
way PCB keyboard connectors, case screws and rubber book is exclusively published and marketed by TDM (29722

BUDGET ROBOTICS & COMPUTING (BOX 18616, Tucson, AZ Hult Rd., Colton, OR 97017, phOne 5Q3-824—2658)-
85731) now stocks ZX8l/TS1000 spare» parts, including: A Reports are, that Larry Kenny of LARKEN ELECTRONICS
the ULA chip (ICl), 64K ROM, membrane keyboard, 5 and 8 (RR#2-Navan, Ontario Canada K4B-1H9) l a b d'f ', ~ , , m y e mo i ying
way PCB.keyboard connectors, case screws and rubber designs on his RAMdisk memory upgrade for the Timex
feet. B d t R b t‘ ' ' A - -U 9e O 0 les Obtains these Parts frem England Sinclair 2068. Internal banks of RAM may be used
to support their robot-building clientele. Write for a rather than'the‘Qfigial designs first suggested, and
price list. " 'also less RAM than the original 256K. Regardless, Larry

Have Yeu Seen the TS1000 Clene that ANERI€AN DESIGN needs to hear from TIME DESIGNS readers if you are in-
CONPDNENTS (62_J0sePh St., M00naCh1e, NJ Q7974: Pnene terested in additional memo for our TS2068 Th’ 'FY Y . 1S 1S8
800-524-0809) ls selllnq for $29-95 (+ $5-99 for S&H)? valuable.project, but will need to have substantial
The clone has been adverti d b ' " ' ' 'se as e1n9 Cempatlble Wlth support and interest to be a success. Drop Larken a
tn ' "  ' Ae TlmeX 1000 - Actually, only a small amount of TS postcard, if you would like details on RAM upgrades for
software will load. SILICON MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS (C-12, YOU; Com uter_

- P
Mtn. Stn. Group Box, Nelson, B.C., Canada VlL SP1) has a
solution! Fred Nachbaur has developed an interpreter ROM

for the PC8300, that will allow approximately 99% of the
Timex software to load. Everything but the newest- high- Y

resolution software, but Fred is. working. on that one "check them Out-
too! The price of the new EPROM kit is $l4Q95 ppd. (U.S. Have we listed your group's information latel ?Y
funds). Send us the club's name/address for publication.

Speaking of the PC8300 Timex "clone", it's gaudy Get noticed. Bring in new members!
green color has earned it the nickname, "Green Hornet".

WMJ DATA SYSTEMS (4 Butterfly Dr., Hauppauge, NY Dallas Timex/Sinclair/Amstrad Users Group
11788, phone 516-543-5252) has acquired the publishing P-0- BOX 153421
and marketing rights; to THOMAS B. woons' programs: Irving: TX 75015
ZX PRO/FILE and PRO/FILE 2068. Prices for the software
packages are $19.95 and $29.95 respectively and include Harrisburq Area Timex Sinelair Users Gr°uP
the original manuals written by Thomas Woods. ZX Pro- C/0 Dave Bennett
File is the most comprehensive database ever written for 329 Walton St. (Rear)
the TS1000/ZX8l. Pro/File 2068 was a complete re-write Lemcyne, PA 17043 ,

for the TS2068, and offers more features than the .ZX i
version. Thomas Woods has now gone on to write both a Vaneeuver Sinelair Users Gr°uP
successful database program for the IBM PC called FINDEX C/0 R06 Humphreys
and PC oriented articles for magazines. 2005 H19hV1eW Plaee

Take note that NOVELSOFT has a new address and P0rt;M0ody, B-C-
phone number: 35 Candle Liteway, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada V35 1N5
Canada M2R 3J5, phone 416-665-0290. David Ridge recently

V

turned over the company to his partner, Ariel Frailich, Inaiana 3in¢la1r"TimeX Users Gr°uP
due to a move and a career change. We are glad to see C/0 Frank Davis
this excellent software house will continue to market 513 3- Main St-
their Timex Sinclair programs. Peru’ IN 46970

“nee 'CHIA-CHI CHAO (73 Sullivan Drive, Moraga, CA 94556)
will send you his latest product catalog for the TS1000 Lsng Island Slnelalr Tlmex User GreUP
and TS2068 (also the Aerco FD-68 disk system), if you P-O- BOX 438
send in‘a legal SASE. Centerport, NY ll72l

-we Another catalog available for the TS1000 and TS2068
is available from T & C SERVICES (20 Liberty Terrace, ceplrel Area Timex Slnelelr Users Group
Buffalo, NY 14215, phone 716-834-1716). We were quite P-9' Ber 467_ '

impressed with the large variety of software titles Felrrex Srerlenv VA 22039
featured in this catalog. Write for your copy.

Fort Worth Timex Sinclair User Group
,. 4424 Geddes Ave.
ta Fort Worth, TX 76107

trl r *'"*'** ’ T I ‘
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Herb Bowers. er  
Here are a couple of nifty one—liners from the That's it! Now RUN [ENTER]. See it really works. The

"ABBA SOFT S " ' ' ' 'uper Sub Shop , that some of you may be in- above routine will drop thru to the next program line

The system I use on my TS2068 is a one line "catch 5 Z
all" simulated PAUSE O sub-routine, that not only allows 5

release with the right or left joystick button, but also
from the keyboard, along with a "count down" timer 5 Y
o tion. f

p PSEUD-D PFIUSE B E-UB1 ward

terested in. "We gotta million of ‘em folks" and from Always change the numeric value to the line you put the
time to time we would like to share them with you. routine on.

There.are a few draw backs in the use of PAUSE O on So maybe you don't want to drop to the next r ram
_ P Q9the TS2068. First of all, PAUSE cannot be released with line. Let's say that you want to skip to line 100, 0k;

the joystick button, and 8eCOnd, if you are using a Use the following.
color TV for your monitor, you get a lot of distortion is CHFTQ rP+€£IhW£?${}n.W_%nE)
in a color program display during PAUSE.

On.the TSlOOO PAUSE 0 can be simulated with PAUSE In the above’ "zeurrent l1ne- “2=li“e to be j“mPed tee434, but the disadvantage is the annoying "jump" when —n. So you want to jump to line lOO from line lO, then
any PAUSE is used_ make n=lO and n2=9O...

On mult-player games on the TS2068, a function is I reel1Y hope that Ye“ can Put the_eb°Ve one-liners
activated by a player using a key or button (to activate tO_9°Od use‘ Let Us rnew {f You would like to see mere-
a one armed bandit’ spin or Stop a "wheel", etc_)_ It is Editor: Herb Eowers is chief owner and programmer for
necessary for all participants to hover over the key— ABBA SQFT' Wrlte te-hlm e/Q TDM er direct re? 2588
board waiting for their turn. It is so much better to woodshlre Circle’ Chesapeake’ VA 23323-
have one player at the keyboard making the needed key— if Fe
board entries and the other player(s) using a joystick F

button to initiate their turns.

“““""""'""“"‘!

_ ——— 1,, Z

I

ff/ff’? 2'. >@!;.',‘ 1/ “V ,\\" " ’ -='n.;“ ‘W
V.’ l l ‘Q. -\\-e '1 sf.’ "e?! rih

._'LIr;j, . ‘__‘=\~,‘ ;;' " ’4L’,:5-.~»-;\""' -"""“ F"-“‘ ' ;"X9" ‘“

3_f:Up fza WW3 1. l_ET_ § With many states now offering lotteries, the desire
5-|-;g,=;_ ;3.'__.1;, .; 5;,‘ 5-;-1,3,; ',fE__'E.;, {I >9 for help in making your selection of a "good" number is

HF? INI"~.E'-r’$=" ": NEXT F: FtETuFn-4 probably universal. The following short program for the

direct command GOSUB l. Now press either the right or '

left joystick button or the space bar. You will get an ,

unique way. .

The variables: n, y, z, a, b, and c, are the 6
"ok" code at the bottom of the screen. You can change é digits We are eeeki"9- However! eeeh is re"dem1Y Varied
the INKEY$=" " to any character you want, to release the ’ ffOm'9 t0 9 in lines 150 to 200. At the Same time,
pause, or to INKEY$=CHR$ 13 and only ENTER will release variable "f" is randomly varied from O to 6-in line 130.

Now as the loop (line 140 to 250) operates, "x" is
If you are a little "heavy fingered", you can put a f rrYin9 re meteh "5" While the "1 Yr Zr er bl ev Veri-
in 613193 are méflfily Changing Valués 1;‘aI'1dOmly, and when "f"

;.-5E,_,DC, ;.,;H_,.=_E ,3, EUE. UTTH DELm__._ , doesmatch "x", “then the super—randomly selected number

1 FOP‘ F-‘=1 TF7 ED HE"="T F FOP‘
F

appears! "

i_ ]_ET_'?_qf§€r%IFF F; 1; - After the listing is completed, try it out. From
{Q3 QR 5-i-ICE-_ <1 5;; I'{j,'§_E-.1l_.-5: time totime, the program will stop with an error" code,

"":NExT' F therefore you must enter the following:
Perhaps you had better type in the following test module 210 ON ERR.GOTO 130
to illustrate this. Now BEFORE you RUN this, you must SAVE it! Otherwise

1:36 @305-,uEs ;l:F‘RIt-JT "-:1 F.“ 1 BUTU lea once you run the program with line 210 in place, it-will
Now enter the command GOTO 100.

, not SAVE, nor can you LIST it.
There are times when it is nice to have a count- 1 H°PefU1lY these Wh0 WIN using this program will

down timer to limit the amount of time the player has to Send me e Posteard at! P.O. Box 556, Grand ‘Island, FL
make up his/her mind, Try the fgllgwing, 32735, telling me the gOOd news! GOOD LUCK!

PSEUDD PFIUSE FJ ‘SUE; UITH TIHEFZ: '5 RE!-1 |_"_:_} BiLL Hard *3/'1/'E‘\T"

1 LET t =11: FDR
'L=‘L-.E'!=1-1:F'FIIHT F-'iT

LET F =-It ‘E-TIEIF’-I. (E
m £E,13<>@ BR IHHE
: NEIIIKT F : FiETUF3H

.@“*

+6»

-m-@

TL! 1. L.
_: INT t; ' 1

'_iB|_C1E! STIC:

_a.

-.-

= UR t<l?.\

lE."l PRINT TFiB ¢_i"LOTTEF-TV’ NUHEER:6 ‘ “ET ;_ " "=-ELEL-TOR -

EB F-"F-III"-IT : F-‘F-ZINT "R5l":dC|,|'|’| E-ELEC
*.i0I's CIF 5 digits-" . F

F-‘FZINT : PFIINT "RUE? Ul'|T.i|. .iU
:1 one ".“numter is printed!“ '

This gives you a l0 second count down. To-change count- F-‘§T'i‘_§$ lie?‘
dom time, change the value of "t" in the first state- EE*$5':':Eg1g3¢56_,8g..
ment to‘l more than the number of seconds you want. The 1§cr1_§T' F=IhH'_TRbH}§§1-+1
decimal -.041, can be adjusted to speed up or slow down ;‘j4=%N'_1['-' H_§mD*1m

. _. ,= . . ,
the count according to your area, programlength or the 15¢. LET ,J,_IN-1- (gN[';..;_-.13)
heat and humidity. Use the same .test routine .as above to 1??
test this sub.

l ?5e e= § ‘ * ?

ox, now for the good old TSIOOO. 1 don't have mine lee L-ET b=I"‘T ‘-e"‘D*1e’2-ZOO LET C=INT LRHD-.1-10'! Fanymore (sure wish that I did), but here is the one- ggm'1F ><=_r THEt~1_§;>RIr-H" RT 12_,.12;
liner for a pseudo PAUSE O without the "jump". Sure you

T 5€%_j""1+8519!+a$£'§1+a$£a1+a"$£b;+a$
can.accomplish.itwith a FOR/NEXT'loop, but that takes a BEE; 615,5; BEEF, J5)-5; BEE
minimum of 3 lines. Let's do it with one. I P .¢l5,5

no JUMP PQUEE e FDR THE T55 imam eie IF “=' THE” eeep '15'5‘ BEE
F’ .15,5: BEEF’ .lS,5: BEEF’ l,1@

ESE! MEI-CT 3<I

in SOTO l+£IHHEY${>““1 UEESQPEIHT HT 1¢,5$"YOUR tucmv N
4

\

M7

Ila fl
“:“p._{'7-f¢|\.- “(If " '-‘ I ‘ . V P‘‘:.:_.l 0’ ._:_ ,1’!

.-“ .< -.- ,1‘ 4.,‘“ :l “K q§n!."'-<'$“'-175*." ', / Q '1' " , 2:..oud§ .-/Lri .=» ..= _ ....E



NEW PRODUCTS
g " ANNOUNCEMENT

For TS2068 and SPECTRUM

flovelfoft
brings Artificial Intelligence

to the TimexISinclair

Introducing...

l —

Z?’-IPEFT.

mun Ci:
ZXpert lets you explore the reasoning process of human experts.

With ZXpert you can create an Expert System on any topic you like!

* A useful and educational program * Includes 2068 & Spectrum versions
* Easy and fun to use * Supports Microdrives
* No programming language to learn * Two example knowledge bases
* On-line help * Superb Manual with Tutorial

P

plus...a

Once you have developed a useful knowledge base, with your permission
 NovelSoft will sell it and pay you a royalty!!!

Join the revolution with...ZXpert
$19.95 U.S. Plus $3.00 S & H

  ovelf oft
ADDRESS_

F " F e in A FORMAT FOR THE FUTURE

35 Candle Liteway, Villowdale, Ontario, Canada H2R 3J5
phone (416) 665~O29O, Compuserve ID# 72477,326 -~

L e We 7 F F F F F7F&_i__.A~¥ 7e~~~7W-»- -F» 7 We _~—~ - ~~ 77 — —— — 7 F —i-———v-A-a——~—F— ~ We — — -—- -*“



WHICH SYSTEM
DO YOU USE?

Reader Tips and Hints
for Mass-Storage

r
»@ Do you sometimes feel all alone out there with some

very sophisticated (even complicated) disk drive system
or other mass storage device? There have been more types
and designs of storage for Sinclair computers than one
can count on ten fingers. This new forum is for you andit's success depends on how much participation we re-

§ ceive.
Two specialty newsletters that catered to disk

1 drive systems ("T.O.P.S." and the "FD—68 User") have
folded, leaving many users out in the cold. We hope this
"hints and tips" column will help fix this situation.

Send us your tips, hints, short program listings or
whatever you might have that pertains to disk drives,
microdrives, wafadrives, even cassettes, and we will
print as many as possible. This is NOT a TS2068 column
only. So TSIOOO mass storage system owners get your
printers warmed up to, and send in your tips. Spectrum
and QL owners too!

__i — V--— —— ——~—~~~ i ~ 3 - ‘

2E!EEE3F§l§./‘T’]IP1£EHXI F=C)E) [)I[€31<I =E5\f$51FEEI1

Doug Gangi

I)I[E3F{ ¥4¢§PJI)L_EZF2
This program makes some of the more commonly used commands 280 PRINT #1‘AT O’Oj"HIT A KEY"

of the Zebra FDD system easier to use. I created this Proqram ‘2:gUg5NO
one day as I got so tired of trying to delete a block of ' "

programs off one of my disks. I decided that things would be so 300 GL5 ‘ PRINT "FORMAT"
much easier if I could make a program to handle some of the 310 INPUT "papmat digk in A or
commands such as Erase, Move, Format, etc. This program will B? "jh$
make li¥e easier for you if you want to move programs from one 320 INPUT “Name? "i$
disk to another, format, rename, and erase programs. It is a 330 FDRMAT_*“$ r0 h$
short (and quite crude) program so feel free to customize the 3:0 BO To *h?d‘ CAT_f
program in any way your heart desires. "$“gAgéNg'#é3T O’0’ HIT A KEY‘

220 G0 T0 #"b"d= INPUT "Name of 490 QLQ-= PRINT "RENAME"
1° PDKE 2365B»9‘ BORDER O‘ INK disk A?";h$ 410 INPUT “Drive A or av “=9s

?= PAPER O’ CL5 230 cts = cAT xi PRINT #1sAT 0, 415 so To *g$d= cAT 1
2° PRINT FLQSH 1i“ Oi“HIT A KEY"= PAusE 0 420 PRINT #1iT 0,0s“HIT A KEY"

DISK HQNDLER " 240 PRINT AT 20,0;"which progra = PAusE 0
3° PRINT ””’"Ne"u‘"”"1> Eta m? (ENTER to stop)" 430 INPUT "Program? (ENT to qui

se ro rams"’"2) Di k t d‘ k t ~P €’"P H?" O 15 P 245 INPUT $= IF $="" THEN RU t) "5$
E.:ll'IS‘FEl"‘ J) Format REUBITIE 4 N n$=uu
119“ 250 move #n$ T0 "="+h$+“="+n$ 440 INPUT "New name? “Jm$

35 PRINT :5) Catalog" 255 IF q=1 THEN cts = so To x" 450 LET Xni T0 m$
3? PRINT H6) Qu1t'" s"a= cAT x= PRINT #1sAT 0,0:"HIT 450 so To 430
4° INPUT C“°1¢E? 1*‘ IF a>=1 A KEY"= PAusE o= so To *"a“d= s 500 INPUT_"Dnve A or as "ig$

AND a<=6 THEN so To 100*a O To 260 505 GL5 .
so so To 40 - T256 CLS * B0 TD #"a“d= CA1 * 510 GD TO $g§d= CAT X

" = PAUSE O= GO TO *"b"d = PQUSE Q: RUN
110 INPUT "D' k A - ° "'15 D" 3- *a* 260 so To 230 500 STOP
120 so TO #a$d
130 CLS = CAT X
135 pR1NT #1,gT Q,Q;"H1T A KEY; A TIP FOR THE OLD SILVER TIMEX DRIVESI

"= PAUSE O One of the problems with the old Timex disk drive system is
140 PRINT AT 15,0;"which prggra that the power supply gets extremely hot using 2 drives. The

m? (just hit ENTER to petupn to most common way to solve this problem is to buy a muffin fan
main menu or CH to Switch drive (but at $20, that’s also an expensive wayl). Being a' Frugal

5 or Cx to CAT)" McDougal myself, I decided there had to be a less expensive way.
150 INPUT “S: IF n$="" THEN RU And I found it in my storage room...the drill. So, why not put

a few holes in the case for better ventilation (the only portals
{or cooling in the Timex power supply are in the top and on TtheIII ' g

155 IF $="C*" THEN GU TU 130 I4 you turn over the power supply, you will see the 4
1?O ERASE #n$ rubber feet. Remove these and you will see the screws that hold
180 GQ TQ 140 the case together. I drilled my holes on both sides o¥ the case
290 CL5 = PRINT "DISK TRANSFER" toward the rear (where the heat sink lies). I drilled 12 holes»,,,,»1) From A to B"»u2) From B on each side. For more breathability, I also drilled more holes
to A». INPUT q on the bottom of the case. when you reassemble the power

' ‘ 1 , +1 d it k’ - h t l'k ' h . b t210 IF q=1 THEN GD To *"a“d: I supp y you may n loo ing somew a 1 e swiss c eese u
you won't §ind that the power supply overheats and you won't

"Né\l’|‘|E Of B'?"3"1$: have 5 and on a nQ15\ -FP / an.
230

*4i

ii ~
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%;@aa§Fh1 eeeee ee~ee-.... . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . ...-...... . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . - .--....
;;;;; '9-68 §i§§:s=:;_ oxsc: SYSTEM ‘““’"’ this ‘

Sgigigigig DISC I IIT ERFACE 121255351215

:a+wxm+mxm+wxx+mx¢E#i PUSH AF

The Z80 assembly code goes something

; \
:.;.j.j.§.:.:.j.:.§.j.:.:.:.:.f.:.:.:.1.Z.§.:.:.:.:.:.:.§.:.:.:.:.:.j.:. § .1" SGVE 5tU'F ‘F ‘F DI’

tl:l::::::::::::::I:a:w; ll 1.1 Iiowg SSOI‘ IN A,(F4h>
PUSH AF ; Heep bank status

This article is mainly for those of you who like to *°' late’
tinker, and a knowledge of Z80 machine code is very 3 ’ Mdke 5“r“ t° Se

_ chunks 0 & 1helpful. It is also helpful if you have HOT—Z 2068, OUT (F4h),A ; Enable chunks
ZEU 1S Assembler, or some other assembler package.

The routines that are listed, took me about 3 weeks ':_I;e?ZS:E§éQ:?e°hgggeh:i:e_:'
to perfect! This shows that doing the code to actually - g
access the disc is VERY finicky. The routines have been CALL 3542h : Switch drive A ON

tested on ROM revisions 8.8 through 8.9, so if you have LD BC'°1 ‘ L°ad B = t’a°“'
. . . C = sectorthese ROM revisions and the routines don't work, the L9 HL,5Aaah 5 Load Hr = aaararfirst thing that you should check is whether anything , address

. . . CA t *= 2 = 1 FBefore actually accessing the routines, it always PD; A;“B h ' 11$“ drive A D F
helps to actually turn on the drive! This is NOT done OUT (F4h),A ; Set things back
automatically. Calling 3542h will turn on drive A, 3547h to nvrmdl

- - POP HL - \will turn on drlve B’ etc? . POP ac Z > Get stuff backWhen actually accessing the sector routines, you AFPOP ; / for RETfirst need to set up certain registers with the drive RET
parameters. The following parameters are required:

To use the above routine to write instead of read,
tg g‘:;;§€Er“§$z§g:E change the "CALL 3556h" to "CALL 3568h". The parameters
LD H£;<Bu++er addregsp should, of course, be set up exactly the same way. To

After leading these parameters, and loading use a different drive, change the .CALL,3542h above to
- "CALL 3547h" for drive B, 354Ch for drive C, or 355lhchunk l from the dock bank, you can CALL 3556h for read

or CALL 3568h for write. for drive D'i
The following is a rough flowchart showing how a . The above routine works well for a éingle-sided

routine would read a sector off of disc Followin the drive’ but-what about side 2 (side 1' accordlng to theflowchart is the routine in Z80 assemblér Code 9 AERCO I/F ltself)? A little bit must. be added to the
' above routine.to account for changing sides.

""""""""""""I:';;;;;'::“'""'"""'"'""' This is the change side select routine:
LD A 1

i

- LD A ‘tn-- ob IN 244 ~- ' _ Side W1

-— Save result for later --
—~ Do OUT 244 with chunks -- k9 <3FEBh>»8

88‘II‘ll

select
O for side 1,
1 for side 2
Set it up

"" ° & 1 Enabled '* when this routine is executed, chunk 1 MUST be
CALL 3542h to turn ON drive enabled, as otherwise you will be trying to write to

ROM. 3FEBh translates into 16363 decimal, and you may
~- LD registers B, C, A Ht ~- wish to PUSH AF in the above routine and then reload the

"" "‘th pardmeters H“ side select before you RETurn to BASIC. .

e— CALL asseb tb READ sector -- ’ In using the routines, I have found it the easiest
to POKE the parameters into the machine code routines,

"' CALL ‘“8fh t“ L“'“ OFF-drlve "' and then RANDOMIZE the above routines.
~- RETurn tb BASIC code ~- Enjoy, and keep Timex-ing!

CJL_JE€3EZF? $5¢§F:EE IEIIIEKFC £3\f€51FEEP1 \ISE..$2
Dick Wagner

This report updates my article on the OLIGER SAFE A MERGE / FILEN "" AME command is being promised, even
DOS V2.1 System (see TDM Jan/Feb '87) to the current though the SAFE DOS EPROM is getting rather full. It is
V2.2 S t 'ys em.

. possible that use will be made of BRAM for some future
There is now a MOVE /"FILENAME" TO n command, to Qgmmands,

transfer an individual file from one disk to another
_ The John Oliger Company now has -two software im-

drive. (Even with my combination of 3" and 5%" drives ) pravamanta avai1ab1a Qaa hal 5 Sal t 3AF- : 1 1 p ec x E routines
Now you can unmix various files and put them in order as fram Maghine cada, and alao a great index» program that
eXpliCit_9rOUp8- works in /O file (l l/2K). This program reads the

I VERIFY will find a file by name and check the data CATALQG names and the user h
1 as an arrow to move to the

for any errors. There is also an auto—VERIFY that goes selected file and on ENTER, the program is loaded. No
into action on each SAVE. ' ' 'more listing file names! A neat way to keep that index

Another improvement is in making FORMAT and MOVE Current An time a file ' d ‘h. y is save ,. t e program just
quieter, as HOW Only One POSS Of the head is required. reads the added name. However, only the file name is

This is an un l b't f ' ' 'usua 1 O neWS- dOther D05 (not displayed and not the other information that CAT dis-
Kingsley's) is out on the market that works with the plays If there are several files ‘tn th. wi e same name but
Oliger system. Abbeydale Design's SPDOS is available and -saved as BASIQ, QQDE, DATA, at¢_, than CAT must be uaad
works as the Ramex system did. Thus files made on a also,
Ramex system can be used with the Oliger SAFE system. The index r ram is t h’ 'p og par mac ine code and is fast.
Some RAM is used as about 4K of memory is required. At first I was using this program onl a disk without
Details on the SPDOS are available by writing to the files, so it really didn't show much Then when I ut- P
John Oliger Company (11601 Whidbey Dr., Cumberland, IN the program onto a disk with files, it was apparent how
46229).

IO
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it was to be used. the menu also shows the disk name, so unable to save the program to /O if there was any data
now there is a use for the name required for formatting. in it, as there are almost 1300 bytes in the program.

For prospective users of this index program, there The eeeieet system Seems C0 be C0 LQAD /"0", fefmat e
appears tQ be an erfgr in line BQQ (first 5tatement)_ I disk and thé make 6 SAVE /O. AS additional filES are
kept getting an error code for wrong subscript, so I de— Saved, the Pregram reeds the names witheut anY inPut on
leted (LEN n$) and it worked. Another thing to watch for the user's Part’ other than the LOAD /O.
is to keep an unused file for the program in /"o". I was ,

€§2h;I l“l]IC3F?CJ IDWQEIPKIEE E5\f£31FEEr4

Larry Zunk
I would like to share this utility sub—routine with

everyone who uses the A&J Micro Drive System. This
utility allows you to create a command line and execute
it from a running program without breaking to change
command parameters (i.e., LINE xxxx or CODE xxxxx,xxxx
or DATA x$). If the command was SAVE, an automatic
VERIFY is added on to the command line. SCREEN$ is the
only exception (you cannot verify a screen save because
the file name is printed to the screen file and there-
.fore changes the file before it can be verified). The
utility can be renumbered and/or merged with any BASIC
"program as long as the first program line is a REM

statement with 80 spaces.
I hope this utility will be of use to those of us '

with the "poor mans disk system".
—.—.----- ..-~ -__IHEIIEIHEEEIIIIIIIII

.. 1% REH 313 IF zoo" -' "r' =1¢ TH N ET ‘
Q 1987 Zunt Custom Electronics 116 INPUT lt$;“;;ie name l<=7 C =i+5 ‘ E ‘$‘ J E L r

¢soo E. cedar Lane " -"- -HR$ J J,f$. IF LEN F5)? TH 31¢ IF "15 ~ -f ;= TH p-INT
Norman, otlahoma 73B?1 Ewegongpuéo 151;); “L E ‘$‘ 1 °1 EN R

_ __h_ sis NEXT r: PRINT u1;RT o,o;"Is
1 “Egg 55 I UIL SEND 139 RE" IEEEHIEIHIIIIIIHI this rommand line oN lud]": PR

ll

c-4'1-4'

mm

'1-t

H-¢-+

L R 1¢B INPUT BU1O
THPE COPY TO RNYDNE NUT 10 disable BUIO
UHNTING TD TYPE IN THE BB “jLi8' PETURN

81. 31 C - \' 4"?“ “ — ‘-enter 160 Uggsk. IF INKEY$. Q THEN CU TU

_ -_,__.M,___ s2o oN ERR so To "so; so sus o
LI5TINP- 1?” RE" I!!EEI!!l§IIllIl!l!lil" s2s LET i=l2ssaPEEk 2ssss+PEEN, _ “_ , _1P@ IF 1$— §eUE THEN I"PUT 2ssss+¢1¢ POKE tsasa; FQR r=r+1

2 LLs ; PRINT sToRRsE cRPRcI LOd€ address ;addr: INPUT "a by TD FILEN Z5; PURE ,,32; NEpT ;.
TT a RccEss TIHE“ tes “gbgtesz RETURN so To 2 ' '

3 PRINT TBPE Length Capacit 176 INPUT "LOBd 10 address OF
Q gpg_ Q5535; (rapt) (1 rile enter G to load to saved addres ggI§§I§T I_§i3@3T 5HHE D;P§fT
1 lsecondsi“ s “;addr p5IHT A stat?“ l’B'_pHL5E l9“'

¢ PRINT 'TRE ¢;"1o";TRB 1s;"1 Iso RETURN gqs p§FE+é$1I§5W3?HI$@[g3Tég]
4.K“;TF\B 25,;"12“"’TFlB ¢.:"2@";TPB 19o PEH Pfi I —'-,.?, __- =.‘-‘*1is "2st";TRB 25;"2¢“”TQB ¢;"ss" eoo INPUT "Letter name of oRTR ~- NIL - PU TL 1°
;THB is; est ;TRs 2s;"¢2"*'TRs ¢ arraa + s it string £a;a$;b$;z §§g §§"t§§¥EE§5E u THEN LET
i“5B"%I9§"?55“7?§TiTgBu355“59“fl ’Qig$§E§;H§§|; =EN zs; LET §$=zs+" LINE "+sT
72? 4' Dd ’TRB lg’ 85“ ’TRB ‘S’ 52o RRNoo§IEE Use 221?; PRINT u Li"E‘ LET *=*i"E1 5° 5U5 *9“

..,...

JJIU

FG3

5 FUR r=5g To 159 5TEp 15; PL 1;PT @.B;_FLRSH i;t$; FLPSH @;RT €Zn§$=I$+“: UEPIFY “"@"+Z$l5 T0

s o,so; oRRu o,1os: DRRU 1 ="_" -" rge“ . _‘1;=“:‘= '=l~ = .

UT B.-‘gLD_i?_RF§U 255,92 NEXT F Ié.-@;"§€l51_llZ_H%€‘dgR%?l_}3u§CTaagu.§3 358 REH

2ss,o; DRRU o,-Ios; PLoT s1.so; 23o PRusE o _LET z$=INkEv$ C353 §§IC§§;‘§§§HR$ 5B*CHR$ 35‘*
Jgggu o,1o3; PLoT 165,60: oRRu o 8g¢B IF ts= sRuE THEN so bus sggg tETLg;2E5ipE§éR2?536¥gEEKL§

7 PRINT RT 1s,o;"I would lite 2so so =Us loo ° *.E = L =a._ 3*
ta ghare this UtjLitg 5Ub- 2so IF ;$=“b"tTHEN so sus ¢¢o¢ §b§§TlhE§$K5 f’“°DE z$‘b" LET broutine with all those who Us GD 5UB 346 '3gB"RETURN*

e the poor mans disk system. E?B IF z$=“c“ THEN GO SUB 15$: 4B3 RE“ .iiii'
"; so sus ¢¢o= so sus eoo ':*- M

"s PRINT “For ss I will send a 2so IF z$=“d“ THEN so sue 196: z;1?BgEE‘§=-Tgiugdd,THE§TL§Ta§§=
tape copy of th's program to a GD SUB ¢¢B: LET z$=z$+" DPTP “+d - +3 L ’=_ r

n one no, an,-nq‘tO t t ‘ _ so sue eso LET :5-2 TR' ' ll ‘ II _ 3 ll . ll ll ll I Z $+“ "+3 $9 51-isifs +dL§T E3 55$ ss3ERIFY Q ,*jg‘r“=?'.‘_‘:*'?"..*f‘=b“~““= E??? §‘3B ‘ea’
Qéo oN ERR REsET = BEEP 1,so¢ R 2so IF z$=“s“ THEN so sua ¢¢o= D 1 *5-*$+ ~ UERIFY 9 +1$‘° T

5 . 1 - : =-' H: "2 3 :1 n
ai%i‘l%Z§i‘§a-‘?- iii?--aZ3“Ei%?€5€;?~., tEEd‘%a*i$a“‘°“‘EE"‘ 6° SUB 5“ ;aeC§gEia= Ieagd, gHsgE;E[Es*=

e DISK sIHuLRToR' Bat Boad ‘gap soo IF zs="m" THEN LET ts=" HER 1_j E I _a ’l_ _ E
e Eormat Quit": PRusE o; LET i sE "= so sus seo $-*$*=‘TR$ Nd"-1'-ET "-add“ 9° =‘
$=INKEY$ sio cLs 1 PRINT "The Hicrodrive U5 *9“

4

-wt

2o IF z$=“s" THEN LET ts=" sRu command has been assembled at l jig ggnaiaggiklilillllii
E “: G0 T0 218 ine B. If the command was SP ¢5B iF t i1*E“3~="'= - _“ H

so IF z$="L“ THEN LET ts=" LoR UE it will uERIFv (all except so HEN GD - $—_q§RLE “ND 1$- b T
o "; so To 219 REEN$, because tbecRT print chan ¢_ °UB_§~E-, " _

as IF z$="q" THEN RETURN Qes the dispag file) then ret °@u§Fu‘§- .PH%E "THEN L§Ine$—
4o oN ERR so To sss ‘*+ 3 +=TR * L Ft th . . ni 1 at i + $+
68 Z ucu $+$= THEN GL5 : PRINT rogram can be renumbered an

t1;PT 1,B;“BREPK T0 STOP CRT“: U /or mersed with anu basic as
ERIFY "9 ong as the first program Line

pl.

+r$+
¢SB RETURN
eso REH
soo LET t= -2 "- N I. '1;

vo so To 2 s REH + so spaces x ‘5°*I T "25° LE- T h=INT ix/2553
so REH PREss on To 5113 L-r 1 =~ ‘EH -
so INPUT "Save File number e"; EXECUTE coHHRNo" C $ ‘$+L Ri 1¢+CHR$ B+“H

- - R B “H ‘ 'file: RETURN 312 PRINT *'"o";¢ FoR F=1 To LE §2o+RE$5RN+LHR§ h+CHR$ B
N z$

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX#¥*X**#X#****¥X**XXXXXX#*#X#X#X#*#*X¥¥**X####*
F’ LJ If II L. E5 C3 F7 WT F1 EZ P1 C3 Pd 1F F4

X######***XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Cedric R. Bastiaans

I have a bag of 100 coins, containing penny, dime and ha1+—do11ar denominations.
Total value is $5 (five dollars).
write a program for our computers to find how many of each type of coin???
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Memory/Truce Using Interrupt Mode 2
by Floyd Chrysler

Having a 280 processor in the Timex 8068 gives the user a with this thought in mind, I dug out some old code I had
powerful suite of instructions to use. One of the most useful been working on to provide a constant display of how much memoryis INB. This instruction allows the user to divert interrupts was available and a trace of basic program line numbers. I set
to their own routines to do almost anything imaginable. up the routine to load a vector table and initialize IHE upon

' entry. The routine will start by displaying the amount of free
In normal operation the processing is interrupted 60 times space available. By pressing enter and K, at the same time, the

a second so the CPU can update the screen and read the keyboard. routine will switch to display line numbers as your Basic
The CPU than returns to the next instruction it was to have program runs. H delay has been built in so the line numbers can
executed if an interrupt had not occured. IHE allows us to be read, you will notice a slowing down of your program's
assume control and execute some instructions before returning Bxacutign, By preeeing enter and J, at the same time, the -
FFOM tha i"tBFFUPt- routine will return to displaying free space. To stop the

routine completely press enter and L at the same time. To start
The problem with using IHE in the E068 is that the Z80 the routine or restart after pressing enter and L use RANDUHIZE

assumes that an interrupting device will place one byte of data USER 65281.
on the data bus. It than combines this byte with the I register
to form an address. t this address it expects to find a I have provided a Basic program to load the code. Type it in
second value, the routine address to which control is to be and save it before running. Once keyed in, and saved, run the
passed. program to poke the code into memory. Save the code using Save

"memtrace” CODE 65OE1,H6%. To start the routine use RANDUNIZE
In the Spectrum this works very nicely, as the date bus USER 65281. Any keying errors may cause your machine to crash so

always contains E55 (FFh), due to the way the hardware was double check the data statements very carefully.
designed. A person wanting to use IH2 can always count on the
value being placed in the I register will be concatenated with I hope that this routine gives you a good example of how IH2
FF to form an address. with the E058, at the time of an C8" b8 U5Bd and SDUFS UOU 0" to dBVBl0P some 900d F0Uti"B5 tointerrupt, the data bus will have any value from O to ESS. This Shara h8FB-
makes it impossible to predict what will be combined with the I
registers.

In the Sept/Oct 1885 Sinc—Linc (from the Toronto'
Timex—Sinclair Users Club) Bob Mitchell suggested that by
setting aside E56 bytes, for a vector table, IHE could beeffectively used. By loading a vector table with the same byte,
no matter what value was found on the data bus, it would find
the proper routine address.

continued next page
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We will assume the bag to contain pennies, y dimes and 2 halfdollars.
There can not be less than 10 pennies (the total value of the bag would never come to
an even $5). For the same reason, can only increment by 10 and the maximum for
90.
The number of dimes is limited to 44 so as to leave room for 10 pennies and 1 hal¥~
dollar. And it would still not be a solution, since there would be only SS coins to
total $5?
In a similar reasoning, 2 can not be more than 9 and probably much less.

\_I
0\

Qn
¢'\

\_I
0\

|-n.

Thus we write the following program:

10 FOR

20 FDR

30 FDR

F4-<><

=10 TD 90 STEP 10
=1 TD 44
=1 TD 9

40 REM SUM: LET S=X+Y+Z
50 REM

70 NEXT
BO NEXT
90 NEXT

100 STOP

VALUE: LET v= x+1oxv+soxz ' -

so IF s=1oo AND v=5oo THEN PRINT x;" PENNIES"’;Y
z

Y

X

1.

In about a minute, your TS20b8 will print the answer:
60 pennies = $0.60

Ld
r-*~13

dimes = $3.90
ha1+$ = $0.50

100 coins = $5.00

‘V _

14

DIMES"’

‘MID

F4
‘DI

CEDRIC R. BASTIAANS

HALFDULLARS



BASIC Listing Memory/Trace Using Interrupt Mode 2
10 CLEAR S5020
ao FOR 1:-65061 TO 65023 'I‘S2()68 Prg ram; “"E""“"T "°°E 230 READ x= POKE 0,x 8 Assembly Listing C EAR 6
T10 NEXT 6 HEHTRACE L 5°”RAND USER 65281 T0 START50 FDR C'55EB1 T0 B5383
60 READ X: POKE C,X FDFO—FDFF 65021-65023 JUMP ADDRESS70 NEXT Q FEOO—FFO0 65024-65280 VECTORS ‘FD’go STOP FFO1—FFFF 65281-65635 AVAILABLE
SO OATH 18S,EB,BS5

65021 DEFS 65021—ORGa1ggqDgg? $37,E13,2ES,E%S,33,0,ESH,6,0,5R,BS3,3S,1B,E51,SH,ES3,S 65021 C31cFF L1 To START OF ROUTINE
9 I I

65024 REM110 DHTH 261,225,809,183,237,8R,E01,E55,E&3,1S7,213,2E8,E65,1,2 65024 REM SPACE FOR VECTOR TABLES&,181,E37,1E0,2SH,2B 65Q24 REM120 DHTR H0,EB,E5§,BB,H0,1O,2SH,E8,3E,11,175,SO,75,25S,EH,5,5E, 55231 QEF5 55231-0951,SO,75 65261 05 L250 PUSH 60 SAVE130 DATA 2S5,205,7B,8S5,2H1,E85,808,183,251,E01,E37,85,E&,EHS,O 65262 05 PUSH DE REGISTERS
, ,1Q1'BQ‘a37,Q1,1Q1 65263 E5 PUSH HL I

1&0 0010 52,33,151,60,3~I,16,a55,56,1s,a55,a5~I,1,a0~1,161,255,3a, 65284 F5 PUSH AF5'qa'53.53 65285 21OOFE LD HL,65024 LOAD START OF VECTOR TAB
65288 0600 LO 8,00 SET REG. B FOR LOOPoé523gR;g5E:,5,HE,17B,8E,E37,BE,1,E%0,E1B,EO5,135,ES5,1,EH,E5E,E 65290 36FD L251 L0 (HL)'253 LOAD DATA

’ ' ' 65292 23 INC HL POINT TO NEXT BYTE180 DHTH 15B,E55,E05,13S,E55,1,255,255,205,13S,E55,1,E55,E55,EO 55293 ‘OPE DJNZ L251 CQNTINUE Loop5.139.E55.E01.175.9 65295 36FD L0 (HL),253 LOAD LAST BYTE170 URTR 50.55.E5E.E37.55.61.198.%B.EE9.E05.l55.E55.33.75.E5S,5 65291 3EFE LD A,254 LOAD VALUE FOR INDEX REGa,&a,76,a55,205 65299 E041 L0 I,A LOAD INDEX REG FOR 65024160 DATA 176,255,E25,201,237,75,5q,s2,36,0,111,&1,&1,H1,s,a35,2 65301 F1 P0P AFQ1 5 5 35 65303 E1 POP HL RESTORE
15o'0§1Tn 119,36,1s,16,as0,ao1,5,1o,191,1,a9~1,1,33,0,0,11,0,0,e3 6531132: P°P 35 REGISTERS1 65304 POP

Q I I I
65307 C9 RET
65308 DEFS 65308-ORG
65308 FF L1 RST 56Example 65309 F3 DI DISABLE INTERRUPTS
65310 C5 PUSH BC

INTERRUPT MODE 2 65311 D5 PUSH DE SAVE
65312 E5 PUSH HL REGISTERS

CLEAR 64163 GIVES 464 BVTES FOR RouT1NEs 65313 F5 PUSH AFRAND USER 55025 TO START 65314 O1FE8F L0 60.49150 CHECK KEYBOARD
65317 ED78 IN A,(C) READ KEY(S) PRESSED

FCFC - FCFE 64164 — 64166 JUMP ADDRESS 65319 FETC CR ZR ENTER AND ‘L’FD00 — FEOO 64160 - 65024 VECTORS SET TO ‘PC’ 65321 2815 JR Z»L5 YE5- TURN °EE ROUTINEFEO1 — FE1B 65025 - 65051 STARTUP CODE 65323 EETA ER 25 ENTER RNP ‘K’FE]c - FFFF 55052 - 55535 AVAILABLE 65325 280A JR Z,L2 VES, TURN ON TRACE
65327 FE16 CP 22 ENTER AND ‘J’DEFS 64164—QRG 65329 2008 JR NZ,L3 NO. CHECK PRIOR SETTING

JP 65052 JUMP TO START OF ROUTINE 65331 RF XOR A YE5- TURN TRACEREM 65332 324BFF LO (L6),A OFFREM SpAcE FQR VEQTQQ TABLE 65335 1805 JR L3 GO SHOW MEMORY LEFT
REM 65337 3E01 L2 L0 A,01 SET SWITCH FOR TRACEDEF5 65Q25—()RG 65339 324BFF LD (L6),AINIT PU$H BC SAVE 65342 CD4EFF L3 CALL L8 GO DO SERVICE REQUIRED
PUSH DE REGISTERS 65345 F1 L4 POP AFPUSH HL 65346 E1 POP HL RESTORE
PUSH AF 65347 D1 POP DE REGISTERSLD HL,64768 LOAD START OF VECTOR TABLE 65348 C1 POP BCB,00 SET REG. B FOR LOOP 65349 FB EI ENABLE INTERRUPTSLOOP LD (HL),252 LOAD DATA 65350 C9 RET RETURNINC HL POINT TO NEXT BYTE 65351 ED56 L5 IM 1 RESET INTERRUPT MODE 1DJNZ LOOP CONTINUE LOOP 65353 18F6 JR L4 GO RETURNLD (HL).252 LOAD LAST BYTE 65355 00 L6 DEFB 00 ROUTINE SWITCHLD A,253 LOAD VALUE FOR INDEX REG. 65356 BF50 L7 DEFW 20671 SCREEN DISPLAY ADDRESSLD I,A LOAD INDEX REG. FOR 64768 65358 ED5B655C L8 LD DE,(23653) START OF FREE SPACEPOP AF 65362 21BF50 L9 LD HL,20671 RESTORE DISPLAYPOP HL RESTORE 65365 224CFF LD (L7),HL FILEPOP DE REGISTERS 65368 3A4BFF L0 A,(L6) ADDRESSPOP BC 65371 FE01 CP 01 TRACE REQUIREDIM 2 TURN ON INTERRUPT MODE 2 65373 CCBBFF CALL Z,L17 YES, CALL TRACE ROUTINERET 65376 2005 JR NZ,L10 NO, G0 T0 MEMORY ROUTINEDEFS 65052-ORG 65378 2A455C LD HL,(23621) CURRENT STATEMENT NUMBERSTART REM 65381 1805 JR L11

LD

65383 2AB25C L10 LD HL,(23730) RAMTOP
65366 ED52 sac HL,DE FIND MEMORY LEFT,0-Q-QIIIC-CI‘-‘IIICID-CICIQICIQII-CI: 65388 ("F008 L1, LO 5¢_5-5536- 65391 CDBBFF

IQ-II.-Q..-.-Q-.-Q-Q-Q-.-Q-.-‘-‘-'-Q-‘-

eU°

908.1.°;:s:9%n\0U\

10
bold“em

__wgum’

m|§§||

II.I'-

BOTH
For Only

, , CALL L12 CALC. I OF 10,000 BVTESGet Em While lhe re Hot’ I ToI 65397 CDBBFF CALL L12 CALC. t OF 1,000 BVTES
65400 019CFF L0 60.65436
65403 CDBBFF CALL L12 CALC. 1 OF 100 BVTES
65406 01F6FF LD 00.65526
65409 C066FF CALL L12 CALC. # OF 10 BVTES
65412 OTFFFF LD 60.65535
65415 CDBBFF CALL L12 CALC. 0 OF UNIT BVTES
65416 09 RET
65419 AF L12 XOR A CLEAR
65420 09 L13 ADD HL,BC ADD NEGATIVE VALUE
65421 30 INC A r

65422 38FC JR C,L13 CONTINUE TILL N0 CARRY
65424 ED42 SBC HL,BC RESTORE T0 CORRECT VALUE
65426 30 060 A OECREMENT 6v ONE
65427 C630 ADD A,46 CONVERT DIGIT To ASCII
65429 E5 PUSH HL SAVE HL REGISTERS
65430 CDASFF CALL L14 Go FIND DIGIT
65433 214CFF L0 HL,L7 INCREMENT SCREEN
65436 34 INC (HL) DISPLAY
65431 2A4CFF LD HL,(L7) ADDRESS
65440 CDBZFF CALL L15 G0 PRINT DIGIT ON SCREEN
65443 E1 POP HL RESTORE HL REGISTERS
65444 C9 RET RETURN TO CALLER
65445 E046365C L14 L0 6C,(23606) POINT TO CURR. CHAR. SET
65449 2600 L0 H,0 ZERO REG, H
65451 6F LD L,A LOAD VALUE IN REG L
65452 29 ADD HL,HL DOUBLE 1

65453 29 ADD HL,HL DOUBLE AGAIN
65454 29 ADD HL,HL AND AGAIN
65455 09 ADD HL,BC GET CHAR; ADDRESS
65456 EB EX DE,HL SAVE IN REGS DE
65457 09 RET RETURN T0 CALLER
65456 0608 L15 L0 6,06
65460 1A L16 LD A,(0E) MOVE CHARACTER T0 SCREEN
65461 11 LD (HL),A

$1000 222251; 1:2 25

T-me Des-ens Magazlne Company 2222212" 2:11 :21sR:~1az12:::
29722 Hult Road

Colton, Oregon 97017 "

USA 65416 110000 L0 DE:OOO0 FOR

(503) 824-2658

65467 060A L17 LD B,10 LOAD DELAY FACTOR
65469 C5 L18 PUSH BC
65470 01F401 LD BC,0SO0 ROUTINE TO
65473 210000 LD HL 0000 DELAY

65479 EDBO LDIR TRACE
65481 C1 POP BC
65482 10F1 DJNZ L18IQIOIOIOIOIOIOIOIOIOICIOIOIOIOIOIOIOIO 1 5 65484 <19 REY RE1uR~ To CALLER
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Y Ur TURN OFF the alarms, depress the letter "C" (cancel
com ut ll b ' ~ ' ' ' ' ' 'p er wi e transformed into a full-time digital
alarm clock and timer. Unlike most alarm clocks, two
separate alarm times can be set, or you can set the
alarm times about ten minutes apart, and the later time
will act as a "snooze" alarm. Although the _alarm times
and the current time will be displayed, you do not need
a television or monitor to use the alarm feature.

Type the program into your computer and, save it
using the command GOTO 9999. Now "ALARM _CLOCK" will
automatically start when you LOAD it. Since you may not
be using a display, a BEEP signal will tell you when
the program has been loaded. Now you can» set the two
alarm times and the start time, following the two steps
below for each time.

1. Depress ONE of the following letters:
T....to set the Start Time
A....to set Alarm A
B..-.to set Alarm B

2. Depress the number and letter keys in the order
that they would appear on a digital clock. Do not leave
spaces, and do not use the SHIFT or ENTER keys. Also,
"AM" or "PM" must follow the numerical time.

Any of the above times can be set in any order, and
can be changed by setting them again. To use the clock
only, it is not necessary to set any alarm times. De-
pressing CAPS-SHIFT and BREAK together will RUN the pro-
gram, clearing all previously set times.

"Example: The clock will be started at 8:30 PM, and
you want the alarms to sound at 7:25 AM and ll:O5 PM.
Depress the keys as follows--"T83OPMA725AMBllO5PM".

To use "ALARM CLOCK" as a timer, set the start time
to OOOPM or OOOAM. Set one of the alarm times to the
number of hours and minutes to be counted. Example: You
want the alarm to sound in 5 hours and 32 minutes.
Depress the keys as follows—- "TOO0PMA532PM". The maxi-
mum time can not be more than 12 hours and -59 minutes,
and, if the starting time is followed by "AM", then the
alarm time should be followed by AM too

. . . ' . HRT";THB 21;“?-TURN UH‘jTHB s;"If you are not using a television or monitor, you - ~

should verify all set times. Depress "VT" to verify
Start Time. "VA" and "VB" will verify Alarm A and Alarm
B times. The computer will BEEP the number of hours set,
one BEEP for each hour. Then, it will BEEP the number of
minutes, using a quick succession of ten BEEPS for each

alarms). The alarm times remain in memory, and de-
pressing the letter "A" (Alarm) will turn the alarms ON
again. The alarms can be turned on and off only while
the clock is operating.

ACCURACY CORRECTION FACTOR

Look at Line 3 of the listing. CF is the "correc-
tion factor", and it must be changed to equal the number
of seconds gained or lost during a 24 hour period. A
negative number will slow down the clock, and a positive
number will speed it up. Example: After a day (24 hours)
"ALARM CLOCK" gained 2 minutes and 57 seconds. This
is equal to 177 seconds. Now change Line 3 to "LET CF=
-177". If "ALARM CLOCK" is still not accurate within one
second per day,.determine how many seconds fast or slowit is.running. Subtract this number from the previously
calculated value of CF to slow down the clock, or add it
to speed it up. Example: Having changed Line 3 to "LET
CF= -177", your alarm clock was running slow at a rate
of 2 seconds per day. Add 2 to -177, so now, "LET CF=
-175. Note: The ON ERR command in Line 5 will prevent
you from "breaking" into this program. To change the
value of CF, you can MERGE the program, and then make
the necessary changes.

Hope you enjoy this program, and look for an in-
teresting graphics program that is scheduled to appear
in an upcoming issue of TDM.

1 REM RLRRHBLUCH BY
KENNETH FRRCCHIR

3 LET CF=@: REM CF I5 THE
CORRECTION FRETDR, RND I5 EDURL
TD THE NUMBER BF SECONDS GRINED
OR LOST DURING R 2i HOUR PERIOD.
R NEGRTIUE NUMBER UILL SLUU DUUH
THE THE CLOCK. R PUSITIUE NUMBER
HILL SPEED IT UR.

¢ BURDER G: IHH ?: PRRER B: L
ET CF"Ffli¢@: EL’ : DI "*__ _ o r1'T$Lnl

5 ON ERR GD TD 1
6 PRINT RT i2.B;“T.Q.B-SET F

Fn
DI-1

ND RLRRH TIHED"3TRB E1; BOTH R
RH5" ,

7 PRINT RT i5,@;“UT,UR§UB—UER
IFY";TRB 2l;“C-BRNCEL5“jTRB B;"R
BDUE TIHE5“iTRB 21j“£TURN5 OFF)“
;TRB 21;“BBTH RLRRH5“N

B PRINT RT l5,@;"5—5TRRT CLUB
H..."§TRB 3;“HDU U5E";TRB 3;“CBH

multiple of ten minutes, and the remaining minutes will
be verified with single BEEPS again. Finally, a high
pitched BEEP indicates "AM", and a low pitched BEEP will
will indicate "PM". Example: Alarm B has been set at
8:35 AM. Depress "VB". If the time .was set correctly,
you will hear 8 BEEPS, then 3 sets of l0 quick BEEPS,
and then 5 more BEEPS. Finally, "AM" will be verified by
a high pitched BEEP.

Once the times have been set, and verified if
necessary, depress "S" to Start the clock. If you are
not using a display, the "tick-tock" sound will let you
know the clock is running. If the "ticking" sound is too
loud, change the number 15 in Line 212 to a lower
number. "O" will completely cancel the sound

To stop an alarm which is already sounding, depress
the SPACE BAR. The alarm will sound again in 24 hours.
The alarm will automatically stop after one minute. To

HRND5“;TRB 3;“RT RIGHT“
9 PRINT RT lB,B;“CRP5-SHIFT &

BRERH TD RUN RGRIN“
16 PURE 235S8,6: LET B$="T": L

ET H=®: LET H=Z: LET 5=B: LET RH
=5: LET RH=B: LET BH=@: LET BH=B
: LET Y=@: LET Z=E: LET U=B: LET
H$=““: LET H$=““: LET U$é““: DI

H T$£53: FDR x=l TU 5: BEEP .2,E
: NEXT X '

15 IF IH&EY${ ““ THEN BO TB 15
1? IF IHKEY$="" THEN GD TO 1?
18 IF IHEY$=“5“ THEN GO TB EB

19 IF IHREY$=“B“ THEN LET H=l:
B TB Q?is IF'iukEvs="T" THEN LET z=1;
GU ~- - - .--‘ ES IF INnEv$=”H“ THEN LET T=l:
GU TQ RE

as IF INREY$= U“ THEN BEEP .1,
s; on TU sac

SQ GO TD 1516 :35 BEEF"
as FUR x=i Ts s
an IF imkEv$:>"" THEN so To as
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and software. Chock full of useful programs and examples. 3“? PET 5?=?:T"'5f5"':- 3§3‘5?53.*5@"3‘F1 IF

.1$%é.I..1.’:

, ,‘0 n‘f

;;§,’*;'

' 42 IF INEY$=““ THEN GO TO i2
NEW B()0K 45

3*?

~I
‘II

'\_'__"\_-_J

*\'1-11.‘,L“;__

‘_;¢__~\"J§-

vJ?;

~ , I Es mExT x-0‘. DR g:

3 To ' '1
I
‘5- ' =- DDThe Ultlmate Resource $8,;\ ' 5? IE T$ii}§>“ " ans T$r11<>“1§ I I u ,, .1 - . —.For Your Slnclalr QL

Jl

'_ IF T5
_§I=T$t " I‘:

I I I_ _ .

=t~5F':* __+__

so LET Tsix:_I$“~*"1,, 55 IF I$=“H“ THEN so To Es' '. J,
:=“u" THEN LET T$£2

: LET T$il)=‘“
D 51{}“§H“ QHD T$€
THEN BEEP l,—E@: G

| T§EH EEEF_+;;§@: so To 15

1~iG

Lm

. no IF T$tE${
F: T$ir3}_-i:“:Zl“ SF:

GE
l~+:;

sf
-4

ET-"1-I= :-

29: GI ‘ T
E3

" OF: T$l12Il:=-"'E=“ =33]?"5“ BF T$i¢
THEN BEEP 1,-

:: ":5-. _ I

T _ = ._ Fm; T 123
,-_.¢3a;.-- THE?-1 :1E-._t' L-2- Ci '-E

,,_.__ _" _.,'., T13 2.-. _:_ET_r-t§=:_.=@1:=._ T$l_.3 TU \'-I-_lI l_ET
:-_r_§;-,_g -';=- r-t$=T$l.5_T=_= E-§_:_ l'fP.Il-lT HT -1,11,; “IE-

TRRT TII"I£: “+4: +;~_.12_;T$IZ1 TU E} _;

“:“_;T$=II3 T=I= =';-I= _; ",;T$@I5 T13 E=I=: L
ET 2:6: GU TU 15

 . ?5mlE ?=;”IsEs-LET 1:=1:LlTsr%TAKING THE QUANTUM LEAP. ALARM
The Last Word on the Sinclair QL CLOCK W 'T@H¢1?I.?='= "ti-lT€;J?"‘

by ‘I’

s 'eo To 15
so IF u=1 THEN

To 21: LE, Em;unL T$£3 To ¢>;
I3$=T$";-_P T" -'.'. HT B 1:4.

LET BH=URL T$

nil

$éann;% ;aT'E§E%%T§r%qTg E1§"+*
_ ; I 3;“ . L -11: LEThe only QL book to cover the lastest advances ln hardware u=@: so TD 15

‘ 51>=255 TnEm LET 51:51-255Fully lIIUStl’8t€CI, 280 pages. No QL owner should be wlthout |t! ass F‘:-'-:It\tT HT 11; " H r-1 :=, "

ttrr surigzar

ms

J'

IlllmiammE '. -. 1'.'1".':Y;';1'\'§'.‘.':‘ \umnsnnanunmmm~ “‘__-
‘I, fastiIIgeous prograns...JU3T LBAD AND RUN! LET:

219 PPINT_§T § -L*"" “ n@o_HZ;o
3| +sT¢=:$_'r—l:;TH _;I'TeE 1u _ D} {"3"
mo @<§@i+§T§§:q;T@§ lQi“;:;T@E

EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE FROM: ;;-'3" E’ Hm’ *"'""“"**°'F'* °-‘T"“-‘ '='-'*
211 SUWNW E,@;9,®;1B,BTIME DESIGNS 212 sc»Dr3E- 1"-',:3-5; 1o..1s,;1o_.o29722|suH|qd_ 213 IF i=5 THEN LET R$="H“

___ 21¢ IF tcH=eH and n=nn nun
/* Colton, Oregon 97017 — $1 on =1:-l;—:§:‘-as 5;-l;> r-1=E=r'~t__ l_=§r~:c> H$=':-

6&%§§%E§ U§iA- ss!Q§!EWT og§gom$_ H "NU B$” I THEN

IIGIE
CIH=ll-i:H-

.,_,,l.__.

(503)8242658(24lmnucnderhne) s? H2l5_IF ;nEE§§=fn" THEN LET B$=“Y“: DUUNU ?,:E;1,1;3,l;5,1;6,1E;
.e,15;1s,1E; EEIMT nT 1,?;".~\4""§

4-v"""":\ {III a ,2‘

Q I ' \' Ijxf. L A)“ .

.0d§§st '§§§@» ';__.Q.'—" (‘ii I

I I If ': I

ST CLASS MAGAZINE E1? :5
N I ,

BYTE PUHER is a highlg sophisticated *3 J 15.1 1% , 15:

~1

_ L-
- EFTn*4 T F2 2*

IIITIH

E18

g;¢@@g§§W g 229 LET 5;5+i—
BYE PWER is W ultir=t¢ Maaziw with Over 130 nwsrm WP IF S =5“ T“E"“ ‘-ET *"‘ =*"" * 1‘ LET
3-rm. consmux. ss1> csmu Screen Painter). T HLNIERS. -~' ~ *'“-'-"L *“'-"‘ I-ET *'-“*1- *-=-T
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: 1' H 1 1- 1 = : n :

-u+Y
d
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Dear HSCRIPTers,
August 13, 1987 The official ”Fairware” newsletter. Jack Dcihany

\\.

I had hoped to have the next version of Customized %¢

MSCRIPT done by now. It was to have been called v5.3.
But that changed last night. “k

I stayed up all night working on V5.3, in a crea— ,é?;
tive binge. New ideas and solutions, were flowing like Z
water over Niagra. In dawn's early light I realized '

that what I have here is Version 6...a really radical
change from V5. Oh, it's not done yet...there are loose
ends to tie up, compaction to be done, testing, docs to
be written...but essentially all of the new features
that I will describe are WORKING. A ’

.When will it be ACTUALLY done? well’ if I had s New IMBEDDED cone SYSTEM- There will be 3 kinds 0+ imbeddednothing else to do but.work on this program, it would be ' codes. '
done in 3 days. But I earn my living by making wooden 1. NCODES m-9; transient; short for NUMERIC cones.
toys and selling them at craft fairs...and ythe fair §- tggggg a—z; A-2; se:i—pe;men§nt; short for EETTER cones
season is just starting. So I estimate 2 or 3 weeks til ' permanen ’ 5 °'t °r UNCTUATION COD '
V6 is totally done. Maybe more... NCODES are the normal HSCRIPT printcodes #0-#9.

I regret any inconvenience this may cause. I can
only assure you that V6 is worth waiting for. when done, LCODES a'e "E"; each “CODE *5 a 5‘"91e letter thatit'll be sent out on a "first come, first served" basis. I represents a seqgence 0+ printer control code5'Tasword has lb similar gadgets. we will have 52, and theyI only have time to send out a few copies a day. will be quite discernible on screen.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before I can.send you V6, I need a
copy of your printer manual!!! NOT the whole thing’ but PCDDES are like normal MSCRIPT imbedded “+" and "—“ symbols.

_ _ They are used to control things such as ITALICS on/off, and
Just a few Pages (u$UallY lh the baek Of the manual) GRAPHICS PRINTMODE on/off and BIT IMAGE none 1 c", se ec ion.
that list all of its control codes. Do not tell me that
your printer is "Epson-compatible". For my purposes, aging: t::i:g°;3NE$?g§_g'e imbedded in the “5“e1 "SCRIPT
there is no such thing. ' '

. e. Th M " t FIND 4 t' "11 b d 1 4 .If you have more than one printer, send manual—copy E Scrip unc 1°" wl E ma e E55 ussy
for each. EVGD if YOU have 3 daisywheel, I Still want 7. A few minor MSCRIPT flaws may be corrected.
the manual-copy.

V6 is designed t0 use fully the power built into EL MSCRIPT BASIC will be drastically simplified.
modern dot-matrix printers: but some of the new features
Will alae be quite Useful fer dai$YWheele- Some of this may sound complex. But believe me, V6

I h ' ' ' ' ' 'ave several general requirements for V6- will handle like a 1987 Ferrari, instead of the 1947
1- It must have he lees text reem than V5» Buick resembled by V5. NOTE: if you do not have a good
2. It must be compatible with V5 where possible. font generator program, then I suggest you order my new
3. It must be extremely easy to use and understand. FONTMAN. It's very full—featured and includes 20 edit-
4. The documentation must be clear, concise and able fonts and a fast MC font editor that is controlled

thQrQugh, by the keyboard or either joystick.
5. It will be "pre-customized" for the user's How much is all this gonna cost you? Well, as usual

printer, so that the user can immediately use it without that's up to you: I'd suggest $15 for V6, $5 for FONT-
having to figure out how to customize it. That's why I MAN, +$5 for media/mail/handling/documentation. Donate
need your manual-copy. AFTER you get and try, please.

First some definitions: If you have only a 2040 or daisywheel, or are not
TRANSIENT: definable by user within textfile. interested in graphics, you may prefer just to have
SEMI-PERMANENT: predefined by me, but re—definable by 'V5-2- If S0, hOller-
user from BASIC or by using another program such as In any case, please be sure I know what printer in-
FONTMAN. terface(s) and mass storage device(s) you have.
PERMANENT: not user-definable. ~ '

1'

*************** ,

Other new FAIRHARE goodies now available:
l.__IS3T CH: NEW F'EATlJF€'.EE‘> Il\l V45.-> 1. Customized VUCALC for big printers

2. Customized MASTERFILE for Aerco disc + big printer.
1. PRINT-PAUSE/QUIT (comes with a Sinclair Vendor database).

During printing, press ENTER to pause printing, press ENTER 3. Duane Ruck's BA64 for AERQO disc, now with ¥u11 printer
again to resume. Or press SYMBDL—SHIFT+BREAK to terminate support by Jack Dohany; with special version of FONTHAN.
printing. 4. PRX...an experimental printer driver, the "seed" for

SUPERDRIVER.
2. DUAL FONTS: there will be two SEMI—PERMANENT 9b—character

fonts: a MAIN iont and a GRAPHICS font. ***********
FAIRHARE GOODIES in the works: (NOT available real soon)

3. There will be a GRAPHICS cursor, selectable by FUNCTION—9. 1. SUPERDRIVER: maximum printer support package
when the graphics cursor is used, graphics characters will 2. BIGFONT: for making and using big, complex fonts.
go into your textfile, and will be represented on—screen by
the graphics +ont. How your printer prints these characters **********
will depend on the capabilities of your particular printer.

Please note that MSCRIPT, VUCALC, and .MASTERFILE
If your printer has 1 or more bit-image modes, these will be are c0pyrighted_ You must certify that You are a legal
user~selectable within text; and both the MAIN font and
GRAPHICS font will be used for printing if you have selected owner of each before I can send You may Customized ver-
one o? the available bit—image modes. These modes 319“-
essentially govern how many characters will fit on a line. I thank all of you for ygur ccntinued patience and

4. Transient ITALICS control. (PCDDE *) suPpO?t'.'a?d a BIG thank_you to TIME DESIGNS forprinting this. l8
-u

Q
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Welcome to another installment of CLASSY FRONT END. iseai

And "thank you!" to all who have written and who have
sent in sample listings, tapes and comments on past CFE ¢S€n2¢d-
articles. It is certainly a thrill to see how much in—
terest this segment has spawned. It makes all those late asses.
nights worth it! Speaking of which: I mistakenly said in -1-SGBB
the last article that my new son was sleeping through

- K-E3153
the night...seems now I'm spending more time at the crib .¢5Bi;i
than at the keyboard! 4-5612

lull‘ 11') f
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* eesis 1?e QTEjm eeeie e? a
r W151? E I PRINT cu0z1>aNA1ES
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‘ Part l 533;; .5’ n , . ._ .-., 1.

 
I 1 1 1 Paul Bingham 533375 :1 m'\t’1Tv BE temp

‘ . eases is emu 0F use c.Hi1$
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SH

P
D

29905 2&9 RQNDOMIZE
!__I'5R

-P z4NE Z30
‘ CXN¢3¢F5

Tl

t END 0F umz cw!-‘f>

2. IET LINE Z‘-(0 '

uJ0 

“W

s;2_e»_rs_@mnJ_s_ta_nJI....raw..

;;,-:4-1.3;-is

Ii III.iIFPb&¥AN\IfZA@$I

1Iv%Fw&Ei£§3 1111:

tarupa
.5.
w

Listing l is a complete BASIC listing for the first - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - ' - - - - - ~ - - ~ - ' - - - ~ - --
283 bytes of the total CFE machine code program, plus III: 11:1: Iilij jlijii jijiii Iiiiii
23 bytes of code and necessary BASIC lines to allow - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --testing and running of this portion. Listing 2 is a 1111 1'111 11111 111'1' 1'1'11 111111
dissassembly of the 283 + 23 bytes of code which for .... .1... ..... ...:.: .:.I . . . . . . ..this example resides at address AFC8 (45000 decimal). - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - --
Please note that the 23 bytes contained in lines 100 and "" "'“"
llO in Listing 1 and those 23 bytes starting at address Figure B
BOE3 (45283 decimal) in Listing 2 will be dropped when
we put the total program together next issue. This maY all seuhd PrettY simpler but it ish't- TheFor those who Saw it’ remember the movie "2001", program handles variables, single digits and double
and how puzzled you were when you walked out? Think of d191ts 1“ ehY eeht19Ptet1eh and eehverts them- It thenext issue as n2OlOn_ program runs across improper syntax here it will haltListing 1 very simply reads the print Coordinates with "ERROR B" plus the offending CHR$ as before. With
from BASIC lines and converts them to PLOT coordinates. TAB the Ve1ue reed end eehverted is the X ValBe' the Y"Is that all?n' you might ask_ Well, almast_ There are value remains whatever it was previously (as in BASIC).
also some error traps and a facility to read values from A BASIC 11ne 11ke REM ?'" W111 Pt1nt at the 1eeet1en_ Xeight Variables we can set up_ New I=ll admit I den-t and y were set to previously. For PLOTing to a location
have the machine language prowess some readers gh_ on the screen which is different than the O to 21 by O
doubtedly possess. But the program does function well. to 31 PBINT eeetdlhetes eehtetm tel we sen POKE PLQTIf anyone has some ideas for shortening or enhancing the Values lh the X ahd Y siets dire¢t1Y theh exeshte a REM
code, by all means send it to me! In this program, DE is "whatever" to print "whatever" starting exactly where we
set equal to the values we POKE into the spare RAM went 1t-
addressses at 5CBO and 5CBl (23728 and 23729 decimal). 1N°w 1et me Just detail a Ceuple st h1ttY llttieThese Values tell the program where it is in memery_ (By routines this program uses that can be1;incorporated 1in
using relative jumps CFE can reside in any free area of ahY Pr°9ram- Ih llhe 199 at Listih9'l ls the Cede Whlehmemery_) BL acts as the BASIC pointer and BC and A are accesses the PLOT routine in the TS2068>ROM. By letting

- used for computation. CFE saves and restores all reg— BC hold the coordinates we want and then ee11ih9 2538isters, so should not interfere with other code you may (9784 dee1me1)' the TS2O68 W111 PLOT QB? P°iht- Cess-wish to run with it_ dinates too big for the screen will return with an error
We can't possibly discuss all the code here, but I message as ih BASIC-will shed some light on the things you need to know. Ahether likeable reutihe is a B941 ih Listing 2- BYLeeking at Figure A you will see a light by address of calling 2009 (8201 decimal) we access the TS2068's

lines 230 and 240 of Listing l. The USR call starts the teutihe ts read the keYheaFd fer BRBAK# A simple six
code to reading the contents of the next line which must bYte Pfeqfam will assess it? CBB929r3BFBrC9 (2051 9'
always be a REM statement. If the program doesn't find 32I56I251I2O1 ih desimali W111 de 1t! .

" (quotation), AT, or TAB, then the program will halt
_with "ERROR A" (plus the offending CHR$) printed at the Centlnued Next Page

bottom of the screen. You can then escape by hitting .

BREAK. If no error is found, the program will read the
coordinates. In this example, both are variables (a and
b). As shown in Figure B, the first thirteen bytes of
code are storage. The first three are flags, the next e Q ' 'eight are variables (a through h) and the last two are S b t I I lod
the PLOT coordinates x and y. In this example, the pro- u a‘ '
gram finds the values 2l and 31 in a and b, and converts
them to PLOT coordinates, which are 248 and O.

19 I



Now Listing l run as-is will produce a grid of dots 39 QETR l*5“54».,L:‘-4-132.-6.-2;:}'E1
on the screen corresponding to the PRINT coordinates
available (see Figure B). These dots indicate the bottom é§,é15::§2:SE:i-‘lg:
left—hand corner of the first CFE letter to be printed. -‘E15-‘I52 -' 591315-* 59-'35 -315--531133»215By testing other BASIC lines you can get a feel for what I351 ‘E41 -:-~:=the program needs as coordinates. As in BASIC, the error §_i}§3_.a£-is_.3_.21?,a&_i_.s25_. iss,.sa=;_.
traps will not tell you if your values are too big, but "=“‘ __
covers most syntax problems. SQ CPHTH 15.5‘-'329'F\¢—\ ?Q\J|~J .a,as,sss ass iss ss s as siNext time we will look at the business end of CFE: _-'5®_.i2_-1'3,l}5iL5-¢5.-F1399=‘1-B.-i9.-iii’-5
the printing routines! If you just can't wait until next -' '16 ‘S-' $2 -'1’5"’:'§5"3 _

. sa 0 Ts ~s- a".s ._-.i'- Itime, I would be happy to send you an advanced copy of ?@ DSTR 515138 Ea?’-',~§°7§5 as .athe dissassembled listing. Just send ($1) to : Paul 52.-1.-=19 , am, ;_3§i! , $9 , .- 2 .- BB I iii .- llEE~ L L}

Bingham, P.O. Box 2034, Mesa, AZ 85214. For the full §";'.§-_=,§1i.‘i" -' 1%.: ‘=2 9 - :9-E - .15 - 2'53 - "B -' *=‘
_I _| \34'.'j-.Z3,'3S_a£.."g2_|l;11@;92_I2program on tape send $5. Ses you next time! 8&3 D-HTH 35,229 _.2s _. 25¢ .2 .42: . ".35.

1

ms-

OF‘

W

B, iss,ss,iis,ss,iii,ss,a,iss,iLi ti . ,sa,s¢s,iaa,i¢s,?i,a¢i,s¢,s¢s
es ng 1

ms

é

0~M
@035

12131235;-1-7,1E'3_.@_.25_,2@9_,119,
,1B,E§2S,ERL,1¢@

REM CfE_3 oaTs ss,iis,sa i,s,s,ias ss

LET c0ds=¢5BaB
LET print=c0de+13

[J-s

UH*@

um»

~m

2

EM3,BB,4i5pl,129,EHN3,33,ENM3,¢¢
gé5,213,235,17,11,B,2S,2BQ,1

- - H-Wm - . -- .- iaa onTa 2“9,33,11,Q,25,?8,“S,?
M32??? *S=5?€ ' é~i%>i';'§}'§$*i'éZdé1 Q-2% 5613?‘-E‘-‘5 Q

255% son 1 coda TC --ae+sas ass 2i%?2ggT?9§féé§?gé%gQ Egg 3 Eif’= - ' tu : ' , _ ,PURE t,o_ NE,T 1 aaa son i_a To ai
c-aw a aha a'..‘a..a..a..a..a a,a 2"’ FDR "‘=“’ 3,1. .13’1g7:2E9:2¢5 21? 8 Zia lé xssa POKE cods+3,g. POKE C0ds+¢,

D

RPQG

[Jss.

wmswo

,nhan

UM

,2¢5,217,23? Q1 175 92 21791’175!g2 ’ ’ ' ’ ’ EBB RQNDOHIZE USR_PFi1
aa 0aTa ss,ia?,ss,a,iis,ss,iis gég §§§TgI a'b‘"'“

,35,119,4-E-.‘,B5,‘3E.‘_.1_.5_.B,9_.125,25-1 ggg NE); H
_u ;235;§¢_n23£'35_u2¢_u E-I’; 9,i?a,ss 5,23S,s¢ i sss,a¢ s? saa son t=c0ds TO c0ds+12: PRIN

Listing 2

sssi as was saas si sas as sass so 1~s*s

T 1} " ";PEEK t@ iWEXT I

saso sssa LD s,ss sass si ans s,oBBEE D? QST 16H B895 E3 IHCsass sssa to n,sa sas? D1 PQP ZEsasi 0? as? 16H sass ai?sso to BC.ssss
asos aa was sass 3E4F as R,4F sass as to :so1,a
asos aa was B834 av sT 16H B@9o as INC st
asoa as was sass sssa to s,ss sass ss Push HL
asos as was sas7 g?_ RsT 19H sass is to R,iDE1
asoo aa was sass sssa to a,sa sass ssaa os as
ssoo aa was sass o? as? ian sasi asss as z,saos
ssos as was sass ss?s LQ s,,s sans aiasas to so,ssasasos as was sass 0, RsT 10H sans ss7sso LD
asoa as was sass ss?s to s,?s sass ss is
asoi aa was saaa 0? as? 10H sass ssaa to
asoa aa was B641 ooasaa CRLL sass saao so op
asos aa was sa¢¢ ssss as C.BB¢1 sass ssas as a

FDF3

,(£EEd}
,H
,BB
BBB?

ssas as suss as BB4? si sos HL B@BB F5 suss as
ssos os susn so sa¢s oi sos so BEB1 ?B L0 H,B
ass? ss suss HL sa¢s oi sos as BEBE 91 sus o
asos ss suss as sa¢s as sx ss,ss“ B953 ¢? L0 B,H
asos as Exx B818 as sax B@B¢ F1 sos as
ssoa as sx as as" B346 si sas as sass isss as saao
ssos as susu as sa¢o si sos HL BEE? ?B L0 s,s
asoo os PUBH so Ba¢E C1 sas so BEBE D5 sus DE
asso ss suss HL BB¢F D1 sos as BBBQ ss sx os,HL
asos ss suss as sasa os QET sass iiaoaa to as aaao
QFDF pg E13 B951 23 INC HL BBBD 19 BDD HL,DE
assa sosssaso to DE,(nmia1 B852 ?E L0 s,¢HL> BQBE 01 POP DERFE4 D9 EX! sass aisias to so,assi sass ?? to ¢Ht:,a
asss sssssaso to DE,Inmia3 B056 D5 susH as 560% EEBE LB s,aa
QFEQ 52 Lg HID B957 E5 PUSH HL B362 12 L9 (DE)!Hgags 55 Lg L,E sass siasaa to HL,BBB3 sacs si ass st
ssss ssaa to s,aa sass is son HL,DE sacs isso as sass
QFEQ 77 Lg (5L3,Q B855 EB EX DE,HL BBCB 3R?bEQ LD B,(5€Ed3
asss as INC HL sass si sos HL saos aiasas to so,asas

saoo s? LD Hz,sas¢ saoo ssaa‘ , to a
REEF ?? LD iHL1,R BBSE B9 CF
sssa as INC HL sass aaas as
sssi ?? to <st1,a sasi is to
HFF2 295558 L0 HL,£nxLn1 B952 1532 JR !
nsss aiasaa to so aaas sass ao zmo o sans si ' son s

@320

ass saoi asai ' as z

,s
,¢os> sacs os¢¢ BIT a

-m~b

OGIG

o
s

QFFB Q9 QQQ HL,5¢ sass is INC as sass ossi sta o
ssss 7s LE R,(HL) sass iass suwz,sass sans osao sss H
assa ssss cs as sass si ass as sass iass suwz,saos
QFFQ QQQ5 as NZ B961 sass aisaas to so,assa sass as susw as
asss ss sx DE,HL sago ss op o sass ss ss DE,HLnsss ssaa as £HL},@2 sass ssas us z,sa?? saoo iiasaa to as,aaassaai ss ss DE,HL sass so INC o sass is ass HL,DE
saaa is¢a as sasi sa?a IBFH auMz,saso sasa D1 sas as.
saaa ssao op no sa?a ss ss as st sasi a? to <Ht1,s
saas saas sR.NZ,5BBE saas ibis to a,¢a sass si sos HLB593 E5 Ea sE,HL sa?s 184 as sais sass ss . suss HL
saas ssai to (HLl,@l sa?? as suss as sass siasaa to HL,@B@B
saas ss ss DE,HL sa?s osoa ass s,sa sas? is ass HL.DE
saao 1843 us sasi savs is to o,s sass ¢s to C,€HL)saas sssa on as savs as zwo HL sass as zmo st',z0sa sass 46 to B,£HL}

sass oossss oatt ssss
B619 EBBB QR NZ,BB15 BB?C 1H LB
BB12 ES PUEH HL B67D FEB1 CF
B613 E11HB1 LO HL,Bl1 BB?F 2304 JR
B815 19 QDD HL,DE BBB1 1E3B
B817 E9 JP (HL) BBBS 1BB2
BBIB EB EI DE,HL BBBS IEEC
BB19 1B¢1 LD D,41 BBB? TE LB
BB1B B17438 LD BC,BB?i BBBB BB C
BBIE B9 ROD HL,BC BBB9 ?9 LD

F‘IL.I"
UODD.

WDWUMNGI

B@1F ?2 LO (HL1,D BBBH EBBB JR =,BB5r BBFS
B628 E3 INC HL BBBC BBB9 LD ,BQ BBFB
B821 E3 INC HL BBBE B1 BDB §,C BBF7
B522 E3 INC HL BBBF 1BFD DdNZ,BBBE BBFB
BB23 ?? LD [HLl,H B691 4F LO C,9 BBF9
BB2¢ BEBB LD R,BB BB92 SEDB LD

UNI

R

J

4-

,B@55
13B
BB7
12C,iHL}
,o

_ ,DB
BBEB CD3BlE CHLL 1236 BB9¢ BB RED R,(HLJ
sass ss¢s to s,¢s
sass 0? as? 10H »;{}4_.

BBEE E1 POP
BEEF F1 POP
BBFB E1 POP
BBF1 C1 POP
BBF2 D1 POP
BEES *7 E

D
U

BBF¢

UOUMWD

wwwwww

EX

HL
BF
HL
BC
CE

H F,QF"
PK

POP RF
HL
BC
DE

POP
POP
POP
RET
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A forum for people having problems with their 1000, ‘Wife 7

1500 and 2068. If you have any questions, send it to: J ~/-/
TS Communique I

c/o Time Designs Magazine Co.
29722 Hult Road

Colton, OR 97017

I have a Sony video camera, Model 8AF. Now Sony's Deer LerrY'

adding titles to the tape recording. Unfortunately, I s“PP1Y Pr°b1en' cneek the 12 Velt s“PP1Y at Us (the

color. I tried the color adjustment you suggested to but net least’ the sCLD'
John Buckmaster in the MAR/APR issue of TDM but with no Fer Year seeena pr°blen' I assume Ye“ aenet "ant t

Dear wllllam, first. The beginning address of the variables (VARS)

camera and then adjust the color as told in the Mar/Apr address’

data, use. SAVE name CODE 6+PEEK 23627+256*PEEK 23628

the Hex keyboard used the same port as the joystick’ I convert it over to this new way of LOAD/SAVEing. -Joe
thought just plugging it in would work. It would not.
Therefore, any suggestions or ideas from you or your
readers of TD would be greatly appreciated. The keyboard
uses the National Semi. 74C923 (what ever that is??).

screen at initial turn on, I ask ‘PRINT FREE".Glenn Ruch
Leh19ht°n» PA #1 2068 answers 38652

#2 2068 answers 6012Dear Glenn,
The 749923 is 3 20‘keY keYb°aF5 ¢nC°d9P~ A few Years I discovered this problem when I tried to LOADback there was a company that sold that keyboard with lqng prggram frcm tape and gat the -4 gut of memgryinstructions on how to modify joystick port 2 on the errQr A id

xe
hex pad to work. I checked through my collection of
newsletters and flyers and could not find it. If anyone Dennis zacha 1r as
has one or the information, please pass it on. -Joe Yukon, ox ,

Dear Dennis, 'If you take 38652 and subtract 6012 ou et ro hl

er if I attach any peripherals te it it Jerks all ef the inside the 2068. Obvieusly the lowest (16-32k) bank 1time. The screen seems to fan out at the bottom every kl

region). .

2:1 am trying to write a program that stores data in a Most likely the SCLD IC is not properly refreshin

e ICs themselves are bad. To check this try writingstring gets about 8200 characters 1 d I
more to it, i.e. LET A$=A$+N$, the computer thinks it is 32753 and 55535 with Q th 5 1

add length to a dimensioned variable without loosing lf l l
the 48-64K bank. U12 & U13 is the 32—48K bank and U17
U18 are the 48—64K bank. -JoeLarry Zunk

Norman, OK

ii
 u

-:s€E3?;\

ilii
Iain:

new model V110 has a built—in character generator for Year Preblem zoss sennas like it maY nave s Pener
12

was premature in my purchase, not khowlhg of the forth- volt regulator) or at C44 (first electrolytic capacitor
coming new model. I thought I might use my 2068 as a behind epeeker) fer e eteedY 12 V°1te eYen when

Camera after programmlhg the Computer to dlsplay the positive end of C40 (largest capacitor in front_ of RFtltle_ modulator). If these are OK, try a monitor with the

titles . . . . ..but in black and white only! I use channel 3 meniter d°e5 n°t WOYK OK» Suspect Q4 Or Q5 and possibly
and the display on my mohltor or a TV ls lh brllllaht the decoupling capacitors in the video circuit and last

o
success. There are no adjustments available on the ainensien an array beesese ef increased leading andcamera_ of Course I Could polht my lens at the Screen saving time. So, why not do what Pro/File does and save
hut the tlttles are hot Clean and Sharp. A$ as machine code. That way you could save just the

program and then upon loading next time, have thewllllam Andrews ' program dimension whatever it needs and then load your
San Anselmo, CA data into the dimensioned area. To do this, A$ (in your

case) would have to be dimensioned first and always
is

You may want to try Chhhectlhg the 2068 to the CCD_ held by locations 23627 & 23628. Because AS is first,
V8AF video in and monitor the video coming from the 7°“ can peek these leeatiens and find the starting
issue. If this does not work then it must be that the The actual data starts 6 bytes (tne first sis bytessignal from the 2068 ls hot Compatible enough to work_ contain the name of the array and the length) from the
_Joe starting address. You will have to keep track of how

long the data array is so you can save just the data and
know where the end is, call the length L. So to save the

I am looking for information concerning a routine or L and to {°sd'_ “see DIM Asewnstever length Ye“program to use an Atari CX85 Hex Keyboard for entering want):LOAD name CODE 6+PEEK 23627+256*PEEK 23628. Keep
numerals on a Timex 2068. I purchased an Atari joystick track ef the length L‘ Ye“ csula even save it as Part es
and using the programs in TD, I had no trouble. Since Your data‘ You can also lead up 7°“ Present aata and

I have two plain Timex 2068’s and from the copyright

3

Continued Next Page

1 21 L-

. ny eas on what the problem is and how it can2068 by adding and/or cutting out diodes to allow the be f1 do

Y 9 ug YI nave t"° queetiene fer the Ts C°"n“niq“e °°1“nn- 32K of memory missing. This would indicate that the1: I have 3 2068s and one of them has a ver jerkY Y upper 32K of memory is either bad or not being refreshed
SCFQQH fQr abOUt 10 minutC3 when it is first turned On (updated) by the SCLD There are three banks Qf 16K RAM

s
wor ng because it initializes and displays a picturetime you hit enter or do a screen DRAW. (the display file and system variables are in the 16-32K

9long string. I didn't want to dimension a string so that the upper 32-64K region. It is possible that the memory
the program would grom as data was added but when th a

°n9 an YPY t° add program that successively POKEs each address between
e rea s t back and then POKE

eat ef memory and steps with an errer repert even theueh the same address with 255 and read it back and have itI have 22000+ bytes left Is there a wa ar d th'- Y Qun 15 print each address which gives back the wrong answer. If"1th°“t dim@"$1°n1n9 8 1°9 String and if n°t 5°" can I none of them do, then the SCLD is bad. If some do, see
t s in a specific bank such as the 32-48K bank orthe data in it. &

7» -"‘_' a ‘ "e '

»it—
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The first thing to do is to see where the problem i

coming from If 0 h
S _...--1"’

. y u ave a 16K RAM pack, remove it and “hi '
see if it still goes blank after 30 minutes or so. If it ',=
does, it is probably the ULA chip inside th ‘
althou h I

e computer
g have seen a weak 5 volt
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thing. Get some freeze mist from Radio Shack and try \“li ‘
pinpointing the problem after it 0

:H'..'.,,.|.1~ h.%‘:‘l";::h0ll0l7

my "“‘ . —¢° y‘ ‘

g es out by freezing '
an IC chip and then unpower/repowe i
d
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0

nu in "‘¢‘o'\\*:u
"' ' an \°“;‘;"°€E::. {oil 50¢! '~".¢::: ‘sag “'01 n'“,.4I\I":.,4 unmet \n ggftlhi.‘ "pic I"!r t. Once you have Qwxmwmi

etermined what the problem is, some TS 1000 vendors may ' "

have spare parts or computers but good luck. ’:m_1:§EqIf you suspect the RAM pack as having the problem, H.-~‘*€§@Mm“ 'first check the the voltages on the RAM IC chips inside
Pin 1 should have -5 v

\"'
‘ 0.0141.
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. ‘F-.\.».
- ~ - -.

A ---‘.15, ',‘..w-“' ...--
' -M’ .1,‘-' ‘F hiss "'“ "“ eoII""'“' ' 'olts on it, pin 8 should have '- A v Dgggnei (Hap M

around +12 volts on it and pin 9 should have +5 volts. U“n&EaSY
The negative supply would most likely be th
particul l

e problem,
ar y the switching transi ts or connected to the “us

small transformer If it ~ mD°
. s not the power su l , it is 2°68“PP Y

y one of the memory chips. If this is the
case, it would be easiest to ' t. JUS replace the entire RAM ~ 3:
pack. Good luck. -Joe
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e a reality next March 4, 5, and 6 1988 in Orlando at

the Orlando Marriott on International ‘Dr. Everyone
should plan to come, bring the famil y and spend the week
here in the #1 vacation s t

now, call the
unstate TS bulletin Service

an
at (904) 775-0093, 300 baud 8 ‘~ 4

8-1-N, 24 hours, 7 days a week, Or write ' 249 N
Harden Ave. Orange City, FL 32763. ' '
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MAX 1000
Make the Most Popular

“Mods” Compatible On Your TS1000
Tim Stoddard

How would you like to have a TSIOOO/ZX81/TS1500 that
loads and saves any size program from a diskette drive within
3 seconds, has a built—in DOS
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ABOVE RAHTOP
, has 64K of memor

programs that dis l
y, runs

p ay up to 80 columns of text (
lower case)

upper and ZX—TERM*8O is fully relo t
, can communicate with BBS’

down/

04*". H
"0um‘ 1,,._n:*““\\

.5:
av I 1

35"!‘ ' ' '1'!‘ '
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0'‘
:1‘?

Tn}
in

00“

2‘?
1%

:10

-:2ii

1" .
Q%QT
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ca able! However, it can't be
8 easil and placed in the "hidden" 8K area because that area is where the

upload a full 16K file via ASCII xfer or xnonsn Kitten. h1"°8 d18P1°Y file 18 1°°°‘°d- It °°“1d 5° P1°°°d 1“ the
hassles run machine code anywhere up to location 49152? BASIC area’ but than we take away the potentially large’ section of RAM to xfer files to and from. The manual indeed,

, shows how to set it up inside the BASIC ‘area, but also
ETh%§TE;;Zégle isT;§S;t t?:h izegrittogngi L2Z;y egnyof describes how to relocate the program even above RAMTOP! This

LARK N ’ a /0 W 8 nde F d N hi , is great, but machine code routines above the 32K boundry areexternal 64K & HUNTER board’ a 2050 mo em’ re ac aur'8 not executable.....so how can this method work? I learnedZX—TERM*80 from Silicon Mountain Computers, and John Oliger s from Fred Nachbaur that John Oliser had developed a circuit
M1 NOT adapter. that will allow the TSIOOO or ZX81 to run machine code in the

32K to 48K area! The TSISOO has ALWAYS been able to d t "TE;M§2%’ ahilot 031 fgn withi this combinizion because I had not noticed thi
ZX— s —res sp ay rou ne occup es e same ar
that LARKBN’s LDOS d

o his..
s effect, so I tried a small routine on

ea my TSISOO starting at 32768 a does. Fred's EXCELLENT manual on
ZX-TERMXBO hinted on a solution to thi

n it worked! Try thisyourself... POKE a 201 ( RET instruction) at location 32768,
8 PrQb1em= HOW do we then execute a RAND use 32

use this SUPER communications program with the SUPER di k
interface from Larr K

768. You'll get the O/O code back
8 indicating completion. NOV try the same

- y enny? These are the notes on how I or Zxa
approached Fred's hint to the solutio ..

on an expanded TS1000
1. The code will store there, but when you execute th

R ----- RAND USR 32768 the machi .

e
ne will reset‘ The Ml signal causes
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Figure 1

To 5o(',KET' PM-5

z9o_:»5W 17 “ED To 60

Mountain Computer also sells an excellent ‘updated’ HUNTER
board called the SCRAM board if you wish to go this route.
Contact Fred Nachbaur there for pricing and modifying it for
the enable/disable switch.

LARKEN I HTERFACE
FIGURE #6 diagrams the interface and shows where to

mount the enable/disable switch. Pin 1 of the 74LSl39 must be
bent out and a 4.7K resistor soldered from pin 16 to pin 1 of

GM») that IC. The two wires from the switch are then soldered to

2: 5) I (Mi)

- BBWJUP
091 0F

PI_I\i 17 sock”.

pin’ 1 of the 74LS139 and pin 6 of the 74LS32 Just behind it.
Again, switch ‘ON’ enables the interface and switch ‘OFF’ to
disable it.

Y ., :2
CPU n , 9“ PIA! 7-O H6-6-‘/-B/Wt

Jomv Duwu
M1 /var ;;pm°r£Q,/w19Pr¢"1> T0

~§¢H

I Q 0
LUOQK uJlTH 7-‘I5 /4JTt2l-19L. 64k P/H 20 5617"‘!L1 SM-4
»4o1>mc/mo/v - "rm; WILL also ,1 ,5” Figure 3
ween uJI‘rH ex1uweL T$l0lle /°H¢I< , » /?°*4¢$

uP6-Mbeb TD M/<
gxsrsrw ‘ "5
vscwal mt
wrakmi. am

any RAM above 3276'? to LOOK like RAM in the lower half of the sum " A) ' “ '/12/.</saw
memory map. This is done because of the unusual display ADD)“; HIDDE e‘-A EH65“:
routines for these machines. The TS1500 does the same thing $UNTUf TO IUTHQNQL 64 K 5RHFI
but only in the 48K to 64K area. John 01iger's solution to “NW ,5 gm-"BL Scue-Mm-,¢
this problem is to ALLOW the Ml signal only during the time swrrrwod M526 ( )it is needed: during the 48K to 64K area as in the TS1500. RMHTD€_/2 °"
His circuit is normally installed on the ULA chip since that 9F UB5 EUQN5

chip is the one that uses the M1 signal, which, by the way,
indicates that the Z80 CPU is fetching an INSTRUCTION to
EXECUTE. Some RAM upgrades do not use the M1 signal and these
RAM packs will work, however some packs do use the Ml signal
and will not work with this adapter and this is the case with
my RAM upgrade. Don't dispair, though! If the adapter is
installed on the Z80 CPU so that the H1 signal is supplied
EVERYWHERE, (instead of Just the ULA chip), then it will
CPU. Silicon Mountain Computer also sells the M1 NOT ADAPTER
that installs on the ULA chip. This can be used by "tapping" 23“
oft the Mi signal from the ULA chip and supplying it to the
internal RAMs decoding circuitry where the M1 signal normally
goes. This is shown‘ in FIGURE #2. After installing the
adapter < either one) try again the test we used above. This
time it will WORK! Now you can run ANY machine code residing
in the 32K to 48K area.

$11-F‘?-i

I Figure 2
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g’ r um 5
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BARS Figure 4

work. FIGURE #1 diagrams the adapter installed on the Z80 T5 1*“
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Fred’ s Hint. . . " ‘FF’ GM “””"’ T”

Since ZX—TERM*8O and LDOS use the same area of RAM we
need a way of selecting only one at a time. Fred discusses
this in the Addenda to the manual on page 2, "Mass Storage

switches to disable/enable the Disk interface and the SRAM
used for the BK hidden area. FIGURE #3 shows the decoder for

wire from pin 2 to pin 3 of the 74LSl45 is simply cut and is

gsftx 0F P¢8
' T

Considerations". In this discussion he describes using Figure 5

the internal 64K upgrade as shown in May/June 87 TDM. The J53‘

replaced with a switch mounted on the outside of the case. °°°'°°
Switch OFF to disable the BK area, and ON to enable the area. 0 ,,°¢o
If you have a HUNTER board, replace the Jumper at "J1" with a :3 O

I

/

switch mounted at the top of the PCB, and add the resistor as Hu:uTEL Bo/IBD Mop
shown in FIGURE #5. For those who are ambitious FIGURE #4 4 [ ~ ‘ FOR FIDDITDJ OF EPHBLE/0136865

shows how to expand the decoding on my internal 64K upgrade H _§ $wHTH'*— &¥k.&O£'°F PCB
to allow selection of the 8K area in 2K blocks AND allow for
the needed enable/disable feature. I mounted the DIP switch
shown in FIGURE #4 Just behind the expansion edge connector Cgntinued Next pa,-,,-, ge .

..-.'_-:.-
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SOFTWARE
To use this arrangement you must enable the disk

interface, and disable the hidden RAM. Load the program, and,
Just before the program accesses the hidden RAM disable the The LARKEN does not come with ° 5 Volt s“PPlY' FIGURE #7
disk interface and enable the hidden RAM. For those with shows how to install a 7805 re3ul°t°r' 5 Coax Power
ZX-TERM**8O change/add the following lines in that program to connector’ and a Power Cord 5°1n3 to the Computer onto theprompt you for the needed enables and diSab1eS_ LARKEN board itself. A 9 volt wall—type power supply, such as

the one built by Commodore and being sold very cheaply at
50 RA§D UsR l4335_ . Radio Shack, ( 277-1026), can now be used to power the entire
55 REM SAVE "ZTERM.Bc" set—up, via the coax power connector on the LARKEN interface.
56 PRINT AT l0,0;"SVITCH TO SCRAM NOV, PRESS

C To CONTINUE,,,,," The center leg of the 7805 and the tip connector of the
57 IF 1nKEy$<>"c" TEEN GQTQ 57 coax socket ( Radio Shack 274-1565) are soldered to the very

wide trace. The right leg of the 7805 is soldered to the wide
980 PRINT AT 10,0;"SSwITCH TO DISK NOV, PRESS trace to the right of the very wide trace. The left leg of

C TO CONTINUE . . . . .." the 7805 and the wire, attached to the tip of the plug that
985 IF INKEY$<>C THEN GOTO 985 will go to the computer, is soldered to the side connector of
1000 RAND USR 14336 the coax socket. The wire attached to the side connector of
1002 REM SAVE "ZTERM.BA" the plug going to the computer is soldered to the very wide
1007 PRINT AT 10,0;"SVITCH TO SCRAM NOW, PRESS trace. Also install the 10 uF tantalum cap to the 7805To HCONTINUE - - - - -~ regulator, as shown in FIGURE #7. NOTE: Attach a heatsink on
1008 IF INKEY$<>"C" THEN GOTO 1008 the 7805 after installing it!

ENJOY these mods and we’ll see you next issue!

eginning Z80 Machine Code
LESSON TEN

Syd Wyncoop
The subject this time is the Z—8G Block instructions. There The DE pair is a Dgstlnatlon Pointer for block memory

are block instructions for I/O, search (compare), and transfer tran3fer3_
(assignment). We listed the block I/O instructions last lesson The H5 pair, as usual, ls 8 memory Pointer for all the
but they are detailed again in chart 1. block instructions,

Before we look at the instructions. we need to review one All the block instructions decrement BC and either incre-
Of the Z'3@'8 fl&88- It 18 the Parity/0V8rflOW (P/V) fl88 and is ment or decrement DE and HL, according to the type of instruc-
an overworked little devil, as it keeps track of two condi— tion. The third letter of the mnemonic will be ’i’ for and
tions, depending upon the instruction being executed. I gave you increment or ’d’ for decrement. "

a chart of affected flags, by instruction, in lesson 5 (if you If the fourth letter of the mnemonic is an ‘r’, then the
need lesson 5, contact TDM for a back issue!) instruction is functionally the same as the the 3 letter

Overflow is similiar to carry except that it occurs only version, except that the instruction repeats until a counter has
when there is a carry from bit 6 to bit 7, of the accumulator, been decremented to 0.
in signed arithmetic. The effect of an overflow is to change the Now for the instructions. I have listed the instruction (a
sign bit of the accumulator. Overflow can be detected by use of few samples for each group) with its operation broken into
the carry flag, but it is more difficult. ’equivalent’ instructions, next to it. REMEMBER, the equivalent

The use of the P/V flag we are interested in is Parity. instructions are for clarification QNLY and are not executable!
Parity is either oven or odd and is simply a count of the sot The first set is the completion of our I/O instructions,bits in a byte or register. An even number of set bits results from last lesson.
in even parity and a set parity flag. Parity is indicated with
the logical, rotate, I/O and all block instructions. Ini Indr

The actual use of the parity flag in. the block instruc— - - - - - - - - " " ' " - " " " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ""
tions is to indicate when the BC register pair has been decre- Ld (HL).(C) LOOP Ld (HL).(C)
mented to 6 (see below). You will recall that 16 bit decrements Inc H5 D°° BL
do not affect the zero flag. Since the Z—8@ can indicate BC=@ in Dec B DJNZ LOOP
the P/V flag, it could have done the same in the zero flag,
except that the zero flag already has a use in the block Notice that the block in5truCti0n 18 th6 Same 88
instructions (see below). the In r,(C) instruction from last lesson. The difference is

There is one last piece of information we need in order to that r can only be (HL) and the B register is a counter, hence
use the block instructions; how and which registers do we need the above ‘equivalent’ instructions.
to set-up? All the register pairs are used as follows. Note also, how the auto repeat works. Since the repeat is

The BC pair is a 16 bit counter. The parity flag is set and lpart of the instruction, no other operation can occur in the
the block instruction is terminated when BC=@. There is no 8 bit loop (except, of course, interrupts--but that's next lesson).
counter allowed, except for the I/O instructions, where B serves The loop is not exited until B=B.
the purpose.

iL_i _ r_ e



The bleek out i“5tru°ti°n5 ere the same except that the a demonstration of what is possible and give you some more tech-byte pointed to by HL is moved Out ort (C).
'P nique. It will renumber any Basic program from a stated lineThe block search instructions are a variation of our old (which must exist) to the program aha

frid CP (00mP8rB), 88 f0ll0W8= Many of the routines can be used in other programs, such as
the input routine. It uses some error checking in order to avoid

Cpd Cpir any non-numeric input. It also gives the method of converting an
— — — — — - — — - — — - - — - - - — - — - - - - — - - — — — -— Ascii string of digits to a binary number for use in calcula-

Cp (HL) Loop Cp (HL) tions. It does however lack a backspace or delete. Can you see
Ret Z Ret Z how to add it by reading one additional key press and adjusting
Dec HL Inc HL the buffer pointer? Notice how the carry flag is used to
Dec BC Dec BC indicate an error. Also, note that space must be left at the end

Jr NZ.LOOP of the routine for the input buffer. Do you want prompts
anywhere on the screen? Run the Input routine with a PRINT USRNote the additional exit point (Ret Z). These are called address!

th bl k h iQ 00 Borc n5tru¢ti°n5» 88 they "ill 1°°k at each bYte Note that this program is written in rather large modules,and set one of two flags. The zero flag is set if A=(HL), (there that fall through to the next °ne_ It is Qxt 1 h d treme y ar o debugis no Ret to anything) or the parity flag is set if BC=@. Sinee a program written in this fashion, unless you are using routinesthe Ret Z is for demonstration only it is important to know hI t at are known to be bug—free. Can you see the obvious placesthat the operations on BC and BL will occur, even if a match has for break—points, in order to test for debug purposes?°°°“rr°d- Therefere» Ye“ may need te adjust e P°i“ter- efter e Note how we reuse the string data for the Renumber prompt.match.
For example, assume the accumulator contains FFh, HL But’ enough of this' Herels the routine:

contains 4QGh and BC=06h. This is the section of memory to **********************************************
search: mm, Contents RENUMBER BASIC PROGRAM

4gwm1 gm; **********************************************
4B1h 99h
402h F9h
4oosh FFh4B04h Cgh égggic sirzegrcggiables.

460511 Elh LastK Equ 5C08h

The search will end with the match at address 4€5f2l3h and the ozmn ;'rs1o0o = 92131;},registers will co t i 1 '
11 5 fl LneAddr Equ 16D6h ,TS1D0 = B9D8h

DeCode Equ 07BDh ;TS10% only
A = FFT1 <3... 1-‘cosh ;'rs1ooo = 7C%h
HL = 4Q@4h ;
BC = Q11,‘ ;Test for a Basic Program to renumber for the TS2668

étart LD BL, (Prog) ;no program line number has theThe zero flag will be set, to indicate a match, and the BrrT,um) ;1thbit=otinlnah\wteofJane
. ; b .‘bt z z 1 wmsoparit%hfl§g wgill not gebieti‘ is rive dill not reagh zero in B2. ;::mp::‘u:_r:t:;-n to oes

e as group o cc ns ruc ons are or memory rans— ;

fers (move one block of memory from here to there). They are ;'l'o=t for n Bnsio Prosran to ronwrbor for the T$1%essentially a variation on the assignment instructions (Ld) gtut Ln HL_w.,Dh "tut of Bum Program at” will
except that they work on two memory locations. instead of a L9 -A,78h ,contain an ENTER (chi-S 118) if noregister and a memory location. CP (HI-) mrosrm on will be first character

The registers must be set—up in advance for these instruo- IETZ ‘°f‘h°d1"“”'f“”tions to work properly, as follows!
BC = size of block to transfer
HL = first byte address of block to transfer
DE = first byte address of new location of

block, after transfer (DEstination)

Once the registers are set—up, the instructions work like FOR THOSE 0F YOU “H0 HAY HAVE MISSED ll!
* L“ mu **> RMG ENTERPRISES <**

-------------- -- ANNOUNCES

'5§¢(l§§”(m’) I‘°°P lf§..‘l§§)'(m’) DISK FILE MANAGER!
3:3 gg §§§ gg by: CHIA-CHI cure

Jr NZ.LooP FOR was FD68 ussai in _l 1'7’
Note that we have only one exit to the loop, the case where HBVE YOU EVE! tried t0 COPY JUST ONE FlLE Ulth YOU!

BCIQ.
The following routine should be placed in your 6 REM state~ AERCD DISK SYSTEH?? If so’ than you knou that you cannot

mont. to move your MC above RomtoP= do it! At least not without LDADlng it into RAH and then
Move Ld HL,Base ;start address of your MC SAVElng it out again! NUU YOU CAN D0 IT AUTOMATICALLY!

Ld DE'R“mt°P*1 *d°5‘1"°ti°“ °ddr°== °b°v° A teu keystrokes and the job is done! Even binary files!;Ramtop, where your MC will run
Ld BC,Length ;length of your no routine No need to read the headers and type in the names.Ldir ;move your MC above Ramtop 'Ret ;back to Basic ‘ l

O " SOHE DF THE FEATURES OF THLB FlN§»PACKAGEgne important point, any absolute addresses (Call nnnn, Jp ' annnn, etc.) must be adjusted to indicate locations within the CDPY 1 FILE-COPY ALL FlLES'CATALUG DlSK'CHANGE DRlVE5

2§¥.2i€°‘f.;.Zl.‘§.;‘?“€i.2°.?£23.‘§.‘§.°ZZ“§i; §2§€.5§.€°.§;‘“.€§.i§2 cnrcx msx moo mirrors-H81" Au OCCUPIED TRMIKS

§?§ms§l§i“.§;m§¥§”.i”.§§°T§§§$3T ’€§§lI°°o§§ "’$Zi§§d‘“? ’§§$i"“1.§’§ GET °E““'5° °““'°G “F ‘"5"  

. S ‘tosson oo iécvu oagimgko a small ohans; éguthe above routine All ot this at a price that all FDSB users can afford:
o move your rom g memory to your statement, using

the Lddr instruction. ONLY $ 1 2 0
The last caveat to watch for with transfers is overwriting e n '

a portion of your MC, if the blocks overlap. When there is an Available on 5 1/a dlsk or cassette‘overlap of blocks. the bytes can often only be moved in one Order cassette version if you have 3.5? or Quad drives.direction or from one end of a block. For example, the routine
a ove moves a block from start to end. It could Just as easily C°lPl9te with V9rY thfovh d°cu|ent3tl°n'been moved from end to start, using the Lddr instruction, if the AvA!LABLE FRO“.pointers indicated the end of each block. '

The astute reader will begin to see some possibilities in RMG ENTERPRISESthese instructions, as they are fast and very powerful. Youcould, for instance, write your own ‘find and replace’ routines, 1419 1/2 7TH STREETcreate instant screen swaps or even animate a small section of C QR Q7Q45has display (sprites). I'll leave you with your imagination and OREGON lfy’
8 Ollowins routine. (FOR CATALDh SEND $3.0@9

Our routine deviates from the instructions of this lesson. ~It is a renumbering routine for Basic programs and is given as REFUNDED HITH FlRbT ORDER)

FJ
EN

Q-:~ o — ~~-—, 4- ~— — -— V--‘~——~ ~-~' o '~——~~ —— ~~—— — r



;This is common code for the 1006 and 2068

;Get data for renumbering

G_From CALL PrRnum ;prompt for Renumber from line 5
LD HL,FromLn
CALL Print
CALL Input ;go get line 8
JR C,G_From ;bad input—do it again
LD HL,OldLine ;save input in this variable
DD (HL).E
INC HL
LD (HL),D

,Now, get the first new line number

G_New LD HL,NewLn ;prompt for Start with new line 9
CALL Print
CALL Input ;go get line 8
JR C,G_New ;bad input-do it again
LD HL,NewLine ;save input in this variable
LD (HL).E
INC HL
LD (I-lL).D

JR C,ScanKy ;eontinue scanning the keyboard
DigtOk LD HL,(Pointr) ;input has been accepted-retrieve

LD (HL),A ;buffer pointer and store digit
INC BL ;adJust pointer for next digit
LD (Pointr),HL ;and save it
RST 10h ;echo accepted key press to screen
JR ScanKy ;continue input

Endlnp LD HL,(Pointr) ;retrieve the buffer pointer
LD (HL),A ;store ENTER in buffer
RST lh ;advance print position to next line

;on the screen

;we now have accepted, verified and
;ended our input but it needs to be

;converted from a string of Ascii
;characters to a single word Binary

" ;number.

Aso2Bi LD HL,Buffer ;get start of input buffer '

LD A,(HL) ;and first character
CP 0Dh ;check for input of ENTER only(160B=76h)
JR Z,Error ;and goto error routine if found.

; SUB "B ;good character-make it binary
;And, finally the step for the new line numbers

C_Step CALL PrRnum ;prompt for Renumber in steps of
LD HL,Incr
CALL Print
CALL Input ;go get step in lines
JR C.G_8tep ;bad input-do it again
LD HL,8tep ;save input in this variable
LD (HL).E
INC HL
LD (HL),D

;Search for first line to renumber

Search LD HL,(OldLine) ;set-up HL for Rom routine that
CALL LneAddr ;returns the address of the line

;whose number is held in HL. in the
;HL register pair, or the line that
;follows it, if it does not exist.
;The start of the previous line is
;returned in DE. The zero flag is
;set if the line number was found.

JR Z,ReNumb ;found it-ck to continue
LD HL,NotFnd ;not found—give error msg
CALL Print
RET ;and return to Basic

-
I
;Begin renumbering

ReNumb LD DE,(NewLine) ;set the next new line $
LD (HL),D ;load it into the present
INC HL ;line 9 bytes
LD (HL),E
INC HL ;advance pointer
PUSH HL ;save it
LD HL,(Step) ;get step between line 's
ADD HL,DE ;and adjust the next line 8
LD (NewLine),HL ;put next line $ back in variable
POP HL ;retrieve pointer
LD E,(HL) ;get line length into DE
INC HL
LD D.(HL)
INC HL ;adJust pointer to start of Basic

;line (after line 8 and length)
ADD HL,DE ;add line length to pointer to

;adJust for start of next line
' arr 7.1m.) ;test for valid line as or ;2zea only

;start of Basic variables ;2668 only
RET NZ ;return to Basic, if done ;2068 only

LD A,76h ;test for valid line 5 or ;1500 only
CP (HL) ;start of D—File ;1C@6 only
RET Z ;return to Basic, if done ;1B00 only

| JR ReNumb ;go do next line
1

I
;Print routines

PUSH HL ;save pointer
LD DE,0 ;set—up for first run through loop
LD B, ;set-up for later use in BCMulti LD C,A ;save current digit
EX DE.HL ;retrieve ‘last value’ of converted

;binary number-note! it is 0 at first
iand place it into BL

ADD HL.HL ;double it
LD D.H ;store HL*2 in DE
LD E,L
ADD HL.HL ;double again
ADD HL,HL ;and one last time
ADD HL,DE ;adding HL*2 means HL=HL*10
ADD HL,BC ;add the current digit
EX DE,HL ;temporarily store ‘last value’
POP HL ;retrieve pointer
INC HL ;adJust it
LD A,(HL) ;get next digit
CP 0Dh ;check for terminating ENTER (1GQO=76h)
RET Z ;and exit if found
SUB "0 ;good character-make it binary
PUSH HL ;save pointer
JR Hultl ;loop back to multiply by 10

Error LD HL,InpErr ;load bad input msg and
CALL Print ;print it
SCF ;signal error occurred
RET ;return to main routine

I
P ;Program Messages

Renum DEFB 0Dh ;10BB=76h
DEFM "Renumber "
DEFB FFh

Frombn DEFM "from line 8:"
DEFB FFh

Newbn DEFB 0Dh ;1006=76h
DEFH "Start with new line $:"
DEFB FFh

Incr DEFH "in steps ofz"
DEFB FFh

NotFnd DEFB 0Dh ;100=76h
DEFM "Sorry, I cannot locate the line"
DEFH "to renumber fromll"
DEFB 0Dh.FFh ;100C=76h.FFh

InpErr DEFB Dh ;100B=76h
DEFH "****Invalid Input--Try Again****“
DEFB Dh,FFh ;1000=76h,FFh

;Program Variables

OldLine DEF“ G
NewLine DEF“ 0‘
Step DEFW 0
Pointr DEFW B
Buffer DEFB €Dh ;100=76h

PrRnum LD HL,Renum ;special entry to print the word E i i
;Renumber (this saves data space) 1-'-‘Print LD A, (BL) ;HL=pointer to step thru messages i E ‘,‘:'I ‘I

CP FFh ;oheok for terminating byte and
RET Z ;exit routine if found f-Ian ;:;}_;_§
PUSH HL' ;save pointer _
RST 10h ;rom print routine __J_,tiL§
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Q,Input routine

lnput LD HL,Buffer ;storage for input
LD (Pointr),HL ;reset buffer pointer—effectively

ggtert an“ 334 qngg fggjiq, ?nn“i§ §#rng¢ 3 #33 rgpwftllig _

$?.QD iqiiiaid J§E} QiC§53E§iE
. =°1°°’*““ ‘“° ”“"°' Thai: éragraxswabaéa ate being nééé by “ta: bré?§5éi§néL§“§f?§é§
§Th1= 18 f°r th° T53969 °"1Y B?€ LIBYBLLQ Bd EBB K££$E4 ¥ith f b¢§KE€Pl§ 5§$i£§-
éO8hKY ?i'FFhK) ;clear last input character C! 1; h E‘ FE! i_ $ 1 EH3 E’ F‘ast , 1;::~»ss:~ ":~ 1 I ~l~-’ 1~*- r*- vhrzs"-~-'"h ‘~i *-~"~—»»*~~—~=--mmxwam ,u,mmmmm,m “ks IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEHIEHHIIIIEIEEHE' g y pressed

LD A,(LastK) ;get newly pressed key code

;This is for the TS100 only K

24k:

I,'I,_I'l
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{mam

11.?

~I
I
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fmwm

I121

'.:-I-::

gi..d
; ' w H 'Q'“'YScanKy CALL KeyScan ‘use rom routine to get ke d - F 1 "' 1 U d '

INC L sand check for heavy—hande: =- F‘: Kl! T‘-l 5.3". T‘! I2 l_
ew ey eyScan ,use rom routine to get key pressed ‘ - " ! - d "' "'

PUSH HL ,which is returned in HL but ‘tn Kt: ilif ni l '§H ¢ C
POP BC ""

JR NZ,ScanKy ,t¢ 11:1; finger L;-; in r ,- - '

N K mu, K I "' 4 , {Eu I I f£E~‘II'EI“ TE"

II_*I
'°+

2”H
“T

in

is needed in BC for DeCodein _,_INC L gcheck and wait for a new keygpress D |"-I E.'l"-P F‘ i-2 H
JR Z,NewKey -3 1; 7-1 _ - — --_ -_ - -CALL DeCode ;rom routine to decode key press, HL __ , -,, ' ‘L L On ' " " ' "

I1

TI

T

;will point to proper key in the rom T3: Zg biffi thi LQUELQ Higi "hi Bfiié"‘key table 1' - -
LD A (am fput keyoode into A from table  "’“'. "‘ 7 '°' H‘ "' " - '=' "":'.‘i-[l--£1‘-‘ililal-Z":'
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;;This is common code for the 1000_and 2968 B PEP: ' ‘I ""5 FL‘ R 3

' cr eon ;acoept ENTER (10=76h) - '-

U!

JR Z,EndInp ;and end input if so, else ' 5-’ "'E"_:"'-' -‘ '1'" '
CP 30h ;cheok for and accept only (1000=1Ch) E513 {:1 l___H:: 1:1 h 1 |" L11 1‘ 1: 1_ Q -JR C,ScanKy ;the digits 0 to 9, else -. _. _
CP am ;(1000=26h) L5
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON THE TS2068
Duncan Teague

H w , Pixel Sketch SCREEN$’s. ‘Font Package‘ provides six new fontsDesktop Publishing and THE HEWPROOH7 H1&ddHHOntO Hm m¢wcau'4mn mch acummmes heui mxei
Sk t P d ' 'In the spring of 1985 a revolutionary new software progrmn th: ggcggntixg! Pigti top P20 uc|ng snappy ‘o°k|ng text {OPleft an indelible impression on the computer world. It was the S ‘Xe P n pro uces'first ever ‘desktop publishing‘ program, Springboard Software's F t P gk gg‘The Newsroom.’ on a a :Its popularity and its notoriety grew as people readily -Font Packa Q. con5- t { t tt ~ 0g is s o wo casse es. ne contains alearned how to create documents more sophisticated than posters, Font De5,gneP and a Font Downloadep {OP the Star SG_19 pPinteP_

greeting cards and ribbon—eating banners and more eye-catchin -1 9 The other stores a ‘library’ of seven fonts. The Font Designerthan word rocessor text filesP ' allows the user to create new fonts or modify existing fonts.‘Newsroom’ permitted the combination of words and pictures Font Desi “er dis la 5 th d t ttg p y e o pa erns, expanded 64 times,
In the same d0¢um=nt- This is no Simple task. since the Computer for each of the characters in the ASCII character set. The dottreats al hanumeric characters d h‘ d'ff l . - -P s" QPRP '¢5 ' @P9"t Y patterns can be altered by turning character—sized ‘pixels’ onwhen you show a picture on, for example, an Apple computer,
you must use the command ‘text’ to clear the screen graphics
mode and restore its ability to print Applesoft BASIC commands
on the screen. SAMPLE ICONS AND FGNTS FROM LEMKE'S

Both words and pictures consist of patterns of dots, either "PIXEL PRINT" SQFTWARE SERIES_
on the computer's display screen or on the printed page. The dot
patterns for the letters punctuation symbols and miscellaneous , H H
characters on the computer keyboard are permanently stored in HERE 5 HDDERN"t.-JEAUL-INE ..FDNT' exthecanutsiuh . th d d . ssuow ARE some MDMDERAM IEDN5.p , since ey are use over an over again. The '
dot patterns for a picture are temporarily stored in a
designated area of RAM which often encompasses an entire screen " 'full of dots E ?€ H $2? 59* i§¥‘i

An individual keyboard character will take up only a single
byte. It can be placed in many different areas of memory. This *~~-41~~~ “ ~-*@~~ ii ---------- iii -------- ~¢
copy of Tasword stores any one character as a single byte in any ’ """""" '3 "'U'““ ?T“““T?‘“”§?“”“1;“Im®
of 19280 addresses.

; Qt’ Q §§ §§ §§c' §§e §

A T/S 2868 picture, a SCREENS if you will, is stored as a - ; Z '< ii ii i‘single block of 6912 bytes in one s ecific area of memor . This ; .MHL .n.A. <s£i~ 2..- “- Ji‘ .P Y U
is known as the display file, and it starts at address 16384.

Apple computers use a couple of ‘hi—res pages’ to store
pictures. Hi—res pages 1 and 2 are found at addresses 8192 and This eon‘ is IBo1d....1B“,il and the
16384. Each t'l' 8192 b f ' ' 'rwseu 11195 >4@5<> mHM"Y- icons below deal with animals...‘The Newsroom‘ reconciles the inherent differences between
words and pictures by treating them both as graphics. That's the
way ‘Newsroom’ documents are printed, in the printer's bit image ‘lg:
graphics mode. This allows the letters used in the document to  Ci 
look as pretty as pictures. KQv}“ qp- -m.?m 5;

‘Newsroom’ can print five different fonts, styles and sizes " '

of letters. They include small and large versions of serif and /-
sans serif letters plus a large English font. what's special 1?
about ‘Newsroom’ is that you can type these letters on the same -- " II gM_
screen with a picture by means of a rudimentary word processor.
The word rocessor al ' ' ;-1* ‘_'

we
p lows insertions, deletions, and word wrap. "

‘Newsroom’ also has some slightly better than rudimentary -

graghis tools which help Y(:U dl"&Wt)'OlilI" own pictures to inglude , , Y
w e ex . you're no an ar is , you can use pre- rawn " U i_
pictures included with the program, stored on disk, which may or £0 g "OPUS" 1CC'|"I- -"'lE' CCIQIIC
may not be exactly what you want. These pictures are called - 5"?!-P,B1°c"' Coufltg 15‘clip art‘ since you can ‘clip’ them from one location and merge one O‘ "Q favorites‘
them into your work area. ' ' u

The work area is called a ‘panel.’ Six or eight panels,
depending on the size paper you're using, plus one double width
picture, called a ‘banner,’ comprise one document. You arrange
the panels under the banner in two columns

Desktop Publishing for Timex/Sinclair
‘Newsroom’ is the prototype, the yardstick by which desktop

can be measured. There are more sophisticated programs available
for more e ' t ’ ’

publishing on the T/S 2068: Stan Lemke’s ‘Pixel Print Desktop
Publisher‘ and Charles Stelding’s ‘Desktop Page Editor.‘ Each

221'

35; Ugmmiii
mam

w
-€i:D

' x-1: -- <:?;1:5:I'i;-:1‘1'55?l;'>'
s .<4Tl:I.|':‘I‘|::‘:::(III‘:Us '<? "1.7:7t'15"."t5:1:5-:-:»Bi an-is ~

. ._ ,1 -_-:;.y;-.-_‘.-' \;;:;:;:';=“" ' ~:1;?:-:>'1:-..-4:?'I"':‘i*

Standard-WICB”appropriate withfice” icons.
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'(§jif.»1-I-11'.
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This Font ispublishing software for Timex/Sinclair and/or Spectrum computers "'Q69en'¢u|-e_"

n
author uses a different approach to simultaneous manipulation of 0;»-i f]"P.,i_,-¢ -$4)-i';,{, -5,5. "'Q,1_11l2,_,2J'1)8""
text and graphics.

PHQ This font is "stencil"
mow
ggm ThiS Poht iS "UIDELOQD" ?

"PIXEL PRINT" Desktop Publisher rnw Thig {Ont 55 w1HEgp|AN»(J
‘Pixel Print 2.0‘ is actually the third version I have mum T1115. f'OI'1l; is “lilE$TBRH“

received. Each revision has been in response to user comments, 1 I

_;We 5- ‘ The icons at
xpensive compu ers now, but Newsroom can serve as a ee the Legt

guide to the basic features of software for the production of to
newsletter format documents. ' \- G 1 Pen‘

There are currently two programs available for desktop

C“E

©°®8

R<e4<3iM¢4»9

and has made a substantial improvement in the capabilities and $',_,,. Below is HPERIPHERRLU font‘
ease of use of the program. 3-O; ...... .. ,4--1 -

‘Pixel Print’ synergetically operates with other members of H-3» @| %@|j'  
a family of software. ‘Pixel Sketch and Graphics Editor‘ allows rw~m = ------ ~ _ -
You to create original artwork. ‘Icon Package‘ provides you with m I 6 i ~§~ I P3
a library of 102 pieces of clip art which can be merged into

2
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\.__,

. . PIXEL PRINT DESKTOP PUBLISHER AND ANhappy with your changes; Kept and stored in its new form; or 80 COLUMN PRINTER
restored to its original form, if you decide not to change it. ’ ‘

Existing fonts can be sweepingly modified by having bold, t= ~. o""*"" *" " or i"i - —*"*- - .1 ——j
modern, and italics versions of themselves created with a few l joys; u'1 E€§g.,y,L,a% ,f.T_ 1957 H. stage E i
Keystrokes. As with Pixel Sketch, the effect of these modifiers , so P _;;_s;;:;Eéé:é;é&§:g=c_;;;_ 1-C,c,1 5; c,§ |t|r4E5 i

is cumulative. You can create a bold—modern version of a font, a v ii"-'ii.ii-i-i='- Fae r

modern-italics version, or any combination including all three I §§§j§:=§j§;f;§3~‘-o§?§jf§§EE§§‘ -

at once. The calculation of the total number of possible fonts o TTAN I MK §Qb,,5h.f ‘,§*‘'§§Y §§§g,,§§,,"Y;§@,;3°‘§ ’

that can be created from a single font with modifiers used alone SILL Ngnwééééflllllilllidizor Plumber without his wren¢hes---
. . . . an artist without his brushes...or in combinations is left to the reader as an exercise. ~ iqu%Ii§&?di4 gékes a year ira1L/ tg accoutant without

D GP P

SAMPLE NEWSLETTER PREPARED WITH LEMKE'S
or off. The resulting pattern can be redesigned, if you're not n n

U3

RN

M

_ qer . o wor er can do
The new font resulting from your design efforts can be Prov dad, 3‘; sergrde to owners J0; wefl without PPOEBP tool§ hf sang eoeshforh egk

D . VETplaced into a library of up to 20 fonts (so multiply your answer » §£,1@,§9%,°Q¥%,°“J *°‘ ”'1“*d
above by 26). Font Designer Keeps track of the number of fonts, 4"§%‘{,,';n1¢;‘;'_§’,z‘§‘-‘Z.-f,‘§-,‘i;"§._"°l,°"" "“d
their names, and their positions within the library. It saves I '
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and loads them sequentially. Many different libraries can be Lenkai€£:§'§£;§2.§;%::‘.nt
maintained up to the limit of your tape (or disk) budget. ______- . af __—_—__ Bn €P iyoglflit

. COD U OP Q WThe Font Downloader will revise the font your printer uses ;glnm1nu---by 3;,‘ F.rr.b“1 :n}€s such ag,S
i V H “T ‘ .by sending new dot patterns for the characters to the printer's

RAM, if your printer has this capability. You could, ostensibly,
use any of the fonts in your library with Tasword. The font
would take up no program memory. It would be in the printer's
RAM

Stan thoughtfully wrote this utility in BASIC so others,
smarter than myself, could write their own versions of Font
Downloader for their own printers. I :~;a’ A ¢_ s?§i?%??tT§g%OH5&3%?BE2e£og

. . ,-... - -1 ~__- -- -
I spent about an hour and aqhalf each designing seven new ii cbmctggfgqgfnggitl:p8l;{186Pifs’?i/‘fa  ) sé;ee;_§=-\;5m_-5§§_ R150‘ ea

fonts for my own use. It's a tedious but rewarding process, made 2.1§)€ufth§J the iadrrs Of‘CA$ ;€ :_ ;§E%1§§{§T ¢0v@F§l@n
, , I 0simple by Font Designer. warning: I saw an eight by eight grid I °P°f“,°fi,F? 9i2t’f =,,_ =_ '_ tility enables You to

containing little white squares in my dreams for a week. I
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_ _p I to. obine¢ error; suprise that most sogtware usedue]Qp"Qnt & in Desktop Publighinq involves
_ Bu; we do text and/or graphics. lPres; gimply For tormattinq text, a Mord
0 - Processor is a "Y ' =
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. This proved to be quite useful. I saved each icon in its
‘Icon Package‘ consists of a library manager, designer, and original size as a separate 8CREEN$. Then I combined selected

converter packaged as three separate programs on one cassette. A icon SCREEN$’s with Pixel Sketch’s ‘merge screen‘ function to
second cassette stores 162 different icons which can be loaded group the icons into related sets on a single SCREEN$.
into the library. I now have seven SCREEN$’s which can be used Just like

The Library Manager will hold up to 115 icons, so you have 'Newsroom’s' clip art. Each icon can be selected for use, again
the opportunity of storing a few of your own creations without with the ‘merge screen‘ function, for any new PiCtvPQ I want t0
having to start another library. Each icon is '58 pixels high by create- <1 decided to use the smallest size for each icon,
32 pixels wide in the Zebra (Greeting Card Designer) format. instead of the double size or triple size. Pixel Sketch has the

The Library Manager contains a utility to resize each icon Capability of resizing graphics with its ‘zoom’ function.)
to two or three times its original dimensions (four to nine The Icon Designer, the second program on the Icon Package
times its original area) and its conversion to SCREEN$ format. cassette, will, as its name suggests let you design a new icon

D

Before the icon is saved in its new form, the option is given to and save it in Librar Hana er (Zebra G hi ) fy g rap cs ormat. The new
place a one pixel wide frame around the image. icon can then be loaded into the library.
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— Tool of AI researchers

LARKEN ELECTRONICS

ill -in in D I s K I N T E R F AC E s
_a Q i%mM H@un

§%il.nn...n iii iii ifilniiniiin --------- I-ARKEN 2068 / 5 ootwl DISK SYSTEPI
- The system consists of the LKDOS cartridge lid‘; lllle

Densit rear disk interface. 800K on a Quad Drive
"U" AVA!‘-AB‘-E FUR THE TS2°"8’ - Fully loss / Spectrum compatible / os-64 com atible

- It uses all standard (Token) ke board cassette commands

— U1 tra—f as-it machine code  gill‘ iéi€)GiEUgRASE FORNigASLgQDRg§Vt ER%II2TR%11d I028
_ d t 3 5 — ses space . an on oar

Guarantee - O ama- g - NNI liemor Save Feature :PUSiI-BUTTON pro ram transfer
i“'°"‘°“ “Y °*““"°@° “*i“°'“i“‘*“ “°“" - A KENPSTON compatible Jo stick port is also on the IF.

Horton Boowov lo 1970. tho ooo oi Liio 15 the - Also, 10 Extended Basic tnnnanns for Graphics,Utilities
uorld’s most famous CELLULAR AUTDHATDN. It is a and up to 3 scrolling Nindovs on the screen . An Aerco

ginple grid of "cell5', interacting by a few very compa ible printer driver is also in the Lkdos Cartridge
simple rules’ that nevertheless manages to - The disk interface is a compact rear mounted board that

_ ., can support 1 to 4; 3' 3.5” or 5.25’ SS,DS or Quad Drives
generate patterns of amazing complexity. _ Easy to setup 90 day guarantee '

Finally avialable for the T573058, this -----------------S-----------------------------

"i" I uii " " '

{EFF
a_C3

landmark game must be seen to be belived! Written {IN ATTENTION ¥*** AERCO FD68 and RAHEX DISK USERS

i in ultra-fast'ma§hine4code,4with two versions -iké-ikbbg-éA;£;i&éé.ig.hg;.;;;ii;£ié.%8;..§8h;.&i;i.i%;g.:.

I 1"C1“ded‘ *4 i °‘* & 8 x b_' It will allow our disk systems to be fully Spectrum and
3uDFi5E b°""5 PTQQTED 1"¢l"d9d3 0S—64 compatible and Larken disk compatible and have all the

I CJhH_\( commands mentioned above . Also a SNAP—SNOT save button can
| .351; 4-_;>-_i-5 added . RANEX users vill nov be able to use all the memory .

I AERCO users can nov have all of the above features plus
the Lkdos uses th A R RAN-DISK I

, McBrine Computer Products Q “ ‘S “
PRICES : (US) 2068/Spectrum Disk System $119.95

514 S. Jackson St. Add $5 S8-ii £35085 garltrédg iirco,Ramexi
' , - 1 is on ro er 8 .

Sahsbm’ NC 28144 %5§K Mg?-vniaii Ram Disk
- "3 ._ _'__..=- .-T rive opp ca e .

‘7“’4""’ 3 7817 Q “’ pm M h ii LARKEN ELECTRONICS RRii2 NAVAN ONTARIO CANADA K4B—1ii9 I-



The design screen has a vertical rectangle subdivided into Thig mode ¢an also cpgate a ubanngpu op headline {op your
1856 C8115 (59 high by 32 Wide)- A CUPSOP m0°95i U"d9P Joystick document. The uppermost portion of a single column can be used¢°0tP°|i t° R"? Cell» ¢hl"9|"9 it tP°m PRPPP Color to |"K C010" to create the double size banner. Two slightly shorter columnsif that cell (pixel) is to be ‘set’ in the final design. Cells can be used to create the main body of the newsletter.
can be erased, thus re—setting that pixel in the final design. It’s possible to perform periodic ‘keeps’ of your work area

This process is more tedious than designing a font — about by pressing ‘K.’ The current work screen is stored in memory. It
29 times more tedious. If I reason the pr-ice charged for the can be brought back to the work area by the "U"ndo command. The
Icon Package to be Just under a paltry 20 cents each for the 102 ‘Keep’ function is automatically performed when loading of new
icons, then the library, designer, and conversion programs are graphics or new fonts takes place.
essentially free! Buying future Font Packages is cost effective. The main body of the program has been compiled, but the I/O

The final program is a Colossus Conversion Utility for functions of saving and loading are left in BASIC. This allowsputting the icon into the format required by Lemke’s ‘Colossus easy conversion for mass storage devices. The choice of ink and
Graphic Banner‘ program. This does not relate to the concept of paper colors is left to the user. Editing one line is necessary.
desktop publishing, but it does show Lemke’s committment to the Th0P°UQh i"5tPU¢tl°"5 1P9 PP°°id9d *0? the ¢"5t°miZitl°" Ofsupport of his entire line of software. the built-in print driver for the characteristics of particularprinters. Follow the directions. It will work the first time.pgxgi print ogiktqp pubi;5n§r; Those new to the concept of desktop publishing will find

the sample column included in the package most helpful. You can
The ‘meat’ of this whole package is Pixel Print, (Agtuglly manipulate the sample to familiarize yourself with Pixel Printit is a steak.) Pixel Print allows the loading of SCREEN$ format techniques before attempting your desktop publishing adventure-graphics and the insertion of text above, below, or onto the Purchasers and other interested parties are asked to send 4picture itself with pixel level resolution. You're not limited 3A3E’S 50 the? Ce" Peeive 8 qUaPt°P|Y “Pixel PPint PP@55-" Theto the standard T/S 2668 character positions. publication will contain user submissions and hints and tips on
A judicious choice of keys permits the user to scroll a optimum use of the Pixel Print family of software.

‘window’ on a page high column toward the bottom - B, b, or TO -
or toward the top — T, t, or THEN — respectively 8 rows, 1 row,
or 1 pixel row at a time. "

Other keys allow the repositioning of the graphics and/or DESKTOP PAGE EDITOR"
t§xt' Tue AND’ 0R’tNOT; and STTS ioTma::: T22? Selgcid psptiogi An entirely different approach has been taken with “Desktop
Z 3 c$hUmn qesgeg ‘U? Y one p‘ i that . A dP'9 d’ p’ th Page Editor.‘ Both columns of a 2-column document can be handled°“9'. e Se Q? e co um" Segmen a '5 Tove epen 5_up°n e in memory at once. The columns can be viewed in their entiretyp°S't'°n]?nd 5'zet°: a b1?fk‘ P?ct?n?U1aT g€xttcuP:°P% th t t by consecutive scrolling 28 rows at a time. You can examine bothcursoffg p°g?:Tgn_°TE:5<:, °?=T'x$HEN€Uean: Jug mgyso moo: iae columns simultaneously, displaying the left half of each. Neat!pixe‘ down’ left’ and right respectively. Eacrifices, however, must be made. It's necessary to type

The latest version of Pixel Print Provides 'block' commands head\'nes and load graphics into T ‘source {'19- before typ‘ng
_ _ text. Also, text must be entered in standard character positionsto copy or erase screen sements and to insert or delete pixel and ,t b d t .1 b l‘ 8CREEN$’ ' th fil .rows. The block functions are available from a separate menu. C?" e Ufa O 3 e S ‘H 9 source eHeadline letters can be 2-5 rows high and i-2 columnswhat ulucus °' 5°9@°“t‘ OT the column ate c°p'°d up 'Pa$ed and wide. The font you use can be chosen from among three in a Fontthe position at which pixel rows are inserted or del t d i'° SHK tilit.Ft ldcii ommd d t4 .determined by the text cursor’s position and size. a er U - Y on ‘ are ca 9 n c- an To 9' no Pom menu_ , , Headline letters are displayed in outline format. You can

The text cufsur f S'z' is adJu5t°d by suluctfng u {OP either ‘fill’ the letters or create a ‘shadow’ effect. Filled“id° °P H Tor uiuu {rum th° mai" m°"u' a twu ""° prompt and shadowed fonts other than standard can be hard to readarea below the work c . It be5 PQQU can 35 small 85 1 by 1 A SCREEN‘ b ‘ d d b t d zt h t gl f'normal' character size or as large as 32 by 22' The shifted 5-8 c‘n Q O‘ e ' U you on ave O use a O' it. Uh th i ' lkeys move the cursor one character of the selected size. en Q p cture '5 d'Sp ayed' You press the ENTER key toll th hi t ti . Th ti di i ffText can be placed on the screen in any font you choose. ‘CPO . gP.p C . Pow ‘ ‘ m. Q uor on ‘.pp.‘P g Oth t f l h l .The current font can be modified to its bold, modern, or italics Q gp.$ the 5°'°§" ‘S what is p aced |nto t e Source {‘ Qt dit i d f t t t . Alt t lversion as previously described, or a new font can be loaded and ‘X . or ' U‘. or ‘X on by .rn‘ . Y You cant t t ‘t ' th fil .modified. You can return at will to the standard character set. en er ext in REM statement? and S ore l ‘n e Source eIt's necessary to exit the menu mode when you want to add ‘Format. handles th's ‘unct'On and provides word wPap'A total of 166 lines can be placed into the source file.grissggyggc gg§:T:?§; g3ggli2:_c$Qeb:y;?§g‘?: °2om:3:at°‘;,O3T ‘This includes 22 lines for each full SCREENS. The program tracks
especially when you've chosen larger than normal size letters. the "umu" °T ""°5 used auu the "umber "°mai"§“9-_Pixel Print formats the graphics and text into a single To arrauge the puge layout P5 You would ]'ke ‘t t°_ appear!column 1 screen wide by 4-1/3 screens high. Two columns almost Yuu uiew the §°u'C9 "19 auu d°c'd° which "umb°'°d lines Y°Ucomp,.te1y fil‘ an 8_,/2 by ,1 inch Sheet_ You can POKE two iuant to move into your document. You choose where to place the
addresses to set print positions for left and right columns and sulected P°'t'°" OT th' 5°uPc° Tttui in Coiumn 1 °P 2- The" th°thus ‘Qt the m‘,°in5 and the ‘pace between co1umn5_ unshifted arrow keys move a UDG arrow to the correct line of

You can Print out a single column double its normal width your di§p‘Tyed d°cUment"Th' -D. k.Y does the actual placement‘and length. One double size column fills two consecutive sheets. P""t'"9 °T the d°¢"m*"* ‘u u‘“u“u uY u5°' 5uPP!i9d P"i"tThus {illing the top ha,‘ O4 a column with text and/or graphics driver. The driver must COPY 22 lines of the screen without any
and printing double size makes a ‘poster’ or ‘sign.’ One more Esggucggggxgusi;hY€g.m::E.::L£y°azNg'8g;‘:‘:2"‘ to Pepluce the
POKE lats you adJust the double 5'28 pP'nt p°S't'°n' The printout has markers designating the tops and bottos

of the two columns. You must cut the two columns apart and paste
them together to form a single document.

SAMPLE NEWSLETTER PREPARED WITH STELDING'S I tried several versions of my Aerco print driver. None of"DESKTOP PUBLISHER" PRQGRAM AND 2Q4Q pRINTER_ them worked satisfactorily. All versions copied 24 lines, not
the 22 required by Desktop Page Editor. This means only that my

mmnumwnq R,#w Sonware: print driver is incompatible. It indicates no program defect.
(.

T1353 EEBB DEEKTDP PHQE EDIT0% iSummary
Uot. 1, No. 1 February 1987

Desktop Page Editor is available from Charles Stelding,
iiiiil Piiiqiiiili F€iiiii'€S E35! 'PiSiE-UP” Hiiiilliétili Fili Billliiiili éfiislegaug §a><;;~r~.]T;i§~r~; T2“: ;5?:1- It :35? *1:-95 posopaig.
Reports, ilnnooncoonls, Posters, Presentations and Handouts ..L’é§....°.§..:. 8122 ...';..'<2,'2.32 o.?i.‘3§o,‘.3...i‘i2, 22.222 232.7?

_Desn°P page Editor, is text is aumnaucaug arranged Each is $19.95, but you only need Pixel Print if you have a good
ggigclagagtggég for the Timex sic: thathponi uitiggutlrnem at graphics program. Pixel Print is more ambitious, more versatile,. e r'9 en o e inc are - 1Desuop Priming is a Mace; in their entire“) on and better supported by auxilliary products. It s a better deal.
method of Putting text, the next tine. Htt you do to

'h23dliIl¢S and artuiorl. anywhere enter your text is ‘(O sismtu o on 8 PBQE f0!‘ Il2ISlB1‘l2fS IQPB ‘(H8 PBl'i§I"aI7|‘\S ifl RE"announcements, posters and S‘\i3%|:Bl’I‘l%_- »t
‘re or s. er ea ure an

' pThe program allouis you to tine editing function uhich After DBSktDP report WES written"paste UP" a Pa e as ou want tt- t t n rit with coaetetg contuot. IiiS2:i¢gogIld°Pf'gl‘;£$cSP:tIig9 3- new utility was added to the PIXEL PRINT line byEven SCREEN: which you create within a tine. This feature
can iae placed anywhere on the also altouis aophéotput gs Lemke Software D€Ve1DPmBnt- The DEW "TASVORD ‘CD

a e. s‘ n aroun ex 1
P ‘int: ,;,,,,,,% ,2,“ ,0", ,5 ,,, ,,§,%§,ag,, ,ug5},a,€5_ PIXEL PRINT Conversion" program allows the user to
a o orna r eas‘ r CREEK unc ‘on e sreading and darger copging on you cgeate a design,‘ create 8 t€Xt file With 11118 f1€X1bIl.1Zl.ty Of T8.SWDI"d.the 2040 printer and other ittustration, art wort, etc. »r{:1‘ntei;s,tbi;t !{0UbC3I: vie on 2 §2:?l'il¢ program (not and 1211611 COI1V8I‘t the file t0 P1X81 Print fDI‘1Ilt. . .0 er ex n oa ‘n 'nc u , save ' as athem in neiao29.s sgveradrgm emesii and then‘l.oad it into then any combination of fonts/icons are possible,stples come with the proqrag the program. You I89 load theto d Enstish. Itauc, "Data entire 2 tine~5CREEN$ or only 55 well a5 Qthgr fa hicg P1-ice fg th T d. g p . r e aswormodern. or you may create and a part of it such as the firstuse your own. 3 lines of the SCREENS. prggr-am 15 $19, Q5 ppd,

*H{;.-M
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GOOD DESKTOP PUBLISHING ._5,n=.ai,-1

By now, a number of you may be exploring the ex-
citing world of Desktop Publishing. It's nice to know
that you can use your TS2068 (and QL) to rint our

10 COM MAN DM ENTS OF

Bill Ferrebee I

P Y PW" settle on one particular la out rint l d'ff1 f - _ y , p severa i erent
news etter or your user group or school, and have it Ones_ Then put them away, and. go dc something elSe_
look almost typeset.cf Later, go back and look them over again. I've found that

cougsei asdS°°E_ai I 1:E°Verg_ E i powig ' I after placing my concentration on another activity for
rea every 0° an at lc e_°n e Bu Jec ?°u get awhile, I can be more subjective on what I have created.
my hands on. I read everything from books dedicated toth b, 7. GET A SECOND OPINION. And maybe even a third.

e su 39¢ ' t0 t e manna S or Des top Publlshlng soft" Give your product to someone else to critique. Earlier,
ware for other com uters -P ' I said to put ourself in th d ' l- y e rea er s p ace. ,Now, let

Re§entlYI I re§d an art1¢1e I f°und VQFY u$eful- It the reader make the judgement. Remember, any criticism a
was entitled "Invasion of the Laser Crud" (PERSONAL - -erson ma ive ou is to hel ou IMPROVE the roduct.
COMPUTING  ' P Y 9 Y P Y P, May 1987, pp 57-60). In it, Paul Saffo gave so take an critis - 1y m gracious y.
ten rules that will help to design a better document. 8_ CREATE A VISUAL EIERARCHY_ Basically, this means

Hence, the "lO Commandments of Good Deskto Pub-P to place your text and graphics to read left to right,lishing":
l.
2.

I-'
CD\O(D\lO\U'lJ>-bu

and from top to bottom. Place as few breaks in an
Be clear about your intentions -' e article as possible. Breaking an article over a number
Keep lt s1mP1e~ of pages causes a reader to lose interest. This is
Look for good models. commonly known as the "flow" of.a document.
Keep font variety to a minimum. 9_ KEEP LINES SHORT. Again, if your lines of text
Be sensitive to white space. - -stretch too long, you will lose the reader's interest.
Produce several versions of the same de$l9"- Generally text should be no longer than 10 to l2 words
Get a second opinion. er line

. P -
¢reate_a visual h1erar¢hY- 10. DON'T FOLLOW THE RULES BLINDLY. Consider the 10
Keep lines short. ' 'rules (commandments) more as guidelines. Don't be afraid
Don't follow the rulé8»blId1Ye~ to experiment If you like what you see USE IT!

Now a brief explanation of each rule: I ha e tgis ' f t' ' h Ip in orma ion is elpful to you. If you
1- B2 CLEAR APOUT YQUR INTENTION5- The-best WaY t° have any comments or suggestions, drop me a line.

esign a ocument is AWAY from the computer. Sketch your
design with paper and pencil, then work it into the ' '

computer. This way, you will make the computer work for "

you, and not vice versa. Put yourself in the reader's
place. what would look interesting to you? I

2. KEEP IT SIMPLE. when I first started taking
computer classes in college, one of my professors summed
up the "Ultimate Programming Logic" quite nicely. "Use
the KISS method," he said. KISS stands for Keep It --------~—----------
Simple, Stupid! There's no need to make a layout look LJ“_uLJ
complex. This generally causes the reader to lose con- -

centration and interest. Simplify, simplify, simplify... £::]E]
I can not stress this enough.

3. LOOK FOR GOOD MODELS. As the adage goes, "Imi- E::::%§%H_j
tation is the sincerest form of flattery" Keep your
eyes open for layouts that interest you. Good places to [Int] LJ
look include other computer magazines, newspapers, even

ll_1[l_lIL.1IL.J

5-E’?
""‘§1Q,-E‘

Ifgig

iC!c
fC!E

ece__iE:1::ti?

%EErf

ace 
IE5

IEE

magazines like GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. I have started a ‘file ' ¢

of sample pages from various publications. Anytime I € 0
want to try something different, I take out the file.

4. KEEP FONT VARIETY TO A MINIMUM. I know. Having
the ability to use an endless variety of text fonts is only $1635
like letting a kid loose in a candy store. There are so year
many choices. But as I stated in rule 2, simple is best.
Stick to one or two fonts forthe main text. Use bold or e Co_
italic variants for emphasis- Finally, if you really .

want to "go wild", use other fonts for headlines or HU|t COHOH,
graphic captions. This way, you can keep your reader's -nu 1- -n -n up -In -nu n- -I -u 1- -n — -n 1- -|
interest, and remove the "static" from the look of your
document.

"""'I

.l

5. BE SENSITIVE TO WHITE SPACE. In publishing,
blank space on a page is as important as the text and
graphic content. It helps to separate sections, and draw
the reader's eyes to highlighted portions of the page. Nan“ — —

Use white space as a "walkway" around the page. Leave Address
enough so that you can move around without bumping into
things.

6. PRODUCE SEVERAL VERSIONS OF THE SAME DESIGN.

[:1 New subscription E] Renewal

City _

Publishing on a computer allows you the freedom to make I S W_. Zhp. G -J
changes to your ideas quickly and easily. Before you ,.._ L — — —- 1- 1- nu — 1- 1- -1 1- -1 I— -1 I-I -¢}()
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 I =11 .. .. . :1:ut at the UEBHOP c0rHtl- ttt9tttttPt‘ECtSt0ttSUESKTUPPUBLISHER; ;:;

d 5 5;; version t. isututrlu conprehenstve. §:§

t I I an 1;! graphics-oriented maple It tte current §:§
The popularity of so—called "desktop 3%, " - - ég,,u,,,,,,_,,,,,g.. programs has zoomed upwards in 3 sottlmmze atext-grapttcsetltu. 2

P°==="*= months-"BVBPH TU ad For "MOP bl-‘a"d I-I Enmtutnnr!rnnprztensiuzprngrunsfur -:-computers emphasizes - their desktop :§E _ E}:
publishing capability. It is the new .;. tti]ttI‘[tttt|1tlt'.!t‘ttt‘ttttd55!tt furfrnnsnt ;I;
computer craze! :-: . ‘ .j.

nne the ox. world has not been spared. ;I; W11"? 159505 Wttltht 1-;
within the past few months we have seen Gap -g ' '_' .§Q
Software's FRONT PAGE, Digital Precision’s :1: fmhnd Soft“-emtrmtm W -1-
nts-<wP PUBLISHER. Be-we FROM P-=61; -IXIRF-. :-: mlmiuls. I-...i..z..m,..i.1 1;?the QUQNTH library's PAGE DESIGNER, and now Q§' __ ‘E3
nP'e, nzsxrgp Pygusm-3R (Special Edition), .3. § Hltm it litltlt tlltttltl (tor ttll § :1:

all outgrowths of graphic—arts programs with :j% - $0
more elaborate methods of handling text in :-: Temttmmtmte iriluttert :1:
conjunction with graphics, particularly :1: i55uidt0r.iW| :-:
cversized or fine print and text in columns. Q5. t ,§Q

In this issue of TDH and the next we'll :1: M8 R‘iQiMt ‘IE FQPM :1:
compare the latest of these desktop programs *3 Z‘
to better enable you to make the proper start!‘ mm
choice in purchasing one or another, if you‘ U?‘ 1 ' -- - ‘%3
want to get on the bandwagon. 1:1? 5 up M DP (swam: HMO“) mt In ‘E -1-

First a little philosophy . You 1:} Q5 lgx Q5 f ([9 :1:
. I ..probably don t need such a program. They 3;. _ >;Q

are costly and time—consuming to learn and -1- £0lPt‘EttEtt5tttE| but OPE tttt tttttt ttt 1.:
operate and oh—so-slow in printing unless 3%, - £0

or p o er. or many eca es, comp ex :§; ,; _;$
reports such as academic and scientific dis— -1- P: mam mu: u m ::"_ ::f m: :-:
sertations have been produced in normal :1: § 15, [ll Hill] II!‘ Slit limttltlli. ? :1:

typewriter typeface-—models of clarity and -; . .. .. . ég
exposition; many books have been published 'm151"5 “kw:-1
to tell us how to do this and most major __5%essssss-It-e;-Tess;-t-téessee-§§¢%=%;%"
publications have their ”stylebooks.” So, *7:UxW33QUux33@G¥xK33Qug¥K3H$E¥~'if you keep it in mind that desktop
publishing is probably a passing fancy and
very much oversold, it may give you a better
perspective (and a proper contempt) for such
software.

top Sottuure's Fttttttt Ptttt Ettt is 0 text-oriented text and

graphic-arts conpositton proqm setting tor about ttt in

Second is the matter of 0-=0-1 taste _ ttis cmtrg. ttttt tltt Etttt, temtter ttt, is my
Desktop publishing carried too far often "results in documents with 8 ..k,tchu,.. user-trtuttgntstruigtttorurttntm|nt_|se,|tt
5:-garb-gezg appear:-1r=B( which mau oft}-end -gr ntestmct useutttttttttmmt (jut tttesltuttte
,;;;g';,ng °_D§,°§h:",n‘§§nd‘;§,8‘;§§;c§°§fa§u;_ nngmnt versaunutttEtttttPPltBtI5ttER,uure gruph|cs-

‘§'f“§f,‘,‘§:',f,§§def,°‘;;',‘,_E°a',?,“°,,,f_“,§§'§‘,;';°g§§§§'Q§“§,?,;, umntert and nuch |nre expenswa tuhuut ttttt) prugrun, dad

told a brilliant officer-—no, it wasn't nut. FnllnuingureexulplesutFtttuser-det'inedgraphics-- ;:

me—-who had Just proposed profound and 3 u ' "' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' Q

well—founded recommendations regarding the :h"h m.p:"::m mums“ Mb ".::H::m
cQmmand'5 wartime mission to get, 5 hair-gut, ttt tttqttlt p"[|§Wtt‘§ hltllttlt W,

shoes. and t-have off his tnth prngrus rutitg tl|tMt grlphit-lrts tiles preplmt an

Third is the matter of efficiency. we MP PTt§"tt- M "it" W tttttttttttttt “MP
have said that using desktop publishing puttutujg ntg-at ttarjttt mat tatjttu text tttttr; tta
programs is time—consumin and ex ensiv . A ‘ . .

good test of whether or gnot we pshoulg use tummt Ht mt tttttttttltttt wt! Wt") I mm?
5*-"='* 6 P=°IJ=‘B'" For B Particular r=P===1u=*= it ntttsti-1; mgrutoyou mt--mt mt to pit tort ty 3':to reflect on whether the increased o e h d 4 'v r ea _ - - - 1,,,n improve the Cashflow (0, gout persona, rmlumtron, vntessyovmmtmttt gmtu-arts t;

rep:-taiéiu-1; commensuratelw t-:8 a mazes?-Bat atitorot‘ Sm ability, WU M to tptttl‘ ftttt Pitt [mt
. t t ' '- - - - 23230338 p,_e§§Q8§sS§§fng°“sucha sggjwafe ,2 tttlttylttttgttlttlttttltttt0lyttttttSltttttytmm _.

makework! Placing text in columns seems to uhtmtopetttttttttlttttltt. ttetcct||‘stmrmrt,
be 8 '"aJ°P attractio" 11° d@='=*<t°P Publishers. tumr, stutt gotlttmprlctiut types It tap tatturebut any word-processor may be used to j
pfgducg tgxt in nap;-gm Cglumng which mag
then be cut and pasted together and then 55 gtggmju H5 wutd ha dung, En,

to 100 columns, perhaps—-are easier and

copied quite easily. nd any ergonomist
-will tell you that longer lines of text——up

DJ
no-J

quicker to read than text in narrow columns.

1» - ‘ __ _ A _ 7 _



DESKTOP PUBLISHER * * * * * learn and use and makes direct use of OL
OUILL document files which it can "micro-

Let-S first Consider Digital Justifg” (bg spacing between letters) into
Precision’s DESKTOP PUBLISHER, version 1.0 two’ three’ or four columns on 8 page‘ FPX
(Version 3.0 and a Special Edition which is fullg menu—driven with improved cut—and-
requires a SBOK OL were not available for p§3t8' text font’ u8er_d8F1ned graphics andtesting and will be discussed in the next Eile—handling routines. I have not get been
Iimg n§§iqn§)_ uersion 1 requires a QL with able to multitask FPX using THSKNHSTER, but
at least 355K of QQQLLLQHQL RH" and is Just there is probablg a wag; I understand that
too Comprehensive to describe in detail in FPX_does multitask well using SOOPPER (about
an article of this l8ngth__1E integral $35). FRONT PAGE is available at about $30
graphics fonts (sets of characters), 8 and FRONT PQGE EXTRQ at about $50‘
integral text fonts, 10 non—integral fonts, I might add here that ma"U desktoprotation, mirror_imag1ng’ and shadowing of publishing ideas and formats are included in
characters, etc., etc. One could go on and mg new book I§Kl--§D§__QHD§HE__L§R,
on. DPDP is partly menu-driven and capable available from Il-n§§lD§»
of importing speciallg prepared OL OUILL
document files. But with comprehensiveness NEXT TIME‘ Digital PF8ci5i°“'3 DESKTOP
goes complexity (and a higher price, $100)’ PUBLISHER Special Edition and the bargain-
and DPDP may not be for eVBrgDnB_ basement PAGE DESIGNER from the OUHNTA

1 rarg.

€9€9€€€€€€99€9€€€€9€FRONT P968 EXTRA # # w # #

Gap Software's FRONT PAGE was the first
so—called desktop publisher for the IEBK OL. ~

FRONT PAGE EXTRA is more comprehensive and Both Digital Precision's DESKTOP PUBLISHER and
requires a UL with ESBK aggigigggi Ran. (On SPECIAL EDITION were obtained for this review
a EROK or BSEK UL, this leaves lots of room from SHARP’s, INC., Rt 10 Box 459, Hechanics—
for multitasking complementary programs such ville, VA, 23111, phone (804) 746-1664.
as OL OUILL,other Psicn programs, and other Watch for further reports on D.P.'s newest
text and graphic—arts programs. More text— Desktop Publisher "Special Edition” V2.0.
oriented than OPOP, FPX is verg easg to

,IfT”':§',C:C?f1JUhJG¥!’ JfT“'£§,,CIL1P1JFJG¥!'

Qifil? IZIVZ? HQIVIVCJJQIL
czxersuqzr- rvau' :r>/es“ 1V@I1VUff-):)4¢I}?.!

Co—Sponsored by RMG ENTERPRISES and TIME DESIGNS MAGAZINE,
we want to invite any and all users to attend!

9 BIG HOURS: 9 AM TO 6 PM!
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1987

DOOR PRIZES—SEMINARS—USER GROUP TABLES—DEALER TABLES
SNACK BAR AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!

COME TO: SEATTLE MASONIC TEMPLE, 8Q1.E. PINE STREET
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON ,

$3.00/PERSON—UNDER 12 FREE UHEN UITH ADULT
£?£££? ]?£7L[__j[}i!§Z?15H! ! !  » *

***l-**l-¥-I~'I>§~l"l'<I-~I¥'l"I>*§'l-I>-I"l<l-'l-¥'l'§'II-'I>'I>*'I>-l"I"lI'§§l-I'§§¥'I'§~l¥‘I'I' .

HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR B I G NEU RMG CATALOG YET???
NON IS THE TIMEI! Q

HE HAVE JUST MADE OVER 50 REVISIONS IN IT! OVER 40 NEH ITEMS!
OVER 55 PAGES OF COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR ALL OF YOUR S/T NEEDS!

(THAT'S "SINCLAIR/TIMEX")
ONLY $3 - ®® PP

FULLY REFUNDED ON YOUR FIRST ORDER FROM THE CATALOG!
SPECIALII BRING A COPY OF THIS AD UITH YOU TO THE FAIR AND

YOU HILL BE ABLE TO PURCHASE THE CATALOG FOR ONLY $1.50!
AND STILL GET $3.0Q OFF YOUR FIRST ORDERII

FlP1C; EZPJTFEZFQPPFZIIESEZES
1419 1/2 7TH STREET

OREGON CITY, OR 97045
503/ 655-7484

10 AM-10 PM * TUESDAY-SATURDAY

\___



CURRY COMPUTER S!..I1‘L‘iER SINCLAIR SALE
P.O. Box 5607

Glendale, Arizona 85312-5607
Ermr-0 1-"Ia1:er ‘£119.90 t1c1g.'E>:p.F19t 3 ‘£9.95 wephone. 1_602_978_29O2 Hm; oues £14.95 Feud 1111.95
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11111.2 9 Chip 15.95 5r1011m£1r1 19.99 “$91119 9°“ “'95 R°“9““‘"9‘ Cm

tigmmte [km 912.95 Speed Kim; 2 919.95 F-fc1i.d rjwr ttoecou $12.95 2O68__SpeCtru‘

199 (darts) 1.19.95 Uutcm 116.95 iii 999° ‘M95 Bggkg _
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SuperBASlC EDITOR FOR THE 0|.
Joe Newman

"The editor isn't very good" isra common complaint Now execute Quill. Make sure the media containing
about the QL's SuperBASIC. The statement usually refers your renamed file is in drive #2. hit F3, O, F, and then
to the fact that there is no full screen editing of I. This chooses the FILE command and IMPORT's a file.
programs available on a standard Sinclair QL. I per- Next, just type the name of your file (with or withoutsonall d ‘t h’ " ~-' '- ' ' 'y on t ink the QL s line editor is that bad, the LIS extension) and hit ENTER You will then be
but I will admit that many times I find myself trying to asked if you wish to import by line or para ra h. Chg p oose
use "shift 1 to edit a line. (shift 1 is the edit "L" for line- Quill will now load in your program, allb

comman on the Timex 2068, but unfortunately not on the ready for editing. Don't use any alternative typestyles
QL...all shift 1 does is print a copyright symbol!) or control codes for printing, as they ,will ruin the

The problem is that many QL'ers (as QL Users are program. Be aware that some program lines that are no
often referred to) don't realize that a .very powerful, longer 80 columns will be scrolled off the right side ofversatile, and fullsfunction editor comes with the QL, the screen. Just use the right arrow to move the cursor
absolutely FREE! Furthermore, it can even be used to re— to these lines.
arrange a program totally a provide a print out as well. After you have edited your program, follow the stepIn case ou haven't l d ' '

I

y a rea y guessed, I am referring to below that says "CONTINUE HERE FOR BOTH."
QUILL-—better know in the U.S. as "QL 'Word Processor". To create a program in Quill is even easier. Just

By using two simple "tricks", programs can be execute Quill (with the proper printer driver inst ll da e 1

loaded into Quill for editing, or they may be created see above). Then start typing and editing your programf . . . . . .rom scratch while in Quill, then loaded back into lines as you wish. Don't forget that if you move program
SuperBASIC. I have often heard people say this can't be lines around, you should change the line numbers to read
done. But it can be, as I have done it, and will now sequentially in proper order. Now just follow the step
explain how. below.

This first step must be done for either of the CONTINUE HERE FOR BOTH: Once a program is edited to
following: You must set up the proper print driver for your satisfaction, and you wish to load it back into
Quill- To do this, put your mdv/disk with INSTALL_BAS SuperBASIC, do the following: Hit F3, the P (for PRINT).
(or FLP, etc.). Choose to edit typestyle OTHER, then set Hit ENTER (twice only). This will bring you to the
LINE FEED to LF and CONTINUOUS FORMS to YES. For further prompt which says "to printer". You want to print this
information on installing, see the QL User's Guide Once file to "storage" NOT the " rinter" s t ' f'l¢ 0 I p 0 0 0 0 5 1 e
this procedure is done, you can change the name "OTHER" name here. As you start typing, the words- "to printer"ll llto PROGRAM , and hit F5 to install (this driver. The disappear and are replaced by your new file name. Then
best thing to do is set up a separate mdv cart or disk hit ENTER and the file is "printed" to stora e.9with Quill and this printer driver, so you don't have to Leave Quill (you may wish to save the file normally
kee 't h’ d ' '~ ' '

p swi c ing rivers. first). It is ok to use the same name as the one you
Now you can either edit a program or create a new specified in the.print command, as they are saved with

one. First to edit an existing program: Add the proper -different extensions. Reset your QL and get back to
_LIS extension to your program's name. This MUST be done SuperBASIC. To load your newly edited program, just type
or you will not be able to load it into Quill. If you PLOAD, the drive name, the file name, and radd the _LIS
don't have a simple way of renaming a file on disk/cart. extension. (i.e., LOAD MDVl_Spiral_LIS. The _LIS ex-
just load the file into the QL, DELETE it off disk or tension was added when you "printed" the file to the
mdv, then SAVE it with the same file name, just with the storage device. The program should load just like a
extension added. For example, suppose you wish to edit a normal program...all ready to go.file called "Sprial". Simply LOAD MDVl_Spiral (or what- Have fun experimenting with this. If you have any
ever storage device is used), DELETE MDVl Spiral, then trouble, questions or Comments, please feel free t0 drop
SAVE MDVl_Spiral_LIS and the procedure is Eomplete. me a line at: Variety Sales, 325 W. Jersey St., #2D,

Elizabeth, NJ 07202.

QL EHSEL./BUSINESS GRHPHICS "TIPS"
I1ikedeSosu .'

~\

In 1885 when the UL first hit the to get into the regular HELP sequence and
market, the UL EASEL (BUSINESS GRAPHICS) proceed as directed. From within the
program alone would have been reason enough program at any point keg F1 ft hI §__§£.U9U ave
FOP bU8i"885 0551688 to PUFCDBBB B QL'"B0 selected a command or option for relevant
advanc d th ” ”B W88 B PF0QPBm- (EVBD B19 Blue HELP assistance. There is a curious
IB" Purchased e Few 0L=. noaaiblu beonuae of omission in the at EHSEL HELP facilitg,
QL EHSEL.) while still an excellent however that is ex lanati E th 1. , , p on o e e even
prouram. QL EHSEL has been overtake" in the at Easel functions: arse»), nrn¢»>, cos<»>,intervenin9 Ussrs bU businsss graphics £XP(n), INT(n), LN(n), PI(), S8N(n), SIN(n),programs with 3—dimensional bar graphs, 3aR(n) -

built—in outline maps of countries and ' and T9"()' (UL EQSEL functions areuse in formulas which mag be used tostates, etc. But QL EHSEL has no real rival determine the Value of a bar, line entry, or
for the UL. segment and are commonly used to create

whole new sets of figures at one swoop.)
7R0UBL53o”£ c0“n9"Ds 5 FUNCTIONS Function use is prettg straightforward, butfor details ou m t one lt QL Qsgg

QL Easel has 3 good HELP faCilit9"°"3 g1§,or another szzrce? Fugctigguames mustof the best tutorials for learning the ins
and outs of the program. Keg F1 and then F1 be immediately followed by parentheses
again to see how HELP works, then keg ENTER

34
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r ' _ ii_;_f1Itr'*_ ' r 7, : "' '1 _' ' ' '9-_ ___":._ --r arrsrt err" 7 '7-> 1 -'-QLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQ‘- Files‘, another omnibus command, Puts
‘H you into the file management mode in which

INEU. NEU! NEU! NEU! NEU! NEU! NEII! NEU! you can format Flicrodrive cartridges, disks,**> RMG ENTERPRISES <** or Rdisks and backup, delete, import, or
ANNOUNCES export UL EASEL files.

Hi hlg Ight is used to emphasize aEXECUTIVE SOUND EXPLORER-' particular value in a barchart or piechart
from EXECUTIVE UDRKSHUP 0!‘ all nagativa ValUa5-

eu eystrokes and you can create, change and play the

Be sure you understand all of the
functions of the Newdata and Oldd tHave you ever wondered just UHAT the QL sound system Cc,m,,,and5_ E 8

can do? llell, UE DID! This little program written in Print prints the displayed graph; three
A SUPERBASIC, will allow you to find out exactly HUN you can °Pti°"5 are °EEe"ed‘ Print tna Qtann; aafaan

dump th screen to a named backup file; and?al<ekuse of the BEEP command in your QL programming. Install to install a new printer driven

sound that you are trying tor! 01- EQSEL FORFUL93

some o1= rue FEATURES or nus raocaun It ahauld ha kept 1" '"i"'=‘ that “L Kasa-
CHANGE: DURATION-FUZZY-PITCH1-PlTCH2-GRhDif-GRAD Y is °es‘°“°° t° “’°"‘ “"‘"°'i"'g1°"° with m‘I - _ - HBCUS= imported data in the proper format

URAP AND RANDOM. ALSD INCLUDES SEVERAL BUILT IN SAMPLE is converted directly into graphic form. No
SOUNDS THAT my BE USED A5 STARHNG pg|N'|'5! numeric values are calculated and displayed

as such in UL EQSEL. For example, the UL

Another quality QL S/U item from AHERICAN PRODUCERS:

ONLY $ 14. 95+Zph

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FRUH:

IQPKS IEBFFEHRPWQISSEIS

HBQCUS spreadsheet

I-liwfuo->

A B C D
cashflow Jan87 Feb87 ar87
costs S00 700 B00
sales 1000 1100 1200
profits 500 &00 Q00

um 1/2 Tm STREET if exported and then imported into UL EHSEL,
OREGON CITY’ on 970“ would be seen as three sets of figures named

costs, sales, and profits with cells labeled
(FDR CATALOG, SEND $3.00 Ji37, F¢b87, and Mar-87, respectively. There

are rather strict rules for the file
REFUNDED mm FIRST ORDER) structure of export files. See the Inferna-

tion section at the rear of your gy_y§§; QLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQLQL GmQ§fm‘mUmrgmdmm&
' 0 A Formulas may be used to change an old

set of figures or to create a new set:enclosing a single number or numerical
expression which the function transforms; figures I figures x 2
PI() is an exception: its parentheses are
always empty. or, ncufig I figures I 2

Change is a powerful, omnibus command
which permits you to modify how a graph will QL ERSEL interprets input data preceded bulook in every respect: its format, bars, a quatatian mark aa taxt. input datalines, axes, colors, background, labels, bainning with a nunbaf aa a numbat. andetc. Often overlooked is that any bar input data bainning with tna nana 05 a Batformat may be cgnvgftad to 3 line-graph of figures or a function name including thefgfmat using gh;n9¢ and the Lin, option; name of a set of figures as argument as a
each set of data represented by a bar will F0FmU1a-
have to be converted (select Olddata before Two Faaarvad kaywarda afa Uaad in ULselecting gh¢n9¢) 58parat81g_ graphs EHSEL formulas to speed—up graph—making:
incorporating both bars and lines (and don't ¢‘11 which 15 aqual ta tna~CaP1 nunbat in aforget the use of »filled lines» as 8 bargraph counting from left to right and
backdrop; are often quite 8ff8Ctiv8_ The ccllaax which is equalto the number of cells
Qxis option of the Change command permits displaged in the 9raph- The latter 13
you to, among other things, Change axis commonly used to adjust the scale of the
limits (after selecting the Axis option, key h°riZ°“tal a*i9 1“ 8 bar9raph- for example-
ENTER, select the ”?" option, and select
Change axis 1ig1¢;); axis limits can be carve = s1n(2*pz()*(ceI1—1)/(ce11aax—I))
selected to be automatic, manual, or

I

automatic with zero always shown. (Some data draws one complete Sine wave regardless of
analysts insist that the zero value must be haw manU Calla ata diaPlaUad-
shown on a graph to put variations in true
perspective; it is true that data fluctua— P”0709£"IC 9R9P”3

‘ tions may be misrepresented by omitting zero
values on the vertical axis of a graph.) aking 35mm B010? alidaa OF Qt EQSELDefault is used only to select the graphs is about the quickest and least
column—width of the printed or viewed graph. expensive way to display business (and someEdit, like ch¢ng¢, 15 3 powerful scientific) data in a quality manner. For
omnibus command frequently used in con— smaller audiences—-up to six, say—-you could
Junction with the Text option of the Change Qiva a Praaantatian directly FPON the
command to put the finishing touches on your monitor screen.
graphs . _..:_5

I
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Call or Hwite for a free catalog of
F=r"c:rcjL44::1:s5- f‘c31"- "t F1e2- 1F:i|11ee:e' (3c:n1' 1:. upu era- i 1 1 7 i ' I

Use a single-reflex 35mm camera on a Many other tips for using QL EHSEL are
od, preferably, but not necessarily, included in my new book I§§lg_§n§_QH§n§Qm

a short telephoto (85-100mm) or macro hggn, availabla from Iimg n§§;gn§ magazinB_
. adjust your tripod legs (you may want

to make marks on your floor for future QL 1Ug3gqy1LL+
referencel and centerpost so that your
camera lens is perpendicular (in two planes) Q few month 1s ago, recommended a QL
to the m°"it°F SCFBB" and that UOUF View“ ,DUILL accessory program called TURBOQUILLfinder dis 1 f ' -P 895 B Qused lmaa of the Its greatly improved and enhanced bigtmoni OF 5¢FBB"- (Fhack the tp. bttm. and brother is now available. Not only does the
§0P"B§5 of UUUF Vlewfindef t? 588 that all new version speed—up QL DUILL rocessin itP Q.acceptable focus with your lens15 1" also changes the QL QUILL cursor to white
stopped down to f5.6.) when CAPSLDCK is on. An important
than

If Y0" "$9 3 fhtter $PePd l"¢h fi$¢PP enhancement is the inclusion of a Glossary
1/3 Of 3 5P¢°"d: YOQP Pi¢¢“P¢ li9h¢ be Function with which you can define thelost. Using RS9 I00 color—slide film, function of E8 alphabetic keys through an

bracket several exposures arou d f5.6H and automatic Learn Node. The defined—keyI/4 second. Reflections, even at night in a sequence may be a command or text string and
darkened room, present problems. I use a may be used to set the defaults within a
&x5 foot lightweight black cloth thrown over given UL QUILL document, to set other
the monitor, camera, and me--Just like the defaults in mid—document, or to load text
old—timers. If you have the necessary segments or entire documents. The "S" key
equipment——little is really necessary—-and definition is activated immediately after
want to develop the slides yourself, buy UL DUILL start—up, permitting the automatic

film that uses the E—6 process; there are setting of defaults, printing of
several choices. letterheads, etc.

Una could develop a cottage industry UL TURBODUILL+, compatible with SPELL-
around making 35mm slide presentations for BOUND and THSKHHSTER but not, apparently,
VBFi°U9 bU91"B95 B05 other QPOUPB 1" QOUF with ORAN, is available from ethane Consu1—
community. Become a graphic artist! tents, 33 Holly Grove, Fareham Hampshire,

P016 7UP, U.K. (telephone 0328 288083) for
9 PROFITRBLE £X9NPL£ about sao, including HIRHRIL postage. BE

r suns T0 SPECIFY voun UERSIUN or at QUILL/
Shown below is an example of 8 QL EHSEL NURDPRDCESSDR, FUR EXHHPLE, UERSIDN 2.3.printout which served to win me a $29,000

reduction in the estimated true cash value
of my property for tax purposes a few years F1L£30”"D R”7n£3 H17” SPELLBOUND
back

I
@-

Q

A drawback of Sector fSoftware’s
excellent spelling-checker, SPELLBDUND, was

_ _ _ __ _____. _ u _ ___ that it could not be used to proofread

mama
T é; 1 . eeeea 1

excuse the redundancy) UL QUILL or EDITOR
documents But PDDL Computer Systems and

o.::nr-m::.--ac:

- 1

bl-

RSSESSED TRUE CHSH UHLUE OF DE S083 Lam - 1977 to 1986 81!‘B8d\,| existing (‘U18 IUOFB 1itBI‘8tB will
" ; : 5 ' 3 5 5 g 2 ;

I f Ii I I I

Software——an excellent British company-—has
come to the rescue and produced a low—cost
patch program which modifies existing--+ documents so that they can be proofread

f using SPELLBDUND and, as a bonus, can create
, lists of words that may be added to the

"——i SPELLBUUND dictionary. FILEBDUND is
J available from PDQL, Unit 1, Heaton House,
3, Camden Street, Birmingham B1 3B2, U.K.

(telephone 081 833 30&E) for about $10 and a
0 icrodrive cartridge.

Q‘\ 

Q

m .M&%
%na@$@@*

77-3 78-9 79-33 33-81 31-2 32-3 33-4 34'5 35-6 NEXT TIMES DEQLING UJITH UL TRUNP CF-1RD QND
Tw‘Y“r ITS 895K RQH, and more new equipment.
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Tl--IEE ZXE1/TE1(DOO LIVES Cll'\l!
SILILON MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS announces TRUE HIGH RESUIUIION SOFTWARE for the ZXOI/TSIOOO. You read it right! Without any expensive

hardware add-ops, your computer can now run software that even its designers never dreamed possible. Thanks to an amazing

discovery by Nilf Rigter, and innovative programming by Gregory Harder and Fred Nachbaur, you no longer have to suffer the "low

res blues." Multiple character sets, 256x192 graphics, 64—column screens, UDG's, even SPRITES are now available for your

computer.

NO computer modifications are required. If you have a ZXO1, TSIOOO, or TSl500, with a 16K (or larger) RAM pack, plus an RK

static RAM board, you already have all it takes to run this remarkable software. Suitable static RAMs include the popular

"Hunter" board, or similar designs (see Syncware News vol. 4 no. 1 for one such project costing under S10). Alternately,
consider our 8K "SCRAM" board (described below)

All prices include shipping in USA and Canada. foreign orders: please add $5 for air shipping. CDN$ accepted at par from

Canadian customers. Write for catalog of other available software. At SILICON MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS, the ZXOI family of computers

is our ONLY specialty. Our goal is to develop the most progressive software ever created for these machines. He feel that the

software listed below propels these machines into mainstream computing; we think that you'll agree.

H " ;:;:;:;' - '--"-----

with the loss of the "Hunter" board from the

SUPER GAME!

tional equivalent. at a lower Price! This board same] is the most challenging. |"|||||“ llll
IIII“ e II ll

.
;;.i_ir-iis ECIIJ or-' YM1 R ||l||||| |||| <9“ [Q

market, we saw the need for an improved func- This 0&0-stvle graphic adventure u llull "Raga EB“ ;;=:

works with ZX81/TSIOOO or TSl500, has on-board §§?§,,;;;*"jo,i_5§$;a°§1§§,$?§i;; ||||||||_||_ llllllllll “IIBIIIIBE aim!
battery back-up protection, and supports all f for the ZX8l familv of compu-5155 .0. ii 9! ll ‘I

es) 5 se s 15 obiecs ... 5! FDA‘ ¥
0 . gt I

our high..y~eS Software W1 ng modif-iCat~]QnS_ ters. 9 )EV8iS1,]l?4 monsters £16 M
-YD . . D 9 - Ij§; -- §§§f

. all available memory‘ in 16K. One ll H 0|‘
Qtner, feiltuijes 1nc]..ud@~ reviewer calls it "5-star soft- I. Ikll =5£=

* DIP switch to deselect 2K blocks ware" and "a must have." He know n .

* . I Z-2*

* Writemrivtect Switch ’“?“L°“E“""I@E ‘f IIIIIIII Emmi
-- ||__ ll

* RESET switch easily install ed (optional ) PRICE: $19.95 incl udinq shiepinq -.,.-...=._ . ..... . .

, i Z;2;I;Z;i;';Z:Z;2;Z;2;S;’;Z;I;2g2;2;13234131;I;Z;2;Z;Z;Z;Z;Z;Z;2::§;-:-;I- ;'-§;3-:-:-','-'- . . .-.-. . -'- - - ~'- - -Z-‘- - -

* Very low power drain """""""'""';{';g{;i§'""- " """"
* Feed-through connector li+= 14 |t:r=4Ei4 In
* FULLY ASSEMBLED1 Just plug it in.
* Use with other machine-code software

Q
-E

-IOI‘.
is-.

F-'5 J.','
¥"‘;

Mll.
-E-:3:

'3'3III:
U1:1;

|_]mTE[)_T]|~iE HACKER3 Sp CIAL B 1 VERY addictive. VERY challen- _Ill|I| E :5:

SCRAH, (_J€‘t . bare board lea-i-an)' $5. l 253:3» 155;“;';*?;§;;1“:.§;:i;:;“i,;, ""'Ii "'.."‘e!||e= ll ll >-iimgi

=_ I II

HUG llIeal5

l__lIIE5iE3 l_.EE]¢%lI>EEIF?HE3
ynclud-"lg Sh1pp-|ng.  

To introduce you to the wonderful world of HIGH RESOLUTICN on the ZXBI/TSIOOO, we're offering these ‘loss leaders‘ for Your enJ0yment. These are all excellent
programs, and will demonstrate beyond reprise that you really do own a REAL
computer‘ Get any titl for only $9 95 Ge any three o o e tape tor $21 95, or

. ' e . . t n n .

‘ __)_;_;_;_;_;_;_) ‘JELCOHE To (..4..§_§..(..(..¢_4. | ALL FIVE for only $30.00. We even give you permission to circulate these amongst
your friends have you ever seen an offer like this’?

Nil Qlill (LS REY!!!“ PLOT WWLOI (QPY SMPE ,_ , . _

mgm we mi we mi-H ;i;;;;;; ;;.t.‘.£‘“‘E%..$.‘iE§"‘ °3':’L;:“'3..'." §IZ‘i”"‘§§.2‘i“i;€.I2;‘ ::%;::‘:.:?'.;r:
. . . W e _ 1 impressive‘

miiiii »r= my iiniiiiiiii
(“(15 Q *.@ lmtlntlt i_~~ HIIPES BLACKJACK ii-3 (As published in Time Designs.) A very graphic (pun

-sf re _, rs, —

Y d Cl) Cl I t 4 UT . . ,.
i it I ' |'>‘;r§'l\l:ls thtmgiihg 'Qgl"I1lQ.°AllOW: mgiwtipleodecz Digu

nivrin uiiiioiiii imiooiio imiooiii iimioiili um srimn SPRITEE ’°"'°' ’°° °" ’°"" Ts'°°°'
Srlljtygsrnilll SQIIIES SCIIQIE save-0 glvnrl SnQ£—$ tong-s ~~ ,YEAR-AT-A-stance an Another nifty SRAM EXT. BASIC application. Shows an

" r
' entire year (X800-2099) on a single screen’ Comes with comprehensive

v, BnEBu“|' D Hnnnen ‘appointment book‘ file options.

and HACRO~LII'E Greg Harder’s a aptation Toni Baker ‘Spectrum
.

'"' ' 1* d ' of ' ’s - -

FEED I-‘HCHBHUB implementation of the classic GAME OF LIFE. Fascinating study of ccmputer—
generated patterns.

[H8316 (OTC TOIIIIIIQOJQVQIOPQ-d 0] "Alf RIGIER II W?iNDELBROT—FFP II Generate striking hi-res fractal imacies. See our cataloo
. I

for a sample. Main loop coded directly In the ROM’s calculator language, for la

-£\i_' Cgpgpi 9|-,1; ’ 1986 3x speed increase over straight BASIC, without sacrificing 'zocmability.'
J‘-I

\ & -2

l5-.lfi

'1’.

=*'\"""".£'.'-,,=__- . '1‘ I ,,,""" '1) ( . -1-1" :'
if,-'_"-_§__-5-_‘=-__-==_-__-;-_s_;;.-;-_..-;_-.._._‘"" -....--.;e.;_;;.,-‘-:§-'_=-',-"'__-%- l\lEl-sl ! ! Z)(-—-"I'EF?l"'l3KECl

gur new Iine Qf §Q?twarg_ Qifh this remarkable No screen-dump could do justice to this program. This is THF. definitive modem

package YOU can write high“-esoiut-ion app]i__ terminal program for the ZX8l/TSIOOO and TSISOO.

cations... ENTIRELY IN BASIC! While using only , W
_ estrlrlge or Byte-Back modems supported.

4K_ 0f memOrY~ SRAM HI*RES adds 38 new h"'re5O]' * Instantly select 140 column, 60—co1umn, or 8O—coluiiin character widths. You

ution commands. If you know how to program in read it rightl so columnn on the ZX8l/ TSIOOOI Upper/lower case, and all
Sinclair BASIC, _\/Qu will find SRAM HI*R[S easy ASCII symbols, while preserving Sinclair graphics; can eve,n be customized

to learn and use. A revolutionary SYntax System E“ mimic [BM °' °*h°' 8'“Ph1¢s 5°i5- ~ A

- - * Two window modes. "One--window" mode displays all text on a single large
a.]]OwS ANY Vamabtes or expressums to be used acre-en' "Three-window" mode has se nrate wind ws f 7 21/ ro ts r
in your commands No REMs to pass parameters’ No ' P 0 or mon” P mp 7 you

' - typed output, and received input! Windows 2 and 3 are even adjustable,
POKEs. A single USR call is used for ALL com- just like on the "big guys."
mandgf M951; ggmpandg can be ghained into MUL- * Allows XMODEM up/downloading of ASCII files, Sinclair programs, EVEN SIN-

TIpi_E STATEMENT LINES: we even inciuded a fast CLAIR VARlAIil,ES'l' Usable with word-processors and similar programs.

(8.5X norma-H Set of tape routines: The most re_ T820140 and big printers supported, via any of the popular interfaces.
Revolutionary modem input routine allows you to adjust windows, change

liable tape 5Y5t9m ever Writtem other features: width mode, etc. without losing a single incoming character.
* Three 32-column PRINT modes
* Lower-case and new symbols
* 64-column PRINT mode

iii

Relocntable, and unable with 16, 32, or 65K RAM,

Takes only /iK at the top of memory, plus the 8K SCRAH board (or eq.)
Review files in either Sinclair or ASCII mode.

,, 128 USer_deHned characters Allows local echo to be enabled or disabled. .

Q

"Beginner-friendly" while maintaining full flexibility for customizing and

* Scroll NINDONS any direction... ~h5ck,ng_~ ' »

6 DTXEI at 6 time! * Redefined, auto-repeating Keyboard works like a true upper/lower-case

* Up to 32 TRUE sprites! Speed adjustable. tern1na1- -

* Invert windows or entire screen inally a RFAI. terminal package for your computer ‘mes with ver
*Sft ,-l ‘a I ' ' i

' .‘:°r “..~Y
*p€OT‘:ag;A3r: TRIANGLE comprehensive manual: it even has a large section on Useful POKER for

customizing to your tastes.
* T5204O printer supported
* I

NUCIT more. The price is the clincher...0NLY $24.95 ll 
PRICE: $24.95 incl. complete manual & shipping

The Peak of Quality... from SILICON MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS

C-12, Mtn. Stn. Group Box, Nelson BC V1L 5P1, CANADA (604)352-1668
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MOTSart
Super Music for the ZX81ITS1000ITS1500

Zack Xavier Haquer
The ZX8l—type computers don't have "sound", right? The signal generated by the routine is perfectly' IWRONG. If you ever listened to a tape of a computer eymetricel (50% duty cycle). The minimum ON and OFF

prOgram,’ 1yQu'1]_ realize that it is gapable Qf ggreeghy time (BC:-1') iS 199 "T" states, and 86Ch increment Of BC
noises that could loosely be called "sound". Well, ok, increases.this time by 26 T states. Though the actual
but it isn't capable of music, right? ‘WRONG AGAIN!, If Clock frequency is 3.5 'mHz., the "effective" clock
you've envied those other machines that can beep out a frequency ef the meehine is 3-192 mHZ- (T-states per
tune or a laser sound, there's no longer any noon to second) because of the keyboard—sensing routine in the
f 1 1 ft t. ' ' ‘

ee e Qu non—maskable interrupt. So, the frequency outputted will
The machine-code program presented here gives you he:

three octaves of sound. As listed, the lowest note is FREQ=3-l92E6/(2*(l99+26*(BC-1)))
the "A" just below "Middle.C", but you can move your on BY trensPesin9 this eqnetienr the Velue ef BC fer e
spectrum up or down as desired. But that's not all; it given frequeneY is?
is easy .to write and play music -using only BASIC BC=l + ((1-59636/FREQ)-199)/25
commands, thanks to a built-in "music interpreter". No,_ Eeeh nete (heif'steP) Will be e fixed retie higher
you canvt do multiple voices (though yau can simulate. in frequency than the previous one. Since there are l2
two voices as shown in the demo), and you can't vary the heif-stePs Per eetever end» eeeh eeteve represents e
envelope or modify the waveform. Also, since it has to deubiihg ih freqheneY: this ratio is 2“(l/l2)- The Pre"
run in FAST mode, you can't see your display screen gram eeieuietes eeeh fredueheY using this retie, and
while the music is playing (unless you have the Oliger prints is as the first entry in the screen table. From
video upgrade). Still, this relocatable machine code this is calculates BC, and then "baCk—Cal¢ulates" the
routine might be just what the conductor ordered to tune ACTUAL frequeneY which will resnlt- (Sines en1Y integer
in your BASIC software, values can be POKEd, there will always be some im-

You won't need much in the way of hardware. If you Preeisien in the eetnel frequency-) Finally, it _Cal-
wish, you could connect a mic-level amplifier/speaker to -euletes he" menY eYe1es ef eeeh nete ere required fer
the MIC output. Alternately, simply use your cassette the minimum time interval (sixteenth note at the fastest
deck. Connect the MIC from the computer to the MIC jack temPe)-
on the recorder, and connect ‘an earphone or a small The "A" belew Middle C is defined at 440 HZ. iYeu
speaker to the EAR jack of the recorder. Then take an een meve Yeur seeles UP er dewn bY changing line 9049-
old useless cassette, and cut or remove the tape, making Fer example: te meve it dewn an eetsve LET FREQ=220, te
a "dummy" cassette. This will allow you to place the meve it up en octave! LET FREQ=8801 etC- Yeu Can even
recorder in RECORD mode without actually recording any- trenepeee musie te different seeles hY using ether
thing, or you oould, of oonrso, simply save to tape, and values. For instance, if you wrote a piece in the key of
listen to your computer sonata after it has been .re— C end Wish te trenspese it te E-(4 helf-stePs higher),
corded. Finally, a cheap AM _radio located nearl the simPlY define Yeur .leWest "A" to C# (LET A=554-4)-
computer might pick up the .sound, but with reduced When eXPerimentin9 with different ranges, you
qna1ity_ _ should be aware that the lower notes, the more accurate

The maonino-oodo routine takes no oxaotly 255 the PITCH becomes. On the other hand, the higher notes,
bytes. It is fully relocatable, so you can place it the mere eeenrete the DURATIQN beCemes-
anywhere you want. A good place is in a l REM statement: After generating your table, enter the rest ef
this article will assume that this is where you'll want LISTING 1- Then RUN fer 6 demo. Enter the desired tempo
to put it, but remember that you can move it elsewhere (mere ebeut that leter)- A good tempe fer the firstif you wish. Simply change the LET BEEP= statement to music demo (line 100) is 180. Press any key when done
match the start of your code. for the second part (line 200) which; gives a "laser"

Also required is 144 bytes after the code, for the effect. Again press any key for a "siren" demo (line
frequency/duration lookup table. So start by entering a 300). Finally, press a key to play the second music demol REM followed by 400 X's or other character. Use a (line 400), whieh show how you can simulate two voices!
POKER program such as LISTING 2 of the "Kaleidoscope" A suggested tempe fer this is 240- PrettY neetv eh?
article in TDM Vol.3 No.1 You only have to change line 3, here's he" "MeT5ert" is nsed- Yeur BEEP eemmend
to road; Fog A=15514 To 15759_ RUN your loaner prcgram, must always be of the form: IF USR BEEP THEN... where
and enter the decimal values given in TABLE l. when BEEP has been initialized te the stert er the Pregrem
you're done, delete the loader lines and enter line 2 (i6§i4 in this ¢ase)- whet feliews the REM ere Yenr
and lines 9ooo_9991 of LISTING 1_ (Incidentally, if your ‘musical commands and data. COMMANDS include semicolons
listing gets stuck at line l, be sure you have a line 2, "7" end eemes "I"-
then LIST 2 followed by POKE 16419,2.) RUN 9000 to ASEMICOLON is used to eet the duration of the
generate the data table. when it stops, enter CONT to following notes. After the semicolon command must be a
~f1ll the rest. Line 9170 may be removed to speed no the number or letter (l-G), defining duration as follows:
process: it is included to show the significance of the 1 - 5iXteenth nete
various data elements. 2 - Eighth note

‘_;_‘___.

Li

‘Wis

'Each entry in the table corresponds to one of the
36 possible notes, and consists of four bytes. The first
two give the "delay constant" that determines the
frequency of the note. (We call this "BC" in the program

O00o\4>-w

— Dotted eight note
- Quarter note
- Dotted quarter note
— Half note

since this is the register pair used for this purpose.) "-Detted half nete
The second two bytes give the number of cycles required
for each note, at the minimum possible duration. =q$q

i _ ____ __ E A ~_ ,.____H...______-_l_ _ _ l___ I

G)

- Whole note
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Values inbetween will give other (unorthodox) note
durations. Once the duration has been set, it will re-
main in force until changed by another 1semicolon com-
mand.

COMMAS are used1to tell MoTSart that a note or rest
is to be played. If the comma is.followed by a single

l‘/1 .1 ‘LL21  Q 1

space, a rest is played. Otherwise, you must follow the TABLE 1= MOTSART DECIMAL DATA

comma with a number (l-3) specifiying the octave,
followed by a letter (A—G) specifying the note (pitch). 63 0 1 9 34 118 64 665
The note letter may be followed by "accidentals", rep- 55 15 42 22 64 35 126 254
resented as "+" for sharps and "—".for flats. Note that 234 49 2 297 26 35 125 254

(3G
you can't flat the lowest A (lA), or sharp the highest G 25 32 20 35 126 214 29 254

)_ 16 56 6 126 203 255 119 207

The only other command is to set the overall 124 6° 50 9 64 24 23° 254
TEMPO. This is done using the RAND command. See the' gég ?€g gs; 1%; gg 12: ii; Zgg

demo; simply RAND 1200/(desired tempo). The number you< 24 58 9 64 95 58 50 64

divide into l2OO represents the number of beats (quarter 97 1 45 6 11 120 177 32

notes) per minute; 120 represents two quarter-notes per 251 21 32 245 29 32 238 24

second, or one 4/4 bar every two seconds. 198 214 29 254 3 43 215 245
MoTSart generates its

means that you are trying to use la non-valid way of
own error codes. Error R 122 128 26; 633 25; 4; 43 223

calling the'routine, or don't have a REM after. the 2%: 12 g 2 133 5 22 lg
IF USR BEEP THEN. Error (inverse semicolon) means that a 199 4 79 35 126 254 21 32
SEMICOLON command (duration) is out of range. Finally, 3 12 24 8 254 22 32 3

all other errors are trapped with error (inverse comma), 13 24 1 43 241 71 128 128

which means that a COMMAN command is incorrectly for— 53 43 13; 23$ 252 43 62; 22%

matted or out of range. If you get a semicolon or coma 118 64 9 9 9 9 78 35
error report, the offending character in the line is 70 35 94 35 86 225 24 2

flagged by turning to inverse video. BEWARE of errors 24 157 175 245 175 245 197 211

right at the end of the line! If this happens, the end- 255 11 120 177 32 251 245 0

of-line marker gets POKEd out, causing the next line to 62 9 62 7 61 32 253 241

be "strung" together with your BEEP line. If you're not 193 197 219 254 11 12° 177 32
251 193 241 60 253 190 9 40

careful and manage to fall into this trap, DO NOT try to 11 35 43 245 62 3 61 32

edit the line! The best thing t0 d0 in this case iS tO 253 241 24 299 241 69 253 19g

delete the line and re-enter it from scratch. 50 40 6 221 9 0 0 24

Now you and your ZX/TS can make beautiful music 194 27 122 179 32 188 24 184

together!

LISTING l: BASIC

2 REM MOtsART
3 GOT0 100

240 IF USR BEEP THEN REM ;1,3G+
,3G,3F+,3F,3E,3E—,3D,3C+,3C,3B,3 Note: line 350 is
B—,3A,2G+,2G,2G-,2F,2E,2E—,2D,2C the Same as llne 24°-
+,2C,2B,2B—,2A,1G+,1G,1G—,1F,1E,
1E-,1D,1C+,1@,1B,1B-119 Line 245 ends with a space.
245 IF USR BEEP THEN REM ;s,4§——————-——-——/

10 REM SET TEMPO SUBROUTINE gig QSQSBNBO
20 PRINT "TEMPO?"
30 INPUT TEMPO
40 RAND 1200/TEMPO
50 LET BEEP=16S14
60 RETURN
80 REM WAIT SUBROUTINE

300 REM SIREN 475 RETURN
310 LET TEMp@=6@@ 480 IF usR BEEP THEN REM ,2s,2c
320 GUSUB 40 :26! s2G!2Es2Gs !2Fs2D12Fs I2F!2
330 FOR N=I T0 5 Bs2Fs s2Es2Cu2E1 u2Es1Bs2Es :20!
340 IF USR BEEP THEN REM ;1,1A, Ze,2D,2A,2D,2B,2D, 11

_.. 1A+ 1B 1c 10+ 10 10+ 1E 1F 1F+ 1 485 RETURN
2% éETb:EY$_ THEN GOTO 90 G,10+,2A,2A+,2B,2C,20+,2D,2D+,2E , 9°99 RE" SET UP DAT“ TABLE

100 REM MUSIC DEMO
105 GOSUB 10
110 IF USR BEEP THEN REM

,2F,2F+,2G,2G+,3A,3A+,3B,3C,3C+, 9°10 9L9
3D,3D+,3E,3F,3F+’3G,3G+ 9020 PRINT “FREG;; BC ACTUAL NO

,8 2E, 350 IF USR BEEP THEN REM ,3G+,3 -CYCLES ‘ 1

_ _ _ _ ’ ’ ’ G 3F+ 3F 3E 3E— so 30+ so 3B 38- 9°30 LET BYTE=1677°5,2B,1, ,2,2G:C,2C,4,2D,2E,2F,2G ,66,26+,66,66_,6F,6E,2é_’6D,66+, 9040 LET FREQ=440

14’3A1C’2G12’2D’2E‘6’2F12’2E14’2 §6o'NExi N, ’ ' 9070 LET BC=INT <<<1.596E6/PRE0>
D;2,2E,2F;6,2G;2,2F;4,2E;2,2F,2G 370 GOSUB 80 _199)/26+1_5)

14’3A’2G’2F’2E1B’2D11’1D12’2D’2E 400 REM SIMULATING 2 VOICES 2°80 IF 59:0 THEN LET BC=1
16'2F12'2E*4'2°*2'2E'2Fi6'2G12'2 9090 LET ACT=1.596E6/(199+26*(BC
F;4,2E,2C,2D,2G;2,2G,2F+,2E,2F+; 410 GOSUB 10
5,25

120 IF USR BEEP THEN REM

420 ensue 470 '1)’ I

_6 6E_ 430 GOSUB 480 9100 LET DE=INT (ACT*.013+.5)
! U I 1'

5 20-1 1s-2 26-G 20-6 2P-2 2F-6 440 BOSUB 480 911° RND BC

31’~=2131;@121>=812%=612%+=i~»%@+¥~1 45° PM "0 Z153 SEES 225152551 122323Q,2F,2E,2Q;8,2C,2D;G,2E;8,2G;6, 460 IF USR BEEP THEN REM ,2C,1E '
3C;2,3C;4,3A,2F,2E,2D;8,2G,2B;G, ,2C,1E,2C,1E,2C,1E;4,2C 9150 POKE BYTE+2 PEEK 16434

2912'2°=2E'2G=3°'3“=2F*2°'25-125 465 GOSUB 8° 9160 POKE BYTE+B'PEEK 16435
,2G,3A,3B,3C;3,2C,1C 466 STOP '
130 GOSUB 80
140 CLS
150 PRINT "RUN AGAIN?"
160 PAUSE 4E4

1E,2C, ,2C,1E,2C, ,2G,2E,2G, 626 j-I-QB 11§(INT (QC-I-*104’-5
,2E,2G, ,3A,2F,3A, ,3A,2F,3A, ,2 >1/1°!TAB 19195
G,2E,2B,2E,2G,2E,2G, ,2F,2D,2F, 918° LET BYTE=BYTE+4

170 IF INKEY$="Y' THEN GOTD 100 ,2F,2B.2F, ,2E,2C,2E, ,2E,16,2E, 919° LET FRE°=FRE°*RAT1°
200 REM LASER
210 LET TEMPO=1200
220 GOSUB 40
230 FOR N=1 TO 10

1'5 —

,2D,2A,2D, ,2D,1F,2D, ,2c,1E,2c 920° NEXT N
,1E,2c,1B,2c,1B 9210 STOP

9990 SAVE 'MOTSARt“
52¢; 9991 GOT0 100



CADZ IS HERE: Design on a four
screen page, l6 screens w/256K, 28
functions, fast MC. Requires Aerco
disk & Artworx vl.l——$20. Larry
Zunk, 4800 E. Cedar Ln., Norman,
ox 73017, (403) 366-8595.

TIMEX COMPUTER REPAIRS, upgrades.
FREE ADS FOR SUBSCRIBERS DIABETICS--HYPERTENSIIVES=--2°68 £5132??? “‘?""‘““"°" "6 “I’s“"'programs to keep records of your pr1ceS' Dan E1l1°tt'

control. Your doctor will love you Rt 1'-BQX 117' Cab°°1’ MO 65689’
FOR SALE’ 2050 monam in original when Yeu shew eharts-——$l0 each. (314) 739'l712' 5*P'm"9 P'm-

MTéRM I and II, Loader Iv’ Dr. W.C. Andrews, 30 Oak Knoll Dr.
and V, Letteriter/Bufferiter, San Anselmo’ CA 94960’ FQR SALE; ZX31 ¢omp1ete.in gun-
Casbuatd 30531 MTERM Manual bY tronics keyboard w/UHF modulator
Barry cart?r’ ?he Gulde T° TS MILLENIA-K USERS: Utility disk for Plus 15K RA"- ManY extra Prsgrams
Telecommun1catlons° All far $75’ Ramex interface includes TRACKER & b°°kS f°r Ts: Send SASE f°r aDave Bennett, 329 Rear Walton St., the Sector editor_ D5/QD disk or complete list: George Basil, 206

M.O. to: Munson H. Cockayne, 342
* FOR SALE: TS2068 w/Romswitch, lTr°tter Ct" Sa"f°rd' FL 32773‘ --FQR SALE TS2068

~ : , Zebra 2—driveprinter, modem, recorder, Aerco FDD.3000 w/adapter/TOS & CPM,printer interface’ man ro ra ' ', y p g ms “ GARAGE SALE #2: our last sale of disks, Spectrum EMU cartridge, allbooks & ma s f TS dg or — sen SASE computer "odds and ends» that w/power supplys, manuals. Books,for complete list - George Basil, cluttered our ff- -t software. Dave Staats, 7317
206 Smallwood Dr., Snyder, NY successful’ an; w;?§ew::n§;zdeto Sunset, Jenison, MI 49428. SASE or
'l4226' come up with even more items (both (616) 457'l236‘

hardware and software for Sinclair
' computers). There is even someggugggéyspscrium ASTRONOMER by general electronic items including BOTH DIAMOND MIKE & GAME GRAPHICS
ware. aron Reese, Rt 2 - de - S d 1 1 SASE SHOW for $10. Compass $10. Money

Box 185, Advance, NC 27006. Will ggilgompxézslisintof Tigawoods’ Machine II, $ll. Send stamp for
bu or tradeY - c/o TDM, 29722 Hult Rd., Colton, °ete1°9 °n 190°’ ?°68' FD'68

OR 97Ql7_ products. Chia—Chi Chao, 73
Sullivan Dr., Moraga, CA 94556.I'M SPONSORING A PUBLIC DOMAIN

SOFTWARE POQL fer T52°58- Send $4 WANTED: DOCUMENTATION in English
CDN + 4 ' 's1XtY mlnute Cassettes for QL GIGA MOUSE. Michael Kudelka ‘“TS1°°°' T52°4°I Menetesn add-ensw/your public domain software on 4859 Sacramentg Ave_, 5t_ Lcuisl (RAM'8, K-Board, HRG, Printer I/F,them to: A Albrecht, #305—9930 M0 53115_2Q23_ ere), Brother thermal printer, 12"
B t

r '
Qnaven ure Dr, 33, Calgary, monochrome monitor, software,-5tn,"F", Canada T25 4L4, ' books (will send list on request).

WANTED: Copy of WMJ Data Systems A: Lavi°1°tte' 16'1385 Bernard’
"QuarTerS" Newsletter (Vol.1 No.3, M°ntrea1' CANADA Hzv 1W1-e' FQR $ALE= T52053 eumputer (needs Summer 1985). Needed to complete

FePairr n° P-$- °t manual) $251 collection. Can trade other news- *\.» Ts2Q68 computer with RG3 mod and letters__send needS_ Ton W-1l- FOR SALE: TS2068 Color Com uteri in P 'Spectrum kbd $551Mb§and pew 2050 199' Vashon’ WA 9g07O g’ hardware and software. For free
modem $4Q,yMTERM 3/w $19L>Te1e_ ' price list, send SASE to: Darrell
video personal terminaI'w/monitor K- Strong: 1043 Kinau St- #404,
kbd case and p.s.—no logic board H°n°lu1ur HI 96314-
$2S. Misc software and books—write FOR SALE: ORIGINAL TSl99O/ZX8l
for a list. Dave Maccarone, 67 Prugram tapes Plus engineeringBradley ct_’ Fall River’ MA O272O_ programs (HVAC, piping, plumbing). e\.FOR SALE: ALPHACOM 32, powerFor details, send legal size SASE supply, Textwriter 64, Artworxt0! D-H- Berry, 2106 Opal Dr-, vl.l., Zeus, Chess, Zprint-80,

ss>FQR SALE; A&J(v1) $90¢\Ma1fun¢_ . Qrlande, FL 32822. etc—all 2068. Also seeking localtlonlng Zebra Dlsk or 2968'er$! W. F1QWer!
best offer. WANTED: Zebra FDD 3000 gigggnnes 5t- #22: Northridge, CA
w/CPM & Spectrum, Aerco disk, 2050 -w/software. Billy McBrine, 514 :068lPL0TTING W/c?m:°d3r§ %:230
S. Jackson St., Salisbury, NC “C0 Qt Hl'RE5 Prln er P ° at!
28144, (704) 633-7817. TOY-R-US has the 1520 for $30 * * * C L u 9 E u u T 9 A L E * * *

and the Interface hardware/soft-
~ ‘

ware is available from John T52O53 3@FTuARE
. . M M'chael 1710 Pal er Drive

““§§E°- PLUG‘I“.tYPe keYb°e”d f°‘ Lgramie, is 82010. gend SASE'for "DIAMBND MIKE"T5 0° (Suntt°n1°e tYPe)- James info and Sample p10t_ "GREAT GAMES AND GRAPHICS snow"Cramer, 636 S. Laura #24, La
. Each originally sold for $24.95, but get IPuenter CA 91744: (318) 8l0-42l0- both for just $9.95——while supplies last.

FOR SALE: 20 TIMEX Cassettes plus '

FOR SALE: TSl000 in metal cabinet “Z6- - l.- t t» b Al '0 ASSEMBLER"with keyboard, Westridge modem, 3rég;;2do;:sM€g:lliggglogzzsticig Both for $9.95 (while supplies last).
Aerco C.P. I t f 'n er ace, Memotech 64K at $4_O0 each (never used) Includes 19 pages of documentation
RAM. Send for complete hardware lb ' 'E t S. K t tt 207 F 'and software list to: Richard Dr ?rMeChan€i:b§rg?rtA 17Q521g:aY JRC SOFTWARE
Beier, l Darwin Drive, N. Merrick, (717) 766_0451 200 N- Mei" 5t-
Ny 11566_ ' Scottsburg, IN 47170

(B12) 752—607l
T _ _ _

Do you have some equipment or a program that you would like to sell? Looking for something hard to nd? Place an
ad in THE CLASSIFIEDS! Subscribers can place one free personal ad in each issue. Ad size is 32 Col. wide (like 2040
paper) and maximum of six lines. For additional lines - $3 each. NON-SUBSCRIBERS and DEALERS: $4 a line.
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS: Two weeks before publication date. Mail your ad to:
TIME DESIGNS MAGAZINE, The Classieds Dept., 29722 Hult Rd., Colton, Oregon 97017.

. y __>___.._.~~~— . .
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Q_LINK
THE ULTIMATE TERMINAL FOR THE QL

— Dial,Redial — Integral Editor
- Xmodem & Ascii file transfer — 64 or 80 Columns
- ZOOM printing for speed — XON/XOFF handshaking
— Supports Multitasking & Expanded Memory
— Directory of any Device tells you File Type & Length
— Integral Editor for Capture Buffer, or Document Creation

Edit your session; mark a block, then Print, Save or Ascii Transfer it
Makes it easy to mark an interesting item & transfer it to another BBS
Store up to 4Q Telephone Numbers, 20 Signons/Passwords per setup file
Edit phone numbers, BBS names & Signons ainlessl top y create setup fil
Load another setup file for even more numbers & passwords. Complete
documentation. Extensive use of Menu/Quick modes for Novice & Expert.
Things are made easy with stored File Device, Printer Device & Baudrat
Configures to any modem. Set 8 seperate modem commands, parameters &
Messages; Dial, Immediate Redial, Reset. Supports all QL Baudrates

1®U% Machine Language for Speed! Developed on a JSU ROM.
[ COMES WITH 3 UTILITIES UNSQUEEZE, DELIBRARY & FILTERS ]

IS THERE SOMETHING ELSE YOU WANT IN A TERMINAL? TELL US! WE LISTEN.

The Fine Print : US$ 19.95 + $2.@® shipping
Supplied on MDV or 5.25" disk [specify tpi]

META MEDIA PRODUCTIONS 726 WEST 17TH VANCOUVER, BC CANADA V5Z 1T9************************** ** ************************************************

Sharp’s, Inc.
Rt. 10, Box 459

Mechanicsville, '\/A 231 11
(804) 746-1664 or 730-9697

Co puter
$ 99 - Ooincludes PSION s /w  

We carry ALL hardware and software lines for the Sinclair QL. Compare our
prices. VISA and MASTERCARD accepted (3 % surcharge).
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WEYMIL presents...
 

A small collection of truly innovative products for Sinclair computers
IIntroducing the

elta Device
The Non-Volatile Memory System ‘

for;-the TS 1 000
H“

.~ “ ~ I“
The DELTA DEVICE is the newest addition to our program or the command line. ERASE deletes programs

family of TS I000 products. It is a complete non-volatile from system memory and automatically moves other
memoiy system (NVMS) designed by Mr. \X/ilf Rigter. The programs to fill the space left behind. This eliminates blank
DELTA DEVICE is a full 32K non-volatile memory board I areas of memory between files. File selection is accom-
featuring the Rigter Operating System (ROS). \X/e feel the plished using cursor movement. ROS utilizes terminate-
features of this product make it a significant advance in and-stay-resident protocols. It is called from the command
TS I000 technology. line by simply pressing REM followed by ENTER.

THE HARDWARE There are further enhancements to the ROS core.
The board 3,/2,, 3,, It Om MO Chi CLEAR DIRECTORY allows initialization of selected sec-

It is supplied fully assembled There is a built-in wr?te tions of memory Whe waving Others intact‘ RENUMBER
protect switch to avoid accidental erasure of data. The is a nature" Compamon to the MERGE feature UNMERGE
32K is divided in four 8K blocks which are individually deletes mocks of BASIC programs‘ The Comprehensive I5

. . . . page manual includes instructions for adding more direc-controlled via DIP switch for mapping to various memory . ,, ,,
. . tories and hot keys.

map locations. A long-life battery preserves memory con-
tents. The circuitry has been designed to greatly reduce APPL|€ATloNs
the risk of data loss caused by removing the unit from
the computer. This makes the system very transportable. The DELTA DEVICE has many possible applications.
The board utilizes a standard feed-through connector. A user can have programs such as NOVA, THRUST, MINI-
Memory control is extended to both 16K and 32K ram- XMOD, KRUNCHER, and a word processor instantly
packs. Bank switch applications are supported. There is available with plenty of room left over. Other TS I000
built in hardware compatibility with THRUST and other NVM devices can't equal that capacity. You can easily
hi-res programs. The hardware has four times the capacity enhance the ROM by mapping a section of the NVMS
and more flexibility than other similar memory enhance- into the ROM area. You can now design a customized
ment products. prompt, develop hi-res graphics, or install a high speed

tape loader all accessible using the regular command keys.
RIGTER OPERATING SYSTEM Programmers will appreciate the ability to Ijlave more than

The NVMS is Compieted by the RIGTER one operating system available on the same machine.

OPERATING SYSTEM (ROS). This is a full powered file irgaglne Qang °"€;.maCh":e W!thtFOt'fTH' P.’|°‘%:AL' and
handling system. Utilizing less than 600 bytes, ROS has e S an ar Opera mg Sys em ms an y ave" a 8'
these features. DIRECTORY displays all programs stored

In memo” by name and length m bytes You have 44 DELTA DEVICE is an incredible amount of power in aentries per directory. SAVE transfers BASIC programs, tiny package
variables, and machine code to storage. It works in con- '

Junction with the NAME RENAME feat“'eS' LOAD THE DELTA DEVICE NVMS for the TS 1000 $75.00
. transfers those ro rams to their n r al RUNp g 0 m areas. . . .

MERGE allows the joining of two BASIC programs or Smppmg and handlmg S500
varible files. EXIT allows you to quit ROS to an auto-run

WEYMIL CORPORATION
BOX 5904

BELLINGHAM, WA 9822‘/-{>904

\X/e are sure that you will agree that \X/ilf Rigter's

W A T‘


